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Part I

Social Machines An
Overview

Machines take me by surprise with great frequency.

—Alan Turing



Chapter 1

Introduction

It was Saturday morning, and Melissa was making a
stop at her local Walmart to pick up a few things. As
usual, she parked as close as she could and walked the
familiar pavement up to the well-lit store entrance.
Upon entering, her eye was drawn to something unfa-
miliar in the lobby. Standing against what used to be an
empty wall was now a large, colorful, slightly unusual-
looking vending machine. Intrigued, Melissa ap-
proached it—and immediately noticed a couple of
things. For one, the machine was completely stocked
with only one product—bright green Cascade dishwash-
ing detergent samples made by Procter & Gamble
(P&G). Second, in place of the normal mechanism by
which you would insert coins or bills to make a pur-
chase, there was a large, rectangular, color LCD screen
that welcomed her with the line, “Press here to get your



free sample!” Her finger instinctively reached out and
pressed the screen where instructed. The screen
promptly displayed:

Using your smartphone, please visit our product’s
Facebook page. After you log in, go to this URL—ht-
tp://cascade.facebook.com.

If you Like our page, we’ll vend you a free sample of
our new Cascade dishwashing detergent right here,
right now!

Melissa was hooked. She retrieved her iPhone from
her pocket . . . and paused. Was this strange new trans-
action worth it? By pressing that “Like” button, she
would be telling all her Facebook friends that she, in
fact, liked this promotion. After examining the machine
some more and thinking about the companies involved,
she pressed the “Like” button with her pinkie. Two
seconds later the vending machine whirred and dropped
a sample into the tray for her to pick up. Melissa let out
a quick laugh, looked around to make sure it wasn’t
some kind of trick, and reached in to grab the sample.
She would try it tonight, she decided, and noticing the
coupon on the back of the packaging, pondered whether
she might just pick up a whole box of it while shopping
then and there.
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Welcome to social machines, a world in which social
networks include not just other people but Internet-con-
nected electronic devices, machines, and contraptions
of all kinds. It’s a world where your next Twitter follow-
er could be your refrigerator and your new Facebook
friend your brother’s Mustang. It is a business ecosys-
tem of people, companies, and machines collaborating
in surprising new ways and opening up innovative pos-
sibilities to create real value.

Let’s examine all the people and groups that benefit-
ted from this simple interaction at Walmart.

• Melissa received an immediate, tangible benefit in
the form of a useful product sample and coupon.

• P&G gained more than it might have by blindly
passing out samples on a street corner. By virtue
of the Facebook Like, the company gained access
to not just the person liking its page but to that
person’s entire social graph—information that
P&G can now use to more effectively target pro-
motions. Melissa’s friends can immediately see
what she’s just liked and, potentially, go visit Wal-
mart themselves and get their own sample,
thereby giving P&G access to yet another social
graph. Talk about the network effect!

• Walmart got more foot traffic in stores because of
all the activity and social buzz around the vending
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machine. This, combined with the coupon on the
back of the packaging, could equate to higher
sales at that location.

• The vending machine sellers and operators, in-
stead of just providing a piece of electromechanic-
al dispensing machinery, can now tout that they
are providing innovative new ways for brands to
interact with their customers and prospects.

• The wireless carrier sells another data plan.
Every carrier in the world today is interested
selling data plans, and they are thrilled when they
can do so on devices other than smartphones. A
vending machine (and by association, kiosks, di-
gital signs, etc.) represents a whole new category
of device to support and capitalize on.

That’s a lot of beneficiaries from one simple idea and
interaction. It’s especially impressive when you consider
that it all sprang from combining two distinct, previ-
ously separate and unrelated worlds—the online social
network and the stationary vending machine, the digital
and the physical. It’s a combination you will see much
more of in the coming years.

If this sounds entirely too futuristic to you, consider
this. The whole concept of social machines is simply an
extension of the social contract most of us have already
made with a powerful electronic device we carry every
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day—our mobile phones. If you are like most people,
you could not imagine your life without it. Our lives
have been inalterably changed by the absorption of this
communications technology. It is so engrained that it
has become virtually invisible. In fact, the Finnish have
coined the term kanny, which roughly translates into
“extension of the hand,” to describe not only their mo-
bile phones but their implied relationship with them.
Like the watch on your wrist, its use has been com-
pletely enmeshed in your daily life. But make no mis-
take; it is indeed a machine. And it represents just the
tip of the iceberg. Companies like Nike, with their suc-
cessful Nike+ product line that combines fitness metrics
with social networking, are unmistakable harbingers of
what is to come.

As we will see, human cultures have been building re-
lationships with machines for millennia. Stanford pro-
fessor Clifford Nass recently conducted research that
shows that it’s not uncommon for us to attach very hu-
man qualities to our personal computers (which may ex-
plain the emotional reaction you feel when it crashes on
you!1). And although it is not this book’s goal to delve
deeply into cognitive science, it’s worth noting that the
whole concept of social machines as logical next step in
the evolution of our relationship with technology is, in
fact, supported by scholarship. Professor Andy Clark
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notes in his book Natural Born Cyborgs, “what is spe-
cial about human brains, and what best explains the dis-
tinctive features of human intelligence, is precisely their
ability to enter into deep and complex relationships with
nonbiological constructs, props and aids.” In other
words, machines can teach us many things. We just
need to include them in the discussion.

The obvious question arises: Is this just another uber-
geeky concept that sounds cool on paper but fails in real
life? The short answer is no—and the following are some
good examples of why the concept stands a very strong
chance of succeeding. Imagine a world in which:

• Your car shares valuable geographic, operational,
and/or safety data with its “friends”—in this case,
the other cars that are “following” it on Twit-
ter—resulting in better gas mileage, ride-sharing
opportunities, faster travel times, and the ability
to find open parking spaces.

• Your house communicates with its occupants and
other Facebook “friend houses” to share heating
and cooling information, security data, utility us-
age metrics, and environmental measurements,
resulting in improved energy efficiency and
healthier, more secure homes and neighborhoods.

• Communities of elderly people securely and
privately share health information that originates
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from various monitoring devices with one anoth-
er, their caregivers, and their loved ones, resulting
in lower medical bills, fewer hospital visits, better
quality of life, and longer lives.

• Retailers are willing to monetize your presence in
their stores via discounts and promotions in ex-
change for the location data and/or purchase his-
tory on your smartphone.

• Literally hundreds of applications, services, and
products that could be developed to capitalize on
and support all the benefits listed here—which is
just a brief snapshot of the potential areas for in-
novation. The social framework provides a com-
pletely new way of entering markets, demonstrat-
ing value, and driving adoption.

The best part is that none of these examples are
fantasies. They are all possible today. The technology
necessary to make them real exists and is getting cheap-
er every year. But ironically, the framework for under-
standing how we can harness these technologies has
nothing to do with technology at all. The path forward
for the utopian visions of home automation and smart
cities is based on something far more mundane. It is a
force that has driven countless revolutions before it: the
inherent need we humans have to communicate, share
our worlds, help one another, and improve our
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collective lot in life. In a word, this new universe of pos-
sibility is based on everything becoming social. As Clay
Shirky mentions in his book Cognitive Surplus, “the use
of social technology is much less determined by the tool
itself; when we use a network, the most important asset
we get is access to one another.” We now must consider
what it means to include machines in that mix.

As strange as it may sound, the concept of imbuing an
inanimate machine with social characteristics is not only
a logical, cultural stepping stone but it also makes sound
business sense. The example at the start of this chapter
is a real one, with real business value—and it’s the first
of many we will introduce in the coming pages. The fact
is that by combining the best of what we’ve learned
about sharing, collaborating, and cooperating via online
social networks with everything we know about power-
ful, secure, potentially mobile, physical devices, we can
create a stunningly rich new ecosystem for innovation.
It is a new category for exploration that’s part business
and part consumer, maybe some hybrid beast called
M2C—machine-to-consumer. Whatever acronym fits
best, the concept rests firmly on the promise of breaking
down the artificial barriers that exist between net-
worked humans and machines.

After all, wouldn’t we be happier with fewer mind-
lessly blinking DVRs, squawking car alarms, and inane
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error messages confusing the situation? Wouldn’t it be
better if we welcomed, instead of feared, the technology
in our lives? Aren’t there wonderful examples of big,
successful businesses being built on making technology
easier—the canonical example being Apple? To make
this happen, we need to make machines a real, trusted,
and more integrated part of our community, part of our
society—which, coincidentally, leads us back to making
things social.

To capture and discuss this new universe of possibil-
ity, we need a new dialectic that puts humans and ma-
chines on an equal social footing, insofar as it is related
to improving the world and all those who inhabit it.
That is the purpose of this book—to provide the frame-
work, concepts, and vernacular to assist in the explora-
tion and development of this exciting new world of
communication.

1 http://www.cfo.com/article.cfm/6820151
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Chapter 2

A Social Internet of
Things

Social machines” is a framework for recontextualizing
and reevaluating the business benefits of Internet-con-
nected devices (the “Internet of Things”) by integrating
everything we’ve learned from social networks. It is a
way to reframe the value of the Internet of Things to
make it more approachable and meaningful to everyone,
not just the world’s geeks. This approach provides a new
conceptual architecture for product developers that
helps move the discussion from the purely hypothetical
to the concrete—providing them a distinct and easy to
understand point of view.

The social machines concept resulted directly from
the client work my colleagues and I did at Bug Labs. We
had been working to help our customers connect all



kinds of things to the Internet—automobiles, postage
kiosks, medical devices, vending machines, and stuffed
animals . . . yes, stuffed animals (more on this later). All
of this activity fell under the umbrella acronym M2M,
which stands for machine-to-machine, a type of system
that has been around for decades. In essence, this
means that network-connected devices autonomously
communicate with corporate data systems like inventory
control, repair/maintenance, accounting, or operations.
The typical example is the photocopier machine that de-
tects its toner is low or printing drum needs replacing
and consequently “calls home” to an online service oper-
ations database and automatically schedules a mainten-
ance call for the following day, all without any human
intervention. This fantastic innovation has proved its
value to businesses for many years. The return on in-
vestment (ROI) is based on driving down operational
costs and improving the efficiency of service organiza-
tions. If a machine can communicate its status and elim-
inate the need for a field service representative to phys-
ically go and visit the machine, the savings would be
substantial, especially for a large services organization.

But our customers were looking for something differ-
ent, even though they could not put their finger on ex-
actly what. And frankly, neither could we. We all be-
lieved—at least from a product development
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standpoint—that the Internet of Things was a trend
worth considering. But was M2M and the Internet of
Things the same thing? It didn’t feel like it, even though
technically they are very similar.

What we had to figure out was: How could we prop-
erly contextualize the value of something as frustratingly
vague as the Internet of Things to customers? If this
concept was so great, where were all the killer products?
What was the Angry Birds of Internet of Things? Every-
one had heard the promises of home automation, energy
management, and telemedicine before, but the hype
cycle on those notions expired years ago. We joked that
all of these categories have been “about to be huge” our
entire careers—much like artificial intelligence, another
perennial favorite of the futurists. The M2M industry
wasn’t offering any help either and—to put it
bluntly—its existing successes were pretty boring. I
don’t mean that in a condescending way. But only very
specific areas of the commercial world get excited about
fewer truck rolls, lower service inventory overhead, and
higher asset productivity. We wanted to find a way to
broaden its appeal without losing sight of the fact that it
had to provide some kind of business value. So we
plugged away and continued to try new ideas.

In retrospect, there were a few signposts that ulti-
mately led us to this point. One, in particular,
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culminated in an aha! moment that became the seed for
everything that came about very quickly thereafter—in-
cluding this book.

Back in July 2009, I wrote a blog post for Make
magazine (a publication that focuses on do it yourself
[DIY] and do it with others [DIWO] projects) called
“Hacking Health” (which can be found at ht-
tp://blog.makezine.com/2009/07/08/peter-
semmelhack-of-bug-labs-on-hac). It was based on my
deeply held conviction that we would all live longer and
healthier lives if we learned how to take better care of
each other—and rely less on some giant, faceless, bur-
eaucratic mother ship. The idea adhered to the same
proven principles that open source software
does—namely, community-based innovation, encour-
aging and empowering individuals to do new things
without onerous overhead and administrative encum-
brances (for example, licensing in the software world)
and with an ethos of self-reliance. The reaction to the
article was positive enough that I decided to put some of
my ideas into action.

And, as are a lot of people who embark on such ef-
forts, I was inspired by a topic close to home. My sister
is a type 1 diabetic, meaning that she is depends on in-
sulin injections to maintain a normal level of glucose/
sugar in her blood. As she’s gotten older, she’s become
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susceptible to dangerously low blood sugar levels while
sleeping. Normally, the human body would respond to
such an event by turning on the adrenaline, quickly
waking a person and prompting him or her to take ac-
tion. But that was occurring less and less reliably with
my sister. Thankfully, her husband and family took to
watching out for her; however, that wasn’t a foolproof
system either. As we all became increasingly concerned,
I scoured the market for some kind of electronic device
that could help monitor this type of problem but was
stunned to find that nothing was available. So I did what
any other card-carrying geek would do. I decided to
build one myself.

I give the full details of my experiment on my blog, so
I won’t go into it here. However, I will emphasize that
the main point was to build a device that would issue
online alerts/notifications and physically actuate things
in my sister’s environment (for example, turn on the
lights) if she experienced a low blood sugar level. I im-
mediately recognized I could neither safely nor comfort-
ably directly monitor her blood (which would have re-
quired some type of ugly needle); therefore, I needed an
alternative method of measurement.

Luckily, I discovered through conversations with doc-
tors and diabeticians that there was a fairly reliable cor-
relation between a low blood sugar level and a sudden
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spike in heart rate. That was something I could monitor.
So I combined a Polar heart strap, a BUGbase (a little,
wireless, modular computer meant for hacking together
new ideas like this—made by Bug Labs), and a power
switch module to create a system that worked in the fol-
lowing way: At night, my sister would wear the Polar
heart monitor and turn on the BUGbase on her night-
stand. The strap would then send data wirelessly to the
BUGbase as she slept. An application running on the
BUGbase would then continuously track her heart rate.
If there were a sudden, persistent jump in her heart’s
beats per minute, the device would immediately send
out e-mail and text messages via its built-in Wi-Fi con-
nection to a list of relevant individuals. And—here’s my
favorite part—it would turn on her clock radio at a blar-
ingly high volume to wake up either her, her husband,
or someone else in the house to come to her aid. It
worked like a charm.

What happened next was just as interesting. The idea
caught the attention of health information website We-
bMD, which prompted the question: What if online
communities of diabetes sufferers could take advantage
of this “hacking health” concept? What if they shared
and pooled their information in such a way that others
could evaluate and report on it? What if a content pro-
vider like WebMD could intelligently connect experts in
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the area—as well as relevant product companies—and
expand the discussion that way? The possibilities ex-
ploded, and one of the things that became obvious
through all this excitement was that it had nothing to do
with technology. The core concept was simply the notion
of people taking care of people and in some cases using
technology to help. It was a sterling example of the
power of a deeply interested social network looking for
ways to improve their lives—where humans and ma-
chines were working together.

Jump forward a couple of years. This time it’s not a
medical device: it’s a teddy bear. Let me explain.

There is a condition called chronic loneliness that af-
fects more people in our always-on, constantly connec-
ted world than you might expect. The condition has a
high concentration in the United States among the eld-
erly, usually those living alone or in retirement com-
munities. The reasons are fairly straightforward. We are
probably all a little guilty of not calling or visiting our
parents, grandparents, or elderly relatives enough. But
sometimes what may feel like benign neglect can have
far more serious consequences. People suffering from
chronic loneliness can develop intense psychosomatic
symptoms that end up requiring them to visit an emer-
gency room, only to discover there’s nothing physically
wrong with them. They just thought they were having a
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heart attack. In reality—and heartbreakingly—they un-
consciously just wanted to be among people who
seemed like they cared.

A large health insurance customer of ours wanted to
address this issue in an innovative new way. Based on
research conducted by Intel in 2006,1 they decided to
create a new online messaging interface—aka, a teddy
bear connected to the Internet—to let families commu-
nicate with one another via hugs. In this case, hugging
one of these special teddy bears would in turn send the
hug to another bear in the person’s online community.
The hug recipient’s bear would then light up (via a little
light on its chest), indicating that a hug was waiting.
Picking up and squeezing that bear would result in a
quick two-second vibration that translated into “hug
given.” It may sound dorky, but it was a huge success. It
turns out that people respond very well to soft, cuddly,
networked computers disguised as teddy bears. Al-
though teenagers may take comfort in, and receive exist-
ential relief from, the SMS messages arriving on the cell
phone curled up in the palm of their hand, most of the
remaining population does not. In this case, Grandma
demonstrated a measurably improved emotional state
from interacting with the teddy bear that let her know
that someone in her family wanted to give her a hug.
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Now imagine integrating other types of health-related
alerts and reminders into the bears’ “vocabulary.” Hav-
ing a trusted, nonthreatening new friend in the house
dramatically improves the chances of Grandma paying
attention. Maybe she could be reminded (gently) to take
her medications on time, to turn the stove off, or to call
her doctor. Additional audio content could flow through
the bear, thereby increasing its value and continuing to
improve Grandma’s health. Like the initial Walmart ex-
ample in the book’s introduction, this case demonstrates
another win-win-win scenario. Grandma is happier, the
insurance company’s costs are lower, and the family
feels closer.

Both of the examples discussed are similar in that
each uses technology to improve someone’s life—spe-
cifically, in terms of his or her health. The goal of the
technology is clear: to disappear. If the application is
successful, then the technology itself becomes invisible.
The device becomes a friend, something to rely on, a
capable partner. The diabetic heart rate monitor is a
new health-monitoring buddy for my sister’s family. The
connected teddy bear is a source of companionship, con-
nection, and affection for Grandma, artificial though it
may be. These devices become enmeshed in the emo-
tional fabric of their users’ lives. They become social.
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Last, we come to the aha! moment. As I stated in the
first paragraph of this book, including an online social
network in the mix of connected components created a
state change in how I understood everything we’d
worked on prior to that point. Suddenly, it became less
about M2M and its technology-centric point of view and
more about including machines as peers in a social
graph. It became clear that everything we’ve learned
about human interaction over a network—for example,
via Facebook—could apply to specially developed
devices on a network.

A critical aspect of this state change—and a key quali-
fier for all our customers—was its business value. Cer-
tainly, M2M applications make business sense. They are
supported by a solid ROI based on operational savings
and more efficient information flows. But whereas M2M
has historically been about saving money, social ma-
chines revolve more strongly around making money. Or
to put it in a less philistine way, social machines
broaden the appeal of connected devices to a vastly lar-
ger audience. As such, its value to society is higher, its
impact is greater, and its speed of adoption is much,
much faster. This rapid pace of acceptance is one of the
key strengths of the social machines concept. People
“get it” and are eager to explore the benefits.
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There’s a reason ships have a gender (female).
There’re also solid reasons why we all love C-3PO and
Thomas the Tank Engine and hate HAL. The human
tendency is to categorize, whenever possible, new things
into natural buckets with which we’re comfortable—be-
cause doing so makes it easier to integrate them into our
lives. Devices that don’t get this treatment sit on shelves,
blinking unhappily. The main addition I’m suggesting
we consider is a sort of normalized form of network
communication between those of us with hearts and
those merely with hertz.

The great thing about a social machine is the interac-
tion model. A now-famous caption from a 1993 New
Yorker cartoon quipped, “On the Internet, no one knows
you’re a dog,” which, if you’re a machine, is an enorm-
ously liberating thing. You can now participate with hu-
mans in all kinds of ways that mimic human interaction.
And what’s more (and better), you can do an enormous
amount more than any human could do. And therein
lies the benefits of this approach. If we can successfully
build, deploy, and include specially designed machines
to participate in the social graphs of both business and
personal networks in meaningful and relevant ways, we
will have created a platform for real revolution. The ex-
amples I have referenced in this chapter are simply
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signal fires pointing the way to the much greater poten-
tial that awaits.

1 http://www.intel-research.net/Publications/
Seattle/100620061710_356.pdf
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Chapter 3

Why Social
Networks Must

Evolve

Social networks must evolve because:

Everything will get connected.

Everything will get smarter.

Everything will get social.

We’re running out of humans.



Everything Will Get
Connected

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a social
network is “a network of social interactions and person-
al relationships.” It’s a definition thankfully devoid of
technical nuance. Many people would be apt to think
that social networks are a new and technology-centered
phenomenon, given all the attention they’ve received
over the past several years. But the concept and science
of social networks have been with us for quite some
time—way before Facebook, Twitter, and the countless
other sites we’ve come to know and love/hate. Wherever
there are humans, social connections form networks
that, in turn, create what we call society.

Social networks are based on what we do best, or in
some cases, worst: interact with one another. Every in-
teraction in which we engage throughout our life has
some impact on our network of family, friends, col-
leagues, enemies, and those we randomly encounter.
Unless you’re a hermit, the importance of these connec-
tions is self-evident. Interestingly, we interact and form
personal relationships with lots of things—and only
some of these are human. Pets are an obvious example
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of one of these nonhuman relationships. Those of us
who have chosen to include animals in our lives can at-
test to their importance in our social graphs. People who
have pets truly think of them as members of their fam-
ily. Smart companies like Wag.com have actively tapped
into this.

We anthropomorphize all kinds of things. Think
about it: We give hurricanes and diseases human
names. We also form relationships with objects. Ships
have been named (and christened) for thousands of
years, with aircraft being granted the same honors in the
twentieth century. Cars have a long history of receiving
this treatment as well. Just off the top of my head I can
name Herbie the Love Bug (a Volkswagon Beetle from
the 1968 Disney movie of the same name); KITT (a 1982
Pontiac Trans Am), which stands for Knight Industries
Two Thousand, from the 1982 hit TV show Knight
Rider; and, more recently, the Pixar movie Cars, a film
in which every character in the film is a talking vehicle.
Cars “run,” have engines that “growl” and “purr,” and
have “sexy” curves and “intoxicating” power. Learning
to drive is a rite of passage, attended by all the myths,
legends, and lore that countless books and movies have
drilled into our heads. I would argue that we exhibit this
kind of behavior with cars because they have a symmet-
rical “face” that’s similar to ours—two headlights for
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eyes, a hood ornament for a nose, and a grill for a
mouth. We anthropomorphize objects in which we see
ourselves or upon which we project our hopes, dreams,
and imaginations.

The point is that we are wired to do this. By putting
names on things and imbuing them with familiar qualit-
ies, we make them more approachable, more comfort-
able, and more lovable. We make them more human. As
a designer, I can’t think of a more laudable achievement
than to create a product that people love so much that
they accept it as part of human society, like the auto-
mobile. Not many have been granted that honor. In fact,
many have been granted the exact opposite.

Take computers for example. As prevalent and critic-
al as they are to our daily functioning, we all have a seri-
ous love/hate relationship with them. In the early
1990s, I had the opportunity to work in the computer
services business. We dealt with many customers whose
computers were not working properly. It was then that I
came to realize that for most people, the most horrible
thing, the most emotionally devastating event that could
ever happen to them, absent a loved one dying, was hav-
ing an un-backed-up hard drive crash. I have not wit-
nessed since those days more rage, hysteria, and hope-
lessness. You would have thought that suicide was the
only answer. It was that bad.
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The personal computer seems like a vessel perfectly
designed for limitless scorn. But, when working per-
fectly, it generates nary a compliment. There are few na-
tional clubs that lovingly care for, trade, and exchange
old models. They never appreciate in value. They are
wanted, even lusted after, for a millisecond in history,
then forgotten almost immediately. For example, I have
an original BlackBerry e-mail device, the iPhone of its
day. I also have a PalmPilot. You want either? I also
have a 1964 Corvette. You want that instead? I rest my
case.

But why? These things should be our best friends.
The trouble is in the interface. Personal computers
today are still intimidating, technical mysteries to most
people. Thankfully they are getting better, with compan-
ies such as Apple leading the way by vastly simplifying
the interaction model. There are very good reasons why
the iPhone has no menu bar, no windows, or multiple
layers of pop-up dialog boxes. Simpler is better. But, for
the most part, computers remain firmly rooted in the
domain of the geeks.

Let’s go back a little further in computer history and
see what that can tell us about humans interacting with
computers.

In 1950, Alan Turing, widely known as the father of
computer science and artificial intelligence pioneer,
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devised the now famous Turing test as a way to determ-
ine whether machines could “think.” More accurately, it
was a test to see if a human could detect whether a ma-
chine or another human was answering questions sub-
mitted over a text-based network interface, like instant
messaging. If the machine could trick the human into
believing it was also human, it would pass the test.
Hence, as far as the human was concerned, the machine
was indeed thinking, at least insofar as anyone would
think about answering the questions posed.

A key question that this test begs is, if you can’t tell if
the “person” you’re conversing with over the network is
human, do you care? Academically, I can certainly un-
derstand why it would be important, but from a practic-
al standpoint it’s immaterial. For example, if you ask the
question, “Is there a long line at the Starbucks around
the corner from me?” and the answer you receive is both
quick and accurate, does it matter if the answer was
generated by neurons or transistors? I think the answer
is instructional. Why? Because Turing realized that for
the test to work, he needed to create an abstraction. The
network provided that service by creating a boundary
between the two parties, one that denied the human
participant the benefit of any sensory perception. The
only interface was simple text in the form of a dialog.
This, cunningly, let the human brain complete the
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abstraction—“I’m speaking with another human”—and
form a connection.

The New Yorker quote at the start of this chapter
captures the essence of this point perfectly—and it’s
famous for that exact reason. The Internet, or any net-
work really, gives both people and (here’s the important
part) nonhumans (that is, things) equal billing. The net-
work becomes more than a simple interface; it becomes
a mask, an abstraction. On the Internet, it doesn’t mat-
ter if you’re a dog, a parrot, a child, an adult, a vending
machine, or an automobile. If you can keep up your end
of the dialog, then you’re good. You belong.

Networked video gamers are used to this already. If
you choose to make the computer your opponent when
starting a game, for anything from chess to Call of Duty,
you are, in essence, calling up a human stand-in—an
“artificial intelligence,” a machine—to play against you.
In the most graphically advanced games, where the op-
ponents actually look like human players, no one can tell
who’s real and who’s fake. And it really doesn’t matter.
What’s important is the experience and the challenge of
playing the game. Your artificial opponent even shows
up in the leader board, taunting you and your pathetic
skills just like a real player. This is fascinating to me, be-
cause you endure the loss and enjoy the win just as in-
tensely as if you were playing a human. The game is a
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truly social experience, despite the fact that you’re the
only human involved in it.

An avatar is the name the video game industry has
given to a graphic version of ourselves in cyberspace.
Originally a Hindu term for a deity who has assumed
human form and descended to Earth, the term was ini-
tially popularized by Neal Stephenson’s classic 1992 sci-
fi novel Snow Crash. Later, the online game Second Life
used what they also called avatars to allow you to pro-
ject yourself into a three-dimensional graphical environ-
ment of stunning resolution and realism.

In games where you have human-like opponents, the
software is presenting its own avatar. It’s cloaking itself
in a form that you understand and operating in ways
that are familiar to you. But as we will learn, the com-
puter can present an infinite number of avatars, only
some of which are visual. Many will be audio only. Oth-
ers will present themselves as tactile interfaces that vi-
brate or heat or cool. There are lots of interesting ways
for computers to talk to you—and there are lots of ways
for computers, and countless other machines, to be so-
cial. We will come back to the idea of a machine avatar
later because it is a great way to understand the evolving
interaction model I am proposing.

Last, I believe making machines more social, creating
a more interactive and reliable societal bond, will vastly
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improve the human condition. A social machine is, in
fact, a democratization of technology. It is a way of re-
moving the arcane, opaque, and complex technical ma-
chine interfaces, decipherable to only the techno-literate
minority among us and making information more freely
accessible (for example, how many of you actually know
that USB stands for universal serial bus, or for that mat-
ter, care?) I still vividly remember the first time I used
Mosaic, Marc Andreessen’s revolutionary new World
Wide Web (WWW) interface called the Web browser. It
radically simplified the navigation of all the information
contained on the WWW. What used to require accur-
ately assembling long, weird strings of words and char-
acters into what was called a Universal Resource Locat-
or, or URL (there was a time when “http://” was as good
as Swahili to just about everyone), was suddenly re-
duced to just a click of the mouse. I could instantly go
from reading about some new Japanese painting in an
online article to actually seeing a picture of it from an
archive stored in a server in Tokyo just by clicking on a
special underlined word or hyperlink. It was magical.

Gutenberg brought about a similar revolution with
his printing press 300 years earlier. For centuries be-
fore, literacy was the exclusive domain of the elite few.
Books were expensive, rare, and difficult to access. More
important, all the information, knowledge, and wisdom
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contained in these books were unavailable to anyone but
the nerds of that time—the highly trained technologists
who could actually read. Gutenberg’s invention brought
the power of words and books to the masses. His presses
enabled Martin Luther to distribute his heretical mes-
sages and launch the Reformation. Like Mosaic, the ar-
rival of low-cost books—the democratization of liter-
acy—connected more people to important information,
and society flourished.

I’m not trying to suggest that the concept for social
machines is on the order of books or browsers. What I
am saying is that history has shown that when you lower
the access barriers to information, wherever it’s located,
good things happen—humans find new ways to use that
information to improve all kinds of things—science,
medicine, culture, the arts. Information is rocket fuel for
the human imagination. Right now there is an enorm-
ous pool of untapped information residing in all of the
machines we’ve designed, built, and launched into the
world. As I will show, gaining access to that information
today is the domain of the ruling elite, the technical wiz-
ards we fondly call geeks. Collapsing those barriers and
providing easy access to these untapped pools of data is
the whole point of providing a new social interface layer.
In many ways, you could equate the machines in our life
as the unreadable books of centuries ago—and us the
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illiterate masses. Imagine the good we could all do if we
had access to what is currently trapped behind unneces-
sarily technical interfaces. I argue that our imagination
is the only limiting factor.

Everything Will Get
Smarter

The other thing that’s happening is the whole concept of
what a computer is—and where computers belong in our
daily lives—is rapidly changing. Nowhere is this more
obvious than in automobiles. Even today’s simplest
models have up to 50 computers, in the form of micro-
processors, running under their hoods or in their cabins.
They manage everything from engine operation, to cli-
mate control, to antilock brakes and alarm systems.
Many more advanced and luxury brands now boast ac-
tual desktop computer–grade CPUs that help run the
communications, entertainment, and navigation sys-
tems. But even though your car is now becoming noth-
ing more than a computer with wheels, your focus re-
mains on its primary purpose—transportation, getting
you and your family from point A to B quickly and
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safely. This is as it should be and is a great indicator of
what’s to come. Objects are getting smarter, becoming
reliable partners.

But doesn’t the term smart exaggerate what these
computers can actually do? On one hand, yes, to the ex-
tent that smart means “intelligent,” which implies actu-
al thinking. But I find it interesting that we’re starting to
label products with advanced computing capabilities as
smart because it is an indication of our willingness to
ascribe to them descriptors normally associated with liv-
ing things. Smart usually implies some sort of con-
sciousness. Today, we’re happy to call a computing
device smart if it interacts with us in intelligent ways. A
software program that makes us believe that it is actu-
ally thinking about stuff is a crowd-pleaser every time.
Robots that motor around, respond to the environment,
and talk to you produce the same reaction: smiles,
laughs, and heads shaking in disbelief. It’s almost as if
we are eager to open our community to include these
new “beings.”

Smart, interactive machines that provide us with use-
ful information, improve our lives, and generally make
things easier will continue to make inroads in just about
every walk of life. I think you’ll find that there is a very
short distance between a device being called smart and
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that same gizmo being labeled social. Which brings me
to my last point . . .

Everything Will Get
Social

Recently, the Economist released its annual almanac of
predictions called “The World in 2013.” In an accompa-
nying blog post, it highlighted the top 10 trends for busi-
ness leaders to watch in 2013. The first one predicted:

Social everything: New generations and
their digital world stepping forward

Social technologies are now a central part of every-
day life and work. The social generations are re-
shaping companies from the inside, helping them to
build broader, more agile networks to create and
deliver value to customers. Mobility and connected-
ness will be at the heart of the future business envir-
onment: communications and marketing are mov-
ing from a focus on one-to-one relationships, to
many-to-many.
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I argue in this book that the definition and scope of
social interactions and personal relationships will evolve
to include inanimate objects of every kind—your toaster,
TV, car, lawn mower, salt shaker—basically anything
without a heartbeat—in the very near future. Although
this may sound a little weird, it will appear normal in
the coming decade. In fact, it’s already happening with a
fascinating mix of devices. Plants are tweeting when
they need water. Health devices are posting metrics to
your Facebook wall. Home security systems are texting
you. Your smartphone is helping companies crowd-
source traffic data. It’s a seemingly futuristic idea that is
moving into the here and now. Your social graph will
grow to include whole new categories of things.

Wikipedia defines a social graph as “a sociogram, a graph that depicts [the]

personal relations of internet users.”? Notice how it doesn’t say “personal re-
lationships with or people”? Very prescient. Clearly, whoever wrote that
definition knew that we would start developing relationships with things.

?http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociogram.

My contention is based on two unstoppable trends.
The first is our inexhaustible and accelerating desire to
communicate faster and more clearly with one another
and the world around us. For example, Twitter and
Facebook are both leading the charge on redefining
news reporting. It used to be good enough to just watch
the 6 o’clock news or refresh your CNN Web page every
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hour. That’s no longer adequate. People want real-time
information from wherever the news is originating—in-
stantly delivered via crowdsourced social media. The re-
volutionary Arab Spring has become the poster child for
this new phenomenon. Another good example is that
stock trading companies are now moving their data cen-
ters physically closer to the big exchanges (NYSE,
NASDAQ, etc.) because the speed of light isn’t fast
enough for them anymore. In equity trading, execution
is everything; every nanosecond counts. Therefore, the
longer it takes for trading and pricing information to
flow back and forth over a network between buyer and
seller, the higher the chance of a lost trade. It is a life-
and-death situation for traders. It matters so much that
it’s worth the multimillion dollar investment in new
facilities.

The second is the inexorable pace of computer power,
normally referred to as Moore’s law. Briefly, this law
states that computing power—as measured by the num-
ber of transistors manufacturers can squeeze onto a
chip—doubles every two years. This basically means that
every two years, you will have devices that are twice as
fast but no more expensive. This translates into ever
more advanced software and human-computer inter-
faces. If you’ve ever used Apple’s Siri product (an uncan-
nily accurate voice recognition application that runs on
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the iPhone), you have an idea what I mean. This is why
it’s possible for the smartphone you carry to have more
computing power than your desktop unit did two years
ago. It’s also why smart devices are starting to crop up
everywhere. The cost of putting advanced CPUs into just
about everything is becoming possible.

So, on one hand, you have humans reaching forward
into the future, trying to interface more intimately and
broadly with their world. And on the other, you have
computers more and more capable of reaching back and
interacting intelligently, either directly with us or over a
network.

The whole concept of a social machine is defined by
its active connectedness to the world—that is, its ability
to interact in society, its ability to share. One could ar-
gue that this idea implies a certain social contract with
the other members of the society within which it inter-
acts, that machines, if indeed they are to succeed as so-
cial peers, also need some sort of “conscience” analog.
This is not, in fact, a new concern. The author Isaac
Asimov famously introduced his “Three Laws of Robot-
ics” in 1942 that makes explicit this idea:

1. A robot may not injure a human being or,
through inaction, allow a human being to come to
harm.
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2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by hu-
man beings, except where such orders would con-
flict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long
as such protection does not conflict with the First
or Second Laws.

I love these laws because they demonstrate, in a very
human way (rules, laws, obedience!), how we could
reasonably live in harmony with our creations. If you
believe the Old Testament, we’re just following that ex-
ample: laws! There will be many more discussions like
this in the years ahead as we start to more closely em-
brace the machines in our lives. Truly social interactions
require special choreography. Is it possible for a ma-
chine to have bad manners?

If you agree with my points, then it’s impossible to
not include the environment in the discussion—an issue
that is a black eye for the electronics industry. In fact, I
bet that today, Asimov would amend his laws to ensure
that robots did not inflict any undue harm on Mother
Nature as well. I see a social contract as a type of deal
between the actors in a community (both living and in-
animate), as they exist and operate in their environ-
ment. You can’t view the community in isolation. And
because there is currently no way to imbue a machine
with any type of social conscience, it falls to the designer
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to build in the features necessary to help its users do the
right thing. A truly well-designed social machine should
include, in its makeup, an easy-to-understand and easy-
to-execute method of returning its materials to a state
where they can be reused, recycled, and/or reclaimed.
In a growing number of countries, they call this cradle-
to-cradle design (C2C), and it’s a wonderful approach to
this issue (for a complete rundown of this approach,
read Michael Braungart and William McDonough’s book
of the same name).

You’ll see in the next section exactly what I’m talking
about, and strange as it may seem to you at first, I truly
believe C2C will become the standard, de rigueur meth-
od of designing new physical things. Customers will de-
mand a higher level of environmental responsibility
from their product vendors and will reward those that
demonstrate this sensitivity. The concept of social ma-
chines will enable a transparent, trackable, and truly
auditable way of designing and building C2C-compliant
products.
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We’re Running Out
of Humans!

Let’s examine Facebook. At last count, this de facto so-
cial network had over 1 billion users. That’s nearly 14
percent of the world’s population of 7 billion people. If
we were being silly, we could conclude that if it contin-
ues to grow at its current rate of growth, it will run out
of people with the computational capacity to access it in
a couple years. Then what?! Does Mark Zuckerberg lie
awake at night worrying that his company’s growth will
soon fall off a cliff? I have no idea. But I will say that his
company’s prospects improve noticeably by including all
the machines in our world.

But forget Zuckerberg for a moment. It’s much more
exciting to look at this emerging trend from a different
perspective—that of the product designer. What if you
could tap into the wealth of social interaction data that
Facebook provides to improve your products’ quality,
usability, value, and competitiveness, not only for the
product maker, but for the users as well? What if you
could build in features that made your products avail-
able for “social interactions,” thereby making them part
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of the social network? Would that be useful? Abso-
lutely—and in the next section, you’ll find out why.

Let’s go back to Zuckerberg now. It would not be hard
to imagine Facebook embracing the notion of social in-
teractions with nonhumans, as it would create a whole
new playing field for value creation and business model
innovation. Why would he want that? It’s no secret that
deriving profitable revenue from a hugely popular and
free Web application via advertising—which is the
chosen path at the moment—is tricky at best. Would
adding social interactions with machines and other in-
telligent devices be a worthwhile direction to explore?
Without question. And again, we will delve into this sub-
ject and see exactly how it works in later chapters.

The implied meaning of a social network must soon
evolve and change. The concept of a social graph will ex-
pand to include many things that are important to you,
not just the people in your life. As that happens, the
value of all our social interactions will soar.
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Chapter 4

Social Machines
and the Future of

Humankind

We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science
and technology, in which hardly anyone knows any-
thing about science and technology.

—Carl Sagan



Sybil rolled into Shinjuku late. Actually, it was early; around 2:00 AM. Everything
had gone smoothly but nothing could prevent the raucous October weather that
caused her flight delay. As she sat in the back of her cab crawling toward her hotel
(this much traffic at 2:00 AM?), the fact that she knew exactly nothing about the
latest happenings in Tokyo began to seep in. But she was used to the feeling—had
gotten used to it over her past two years of ceaseless travel.

She came prepared. She unrolled her wireless computer screen and called up her
Reality Graph, an application she had written last year that had made friends with
every social machine in the city. Tokyo was much more advanced in this respect
than most other cities and provided an unbelievable amount of data for anyone and
everyone to see and use. The Japanese network carriers had managed to get virtu-
ally all product developers to put their products online, making available highly
specific data sets from things such as parking meters, air conditioners, gas pumps,
and taxicabs. In addition, private citizens, organized groups, universities, corpora-
tions, pirates, and criminals also published an unending kaleidoscope of data for
others to build upon. The result was a bottomless pit of informational resources
available for those who knew how to use it.

Sybil was one such person. From the moment she opened the Reality Graph, her
social machine community welcomed her. She could use her Reality Graph dash-
board to tell you everything—from where the cheapest diesel fuel was to the tem-
perature of the water under the Rainbow Bridge. She could immediately discern
which restaurants were the most crowded in her part of town (and what seating
areas were warmest) and where to avoid buying cigarettes. She could review at a
glance what stores were offering her the best deals on her favorite items, find a free
parking spot, and see whether there was a line to check in at her hotel. The entire
city—in all its dynamic, multifaceted splendor—was, to her, nothing but a massive,
glittering social network. And all she needed to do was access it. She had the app.

What happens to society when you start viewing connec-
ted devices as social peers on a network—when your
daily life includes literal dialog with inanimate but
smart social machines? If you consider Sybil from the
vignette at the beginning of this chapter as an example,
the societal benefits that come to mind for her revolve
around words such as transparency, accountability,
and immediacy. The society that Sybil inhabits is open
to information flows that are impossible for us today.
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But I think their value is obvious. To better understand
my point, compare this to a society based on secrets, the
opposite of openness. Which world would you rather
live in?

Right now, the machines in our lives can teach us
many things. We just have to develop a framework for
interaction. Or, put another way, I think it would be a
great idea to call your car a friend. Some of us already
do (for example, my wife calls her car “Luke”—as in Sky-
walker—it’s a long story). And if you think your car
makes sense, then why not other machines as well?
Today we rely on a countless variety of machines to get
us through our busy, twenty-first-century days. Our re-
lationship with and reliance on these devices has already
been firmly established. Whether you want to admit it or
not, we have entrusted our lives to them. As a resident
of New York City who lived through the devastation of
Super Storm Sandy in October 2012, it is painfully—and
mortally—obvious how reliant we have become. In this
case, I think the best example is the electrical generator.
Without these, there is no electricity—no lights, no ap-
pliances, no charging your cell phone, no transit sys-
tems. Without electricity, our modern society collapses.
And in some places, it did just that. Violence, looting,
hoarding, and other miserable human behaviors came
to the fore, all because our high-tech machines failed us.
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We are now, in author Bruce Sterling’s words, a tech-
noculture, a technosociety. In his wonderful book Shap-
ing Things, published in 2005, Sterling discusses how
cultures reach a technological tipping point, beyond
which there is no turning back. He refers to it, dramatic-
ally, as the “Line of No Return.”

“We know there has been a revolution in technocul-
ture when that technoculture cannot voluntarily re-
turn to the previous technocultural condition. A
sailor can become a farmer, but if the sailors from
the machine era of iron and steam return to the
earlier . . . era of wood and sail, millions will starve
to death. The technosociety will collapse, so it’s no
longer an option. That’s the Line of No Return.”

I don’t view this as a bad thing. I believe technology
has improved our condition as a species and will contin-
ue to do so. I also see it as unavoidable. In many ways, it
starts to feel like the process of evolution itself—just one
that’s going much faster. Humans and technology are
inextricably linked. We are mammals with language and
opposable thumbs; we are social toolmakers. We are a
technosocial species.

Kevin Kelly, author of What Technology Wants,
claims that “technology is an extension of life.” And, like
life, technology is on a trajectory of increasing complex-
ity, variety, and specialization. The combination of life
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and technology results in an exponential increase in the
speed at which the combination occurs. It’s not difficult
to see its path. Less than 15 years ago, we had no cell
phones, no Internet, and no World Wide Web.
Nowadays, it’s nearly impossible to imagine our lives
without them. Our societal, cultural, and perhaps biolo-
gical evolution is becoming more tightly aligned with
our technology evolution.

Therefore, if humans and their technology are coe-
volving, then it makes sense to focus that inevitability on
something we could do well together—for example,
sharing. Call it what you want, but at the end of the day,
the core of social revolves around this fundamental
concept. We simply need to enlarge the audience. And
when we create social interactions with machines, we’ve
just exploded the possibilities. As Tom Igoe suggests in
his book Making Things Talk, talking is fine but gossip
is where the real value lies because it implies the sharing
of valuable, “juicy” information!

Obviously, the notion of literally making inanimate
objects talk is a little unreasonable and, frankly, not en-
tirely helpful. What I’m suggesting is making it easy for
devices to communicate with us in meaningful ways us-
ing methods that we already use and value—speech be-
ing only one of these. The best way to make this happen
is over a network of some kind because networks put
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distance between the physical and the digital. They al-
low the human imagination to work its magic and pre-
tend that the thing on the other side of the connection is
somehow sentient. Suspension of disbelief is all we need
to make this work, because, whether the communicators
are human or not, everything on a network is reduced to
data—ones and zeros, electric pulses. It’s “data demo-
cracy,” and it makes enormous sense for the future of
business for the following reason.

It has been said that “data is the new oil.” One look at
Google’s market cap and founders’ net worth and you’d
be hard-pressed to disagree. Google deals in nothing but
data, as does Facebook. Oil wealth is what propelled
John D. Rockefeller to the pinnacle he still holds today:
the richest man in history. There were plenty of other
fortunes made from black gold as well. So if data is oil, it
would seem safe to say that there are many more for-
tunes to be made using it.

However, there is another analogy I like to use as
well—and it’s one that helps frame the business discus-
sion around social machines nicely. Data is the new
steel. And for the record, Andrew Carnegie, founder of
United States Steel Corporation, is the second richest
man in history.

Why is steel a good metaphor? Data, like oil,
flows—not through pipes but through wires and radio
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waves. But unlike oil, data itself can be built upon. Face-
book, and I mean the entire company, was built on top
of your data, my data, and that of a billion other indi-
viduals. And to further the example, the company
Zynga—which provides free online games—was built on
top of that! These companies have been built on hu-
mans’ social network data. Twitter is yet another ex-
ample of this; it is a company whose entire value is
based on your data flows, specifically your tweets. That’s
it. Data was the steel needed to build these companies.
And there are, and will continue to be, many others.
Now imagine what we could build by using the data
from both our own and our machines’ social networks.

The point is simple: Stop thinking of machines as physical things and view them
solely as sources of data. We need to see them as collections of information we can
use to build new things—new products, customer experiences, and even whole
companies. This is the future.

So where’s this all going—and what does it mean
practically to the product developer and businessper-
son? What will we find indispensable 15 or 50 years
from now? Something tells me it will have technology at
its core. And therein lies the Shangri-La for all future in-
ventors, product developers, entrepreneurs, and tinkers
of all kinds; what features/functions do your new
products need to have to reach that pinnacle? I predict
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that the most important features you will add to your
products in the coming years will have to do with data.

Indeed, what is the definition of a product at all when
everything becomes interconnected data? For an ex-
ample of what I’m talking about, Google search “3D
printing.” It’s a type of technology that basically “prints”
physical objects. There’s lots of good information on the
Web regarding how this actually works; however, from a
product developer’s standpoint, the concept is as dis-
ruptive as it is revolutionary. Let’s say you need a special
plastic part, for example, a cover or gear, to fix
something at home. Today, you’d have to special order it
from the manufacturer and have it shipped to you. Best
case is you’d have the part the next day.

But in the future, that same manufacturer will just of-
fer the 3D printing data necessary to “print” the gear
whenever and wherever you need it. And it’s not just
capable of printing small stuff. You can print an entire
product. Think about that for moment. That product
you just designed won’t be made in China. Someone in
Des Moines or Timbuktu will print it. The complicated
manufacturing process that normally accompanies the
creation of physical products gets completely elimin-
ated; there’s simply no more need for an intermediary in
this way. As a designer, you are responsible for only one
thing—data.
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A terrific example of this just appeared in one of my
Twitter feeds this morning. Try to digest the monument-
al implications of the following headline:

Staples Will Offer On-Demand 3D Printing
in Stores1

Today, we’ve already internalized that written docu-
ments are really just bits and bytes that we can render in
physical form (aka print) anywhere there is a printer
and a network connection (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Laser Printers Convert Bits into
Documents

It won’t be long until we feel the same way about
physical objects. Just because a product has three di-
mensions does not mean it is not still just a collection of
data (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 3D Printers Convert Bits into Physic-
al Objects

POINT—A physical object is just data wrapped in hard edges.

With that context, it makes perfect sense that product
design needs to evolve to meet these new challenges and
capitalize on the commensurate opportunities. The dis-
cipline of design will start to recognize that once a
product is “liberated” from its material form, interesting
things can happen.

From a design perspective the most startling change
this liberation causes is the realization that all products
will now have two interfaces. The first is the tangible,
physical interaction model we are all familiar with: the
LCD screen, buttons, levers, displays, speakers, and oth-
er devices our five senses can engage. The second inter-
face is the digital and is accessed over a network con-
nection. This is the product’s digital avatar, its pres-
ence, makeup, and profile on a network. Figure 4.3
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presents what I mean. On the left-hand side you have
the “real” product: a refrigerator. It has all the familiar
physical properties you would associate with it. The
right side is the product represented as pure data. It’s a
digital representation of the real product and has its
own properties. Don’t worry about what the terms
mean; we’ll get to that later. Just recognize that the
design of social machines requires some new thinking.

Figure 4.3 Social Machines Exist in Two
States—Physical and Digital

The same user may access both interfaces, but often
there will be a split. Similar to today, there will be the
typical “end user” like you and me who, in the case of a
refrigerator, uses it to keep food cool and as a place to
stick an endless number of magnets. But there will also
emerge a different class of users—developers—who will
be more interested in the device’s avatar, its data “ex-
haust” on the network, than in the product’s physical
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interface. Today we take for granted that our smart-
phones run applications. But that was not always the
case. Ten years ago, cell phone designers were not con-
cerned at all with third parties accessing their hardware
over the network. It just wasn’t part of their product
vision. Fast-forward to 2012; there isn’t a designer in
the world who isn’t interested in developers.

I contend that there will—and should—be developer
interest in virtually every product that’s put on a net-
work. But this interest depends entirely on successful
avatar design. Designing avatars will become critical if
the goal is to attract the best and brightest developers.
How this new digital interface appears to developers,
what data are offered or aren’t and to whom, and what
control it does or does not bequeath on the developer
and, in turn, his or her end users will be what makes or
breaks a product in the future. Apple has done a superb
job of this, and the results speak for themselves.

Tomorrow’s successful product designers will under-
stand that their creations can never again exist in isola-
tion. They will need to survive on a network. They must
switch effortlessly between serving end users and de-
velopers equally well. They will need to deeply internal-
ize that their products are nothing but data. But with
this challenge comes an unprecedented opportunity to
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radically alter the very definition of what a product is, as
well as the value that it can provide to the world.

Pip Coburn, author of the book The Change Function,
argues that people today feel “naked without data.” That
is, we have become so used to having a universe of in-
formation in our pocket/purse/bag in the form of a mo-
bile phone that when we are without it, we feel vulner-
able, unprepared, or even disrobed. The fascinating
thing about this is that the idea makes sense only if you
think about it terms of online data. In reality, you’re sur-
rounded by information and data 24/7; you have been
since you were born. It’s information made available
through your five senses (and sometimes your
sixth—that sense of intuition we all have and that’s espe-
cially strong in mothers). But for some reason, that type
of data is boring to a lot of people—at least for the mo-
ment. On the other hand, the data available via
LinkedIn, Twitter, or Yelp is far more interesting (for
now). Elevating social machines to the level of social
peers can and will change this; these social machines
will become both conduit and catalyst.

I’m probably guilty of overstating my case in this
chapter’s title. However, I am convinced that our col-
lective future will be intimately intertwined with the
concepts I’ve laid out here. The rest of this book explains
how to start bringing some of these ideas into
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practice—so that we can all begin to benefit from the
results.

1 See the Resources section for more information and
the link to the press release.
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Part II

Every Product Is a
Platform

Rethinking Product
Design in the Age of

Connectedness

A designer is an emerging synthesis of artist, inventor,
mechanic, objective economist and evolutionary
strategist.

—R. Buckminster Fuller



Chapter 5

Overview

I decided to write this book because I became convinced
that there is a sea change coming that will have an
enormous impact on just about every aspect our lives. It
is a deeply positive change that will allow us to live hap-
pier and healthier. It will help us make better decisions.
We will use natural resources more efficiently and take
care of Mother Nature in the process. It will help us
build better businesses that more accurately address the
real needs of people everywhere. All this will happen be-
cause we will start to get much smarter about interact-
ing with all the physical objects in our daily lives. We
will develop products that don’t sit in isolation but live
on networks, with us. As Sean Parker’s character in the
movie The Social Network famously said, “First we lived
in villages, then we lived in cities, and now we are going
to live on the Internet.” Guess what? We won’t be alone



there. Billions of machines will be joining the com-
munity too, and our world will improve because our in-
formation will improve.

Let me give you one simple reason why: feedback
loops. Both humans and machines use them to rapidly
coordinate with one another and improve whatever task
is being undertaken—driving a car, flying a plane, or
controlling the temperature of a house. In the June 2011
issue of Wired magazine, author Thomas Goetz de-
scribes them well:

“The basic premise is simple. Provide people with
information about their actions in real time (or
something close to it), then give them an opportun-
ity to change those actions, pushing them toward
better behaviors. Action, information, reaction. It’s
the operating principle behind a home thermostat,
which fires the furnace to maintain a specific tem-
perature, or the consumption display in a Toyota
Prius, which tends to turn drivers into so-called hy-
permilers trying to wring every last mile from the
gas tank. But the simplicity of feedback loops is de-
ceptive. They are in fact powerful tools that can help
people change bad behavior patterns, even those
that seem intractable. Just as important, they can
be used to encourage good habits, turning progress
itself into a reward. In other words, feedback loops
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change human behavior. And thanks to an explo-
sion of new technology, the opportunity to put them
into action in nearly every part of our lives is
quickly becoming a reality.”

Social machines can help us all improve. The rest of
Part II is devoted to articulating, as best I can, how I see
that process unfolding and what I believe the steps will
be to participate.
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Chapter 6

A Brief History of
Abstraction

The advent of social machines is ensured simply because
it is in our nature. It is an unavoidable progression
whose roots go back thousands of years. It’s based en-
tirely on our deeply ingrained ability, desire, and need
for abstraction.

If there is one thing all my research found as I hunted
for a logical and historically supportable foundation on
which to base all my arguments it was this: We are a
species of abstractors. We would all still be living in
caves (if we survived at all) had we not mastered the
power of abstraction. It is generally agreed that the reas-
on Homo sapiens rule the world today, whereas our
evolutionary brethren—Neanderthals and Homo erect-
us—died out, is because we developed language. It



allowed us to use symbols (sounds ? words) as stand-ins
for real things. The following illustrations show how this
basic starting point has put us on an unstoppable path
toward a future populated by social machines (and
beyond).

Language gave us the ability to convey facts, ideas,
and concepts to others without them having to actually
experience the reality themselves. Take, for example, the
concept of temperature. We can all sense hot and cold.
But without language, the only way for me to convey to
you how cold it is outside would be to drag to you out in-
to it. I suppose I could make motions and expressions
that gave you the sense of it, but for you to really under-
stand what I was trying to get across, there was only one
path: experience it yourself firsthand. But with language
I am able to abstract the reality of a freezing cold day in-
to a bunch of logically sequenced sounds that I can
make using my mouth. And because you recognize those
same sounds as words, you can experience what I have
without actually experiencing it yourself. You need to
force yourself to imagine an existence without this basic
ability to even come close to understanding its power. If
you’ve ever read the book Miracle Worker by Helen
Keller, you get a great sense of the massive cognitive
transformation language provides.
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Figure 6.1 Interfaces Provide Opportunities for
Abstraction

The abstraction of real-world experiences into a logic-
al sequence of orally produced sounds slowly inspired
the desire to record those sequences in ways that could
be repeated by others. We wanted the ability to store
knowledge, to enhance both our personal and collective
memories. We realized that by building a storehouse of
communal knowledge we became a stronger and wiser
community. Spoken words were abstracted into symbols
that could be written or drawn onto some material ex-
ternal to ourselves, and hopefully more permanent and
resilient. The power of this abstraction, the written
word, was equally powerful to human advancement.
Collections of written material became books, which be-
came book collections and then libraries. I don’t need to
spend any time explaining the influence all of that had
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on human history. The fact that you’re even reading this
is testimony to that!1

Figure 6.2 Words as Interface

The next major phase of our species’ march toward
greater and greater abstraction was converting the sym-
bols scribed on pages into special codes that could be
transmitted over long distances. Sure, books are a great
storehouse of information, but you need to have the
book in your possession to access its contents. What if
you wanted to share a funny passage in a novel with a
friend a thousand yards away? Well, you’d have to go
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over to your friend or have such a loud voice that you
could shout to him or her.

The French invented the telegraph, which, for the
first time, gave us the ability to share words over long
distances quickly. Starting out as elaborate machines
that displayed graphic symbols that could be spied with
a telescope from another station (say, a mile away), it
quickly evolved into electric pulses over copper wire and
into what we now know as Morse code. The telegraph, it
has been argued, was more transformative in its day
than the Internet has been for us. Because, for the first
time ever, we were able to abstract a physical artifact—a
spoken and/or written word—into a series of codes that
could be transmitted instantly over long distances and
decoded into its original form. It is hard to grasp the im-
pact this new abstraction had on the world. In Tom
Standage’s book The Victorian Internet, he claims that
the telegraph, or the “highway of thought” as it was
called (remember the information superhighway?), “un-
leashed the greatest revolution in communications since
the development of the printing press.” It’s an apt ana-
logy for this timeline. Both inventions introduced a new
category of abstraction, and human advancement accel-
erated at a torrid pace.

The telephone followed on the heels of this success,
but although it was a revolutionary advance in its own
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right, the world had already been monumentally
changed. Distance had been collapsed. Voice was just
icing on the cake.

The telegraph also paved the way for what came
next—the further simplification and abstraction of those
electrical impulses into what we now call binary code, or
the language of digital computers. Based on the physical
behavior of a vacuum tube (that is, until the transistor
replaced it) to maintain one of two states—on or
off—computer engineers were able to reduce just about
everything into a series of on-off sequences represented
by 0 for off and 1 for on. You’ve probably seen binary
written as a mysterious sequence of ones and zeros since
it has become the hallmark of all things geek. My name,
for example, in binary is 10101110 11101100 01001000
11101100 11011000. Catchy, isn’t it?
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Figure 6.3 Books as Interface

This binary language/abstraction formed the basis of
all things digital and propelled yet another revolution in
human thought and advancement. What used to take
100,000 physical pages of paper and ink could be now
be stored on an electrical device the size of a paperback
book. What once would have taken a ridiculously long
and complicated series of manual mathematical steps on
paper could now be done in a matter of seconds. Prob-
lems whose solutions seemed out of reach just a few
years prior were suddenly approachable. Again, I don’t
think I need to waste your time justifying the import-
ance of digital computing on our society and the world
at large. It is virtually immeasurable.
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It quickly became apparent to the computer engin-
eers of the world that one computer working in isolation
was powerful, but many computers working together
was more powerful still. Like the telegraph had shown a
hundred years earlier, sharing information radically in-
creased its value. So computer networks were born to al-
low computers to emulate their human designers: to
share information, cooperatively address tasks, and gen-
erally get things done faster and more efficiently.

The early networks were slow, clunky, fragile, and
vulnerable. But they accomplished their intended mis-
sion (at great cost). In fact, ARPANET, the world’s first
working packet switching network and father of what we
now call the Internet, was born in these early stages. Ini-
tially, only expensive mainframe computers were con-
nected to networks, but that quickly changed with the
invention of a new, much lower cost “personal” com-
puter architecture. The microcomputer revolution of the
1970s gave birth to a host of new network technologies
and approaches, the most important of which was Eth-
ernet. This technology now forms the basis of everything
we do on the Internet.

The Internet, like all networks, provided a new ab-
straction layer. Users were oblivious to the geographical
location of the computers with which they were commu-
nicating. Whereas before you needed to travel to where
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the computer was operating, with a network connection,
the computer, in effect, came to you. It didn’t matter if it
was located in Boston or Buenos Aires; you accessed it
the same way. The information stored on physical
devices located all over the world were now available
from your desktop (wherever that was). All you needed
was an Internet connection.

Figure 6.4 Bits as Interface

Which brings me to the last illustration in this brief,
incomplete history of abstraction. What are networks
evolving into now? I will argue that in many ways
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networks (and by that, I mean networks of computers),
and the incredibly advanced technologies that enable
them, are starting to accomplish what may be the hard-
est task of all. They are becoming ubiquitous. And in the
process, they are becoming invisible. Networks are now
so enmeshed in our daily lives that we don’t even notice
them anymore. They are becoming part of society itself.
There is a quote that I like from David Weinberger’s
book Too Big to Know that seems entirely appropriate
here (emphasis is mine):

Figure 6.5 Network as Interface
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As knowledge becomes networked, the smartest
person in the room isn’t the person standing at the
front lecturing us, and isn’t the collective wisdom of
those in the room. The smartest person in the room
is the room itself; the network that joins the people
and ideas in the room, and connects to those out-
side of it. It’s not that the network is becoming a
conscious super-brain. Rather, knowledge is becom-
ing inextricable from—literally unthinkable
without—the network that enables it. Our task is to
learn how to build smart rooms—that is, how to
build networks that make us smarter, especially
since, when done badly, networks can make us dis-
tressingly stupider.

What I like about this quote is the value he places on
the network, not as a simple communications conduit
but as an explicit part of the design. Networks are
foundations on which we build value chains. The most
famous to date is the World Wide Web. You cannot talk
about the Internet without including it. From this
foundation, all that we know of as social has sprung. A
social network is the Web to most users. It is on top of
this framework that we must now build. You already
know what I call this next phase. I make a distinction
between what’s now called a social network and social
machines only because the definition for the prior is
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always based on human communities. But in reality, my
definition of a social network combines both humans
and machines because I believe that is how the world
will evolve.

What is the abstraction that the social layer provides?
Social abstraction helps turn facts into knowledge. If
you take a look at Figure 6.6, I present what I mean.
Simple network connections have no social value. They
are just communication channels. But by adding social
filters and parameters, you start to add value to the con-
nection because you provide context. You may be able to
collect gigabytes of data from the world’s Internet-con-
nected computers, but turning that data in valuable in-
formation is hard. Social abstraction makes it easier by
providing the context you need to filter, analyze, and
qualify raw data.
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Figure 6.6 Social Context Turns Information in-
to Knowledge

For example, there was a time when people would
look for jobs and post their candidacy in the Classifieds
section of the newspaper. The Internet gave us
Craigslist, which drastically reduced the costs for and
improved the visibility of both job seekers and hirers.
But today we have LinkedIn, which not only gives both
parties a place to post their information, but layers on a
deep, rich set of social network features that allows
people to learn vastly more about either the job candid-
ate or job poster. LinkedIn turns basic job-related data
into valuable, timely, and actionable information and
knowledge. There is literally no comparison between the
initial Internet-enabled job boards and the social net-
work–powered sites like LinkedIn. The social
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abstraction brings tremendous value. One look at the
market cap of LinkedIn and you will need no further
convincing. And like every other abstraction phase that
has come before, a whole new set of opportunities and
challenges awaits those who want to build upon it. Just
ask Zynga, the company that literally built itself on top
of Facebook and went public based on the success of
their approach. It is a perfect example of what I presen-
ted earlier. Data, when combined with the power of so-
cial context, is the new steel. There are many more Zyn-
gas out there.

So, why did I bother to present all this history? Be-
cause with everything new comes the inevitable eyebrow
raising. I wanted to lay a solid factual foundation for
what I really want to declare—a manifesto of the type
that probably wouldn’t have gone over too well right at
the start of this chapter but may make more sense now.

There needs to be a shift in how product designers
and developers view their jobs. It is no longer good
enough to build the perfect widget—a gloriously beauti-
ful artifact that would look fabulous in the Museum of
Modern Art. More than 100 years ago, the Industrial Re-
volution forced a dramatic change in product
development. Mass-market production demanded spe-
cial approaches, techniques, and designs. As valuable as
all that has been, we need to enhance it. Going forward,
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a successful product will not be defined by unit sales
alone. Indeed, what good is that metric if users actually
manufacture their own products in their basements us-
ing their three-dimensional printers? Success will be de-
termined by how well your product works with others,
how social it is. It will be defined by how much revenue
others derive from its use, how many others use it as
scaffolding for their own success. True, long-term, cul-
turally important products will be those that become
foundation stones—steel—for others to build upon.
Apple’s success has many facets, but I would argue, its
most important is that it has built, nurtured, supported,
and grown a worldwide ecosystem of other companies
and individuals that use its products to achieve its own
success.

This is the true power of this new phase of abstrac-
tion. Social products will be successful based on their
value to society—the community in which they operate.
Isolated, stand-alone products will feel like desert is-
lands. They will seem archaic and slightly vain. Social
machines will interact with one another and their users
in valuable new ways and unleash a new wave of
innovation.

1 I recognize that I’m leaving out a whole area of hu-
man achievement that would also have been
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impossible without abstraction—mathematics—but I
felt it was sufficiently like the written word to not di-
vert too much more time to it. In fact, one could
write a whole book on the history of abstraction, not
something I’m trying to accomplish here. Hence the
title “A Brief History . . .”!
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Chapter 7

Social Product
Design

People don’t want gadgets anymore. They want ser-
vices. They want services that improve over time.

—Jeff Bezos, Founder, CEO, Amazon.com, Amazon
Kindle Press Conference, September 6, 2012

Gadgets as we know them are dead. Companies building
unconnected hardware products will face unrelenting
market pressures from those that do, forcing them to
compete on the least desirable attribute: price. When
you buy an unconnected product, you are buying a
quickly depreciating asset, whereas a connected version
could actually appreciate in value over time. A discon-
nected product is obsolete almost immediately. A con-
nected product stays fresh by participating in online
communities comprised of digital content sources and

http://Amazon.com


other devices (see Figure 7.1). Connected products offer
the opportunity for continual customer interaction and
potentially new revenue streams. A disconnected
product is a dead end. You sell it once, and you, the
seller, have received all the economic value from it that
you ever will.

Figure 7.1 The Best New Products Will All Be
Connected and Social

Conversely, companies that put connectivity at the
core of their products’ capabilities will discover signific-
ant new green fields for innovation. At the 2013 Con-
sumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, this concept
emerged as one of the primary themes of the show.
Forbes declared 2013 the “break-out year for the Inter-
net of Things.”1 A huge variety of connected products
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were demonstrated, eclipsing 2012, in which more than
50 percent of the products on display were Internet-
connected. There will soon come a day when the vast
majority of the devices introduced are connected. Why?
Because it just makes sense for everyone involved in the
production and consumption of the device. There are
too many benefits for all parties. It even makes sense for
planet Earth. The longer you use a device, the longer it
takes to become garbage. Connectivity is a green feature.

New products, designed with connectivity in mind,
become windows, portals, and interfaces into much lar-
ger digital worlds—content, communities, and social in-
teraction. If you look at the design of the Amazon
Kindle, physically examine it, you’ll see that it is a case
study in minimalism. It’s an LCD screen in a plastic box
with a couple of buttons. You’d be forgiven for thinking
it was a tray of some kind. But turn it on, connect it to a
network, and it becomes a looking glass through which
any number of adventures can begin. It is an elegant
physical interface to a virtually limitless digital world. It
is the forerunner of a much larger revolution about to
begin. Connect anything to a network and it instantly
becomes more valuable—to both the customer and the
maker. The network gives the product life, with the data
available via that connection its blood flow. Connected
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products are dynamic and vital, not isolated and
diminished.

Connected versus
Social

As wonderful as connectivity is, it turns out there is a big
difference between being connected and being social.
Ten years ago, we all had e-mail addresses on the net-
work. Today, more than one billion of us have a social
graph on Facebook. Kids don’t even use e-mail anymore
because it’s not social. The world is awash in networked
computers, phones, and other gadgets. But right now,
none of them are social. Ten years from now, we’ll be
scratching our heads wondering how we could have
lived like that.

The term social implies more than one. For example,
a community is social; a hermit is not. Today, virtually
every product is a hermit, sharing nothing with anyone.
A social product design places the idea of community at
its core. Its design accounts for the fact that it will exist
in a world of multiples—customer types, user interfaces,
usage scenarios, and other networked devices with
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which it must coexist and communicate—potentially bil-
lions of them! And, like humans, communities of social
devices are stronger, more resilient, and more useful
than single, isolated gadgets. Hence, it is worth design-
ing them.

But creating a social machine implies much more
than just sticking a network connection in a product. A
January 2013, BusinessWeek article puts it succinctly,
“There are plenty of connected devices out in the market
. . . But the key to building out a true Internet of Things
experience isn’t in being able to connect devices to the
Web, but building a service based around that con-
nectivity.”2 We often see this with our own customers at
Bug Labs. Once the network connection is in place and
working, the very next question is always, “Now what?”
The natural starting point for answering is by asking an-
other question: “Who’s the customer?”

You may recall that in Part I, I mentioned that a new
class of users—developers—would need to factor into
designers’ plans. In fact, there are three distinct social
machine customer types that need consideration. You
have the primary, classical customer; the person who ac-
tually buys the physical product. You also have the
second class of customer, the developers, who will be at-
tracted to your product based on the services it offers
over a network connection (its avatar). Last, you have
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the customers of the developers’ output—the developers’
customers, who are the buyers of their applications that
utilize the social machine in some way. The needs of all
three customer types are very important for social ma-
chine design.

For clarity, I will refer to them throughout the rest of
the book as follows:

• Primary customers—the actual purchasers of the
social machine/device

• Developers—the customers for the device avatar
• Developers’ customers—the customers for the de-

velopers’ products and applications

In addition to the expansion of the customer defini-
tion, what are some other things a designer needs to
consider? Let’s review a few of the concepts I’ve intro-
duced so far.

1. Network interfaces are abstractions that free
physical objects (people included) from the
bounds of location and provide the opportunity for
them to communicate with others.

2. A social machine takes advantage of the fact
that networks are good for creating illusions. They
let us play make-believe. Remember the quote “On
the Internet, no one knows you’re a dog.”
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3. Social machines are defined by the data they
produce and consume over a network.

4. Social machines communicate via digital entit-
ies called avatars. These avatars need to be de-
signed. As weird as it sounds, this concept will
help as you try to determine your product’s “iden-
tity” on a network.

And this brings us to Jeff Bezos’s quote at the begin-
ning of this chapter. People don’t want gadgets; they
want services. They want a product experience that im-
proves over time. But isn’t the Kindle a gadget? If you
use the standard definition for a gadget, then yes, it is.
But Bezos introduces the Kindle differently. To him it’s a
network interface, a window, into the vast, growing
Amazon content catalog. The Kindle is less a thing and
more a portal. For Bezos, it is about data, and the
Kindle’s design reflects this. The Kindle is data wrapped
in plastic.

This makes a huge amount of sense for everyone.
Amazon establishes a mechanism through which it can
continue to sell you its products. Customers benefit by
receiving a product that defies obsolescence and delivers
additional and useful value over time. Content creators
benefit because they receive a new form of distribution.
And finally, the environment benefits because the
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product’s life span increases dramatically, thereby keep-
ing it out of the landfill. It’s a win-win-win-win.

But is the Kindle social? Fortunately, the answer is
yes—it is a great example of an early social machine in
action. Why? Because it places the notion of community
at its core and uses its network connection to do more
than just upload and download content. It uses its con-
nection to engage, share, and participate with others.
For example, the Kindle allows you to share your read-
ing status, book ratings, text highlights, and notes.
These are all social features that the designers needed to
keep in mind when developing the device. We’ll discuss
the hows and whys of this in much more detail later in
this chapter.

The Kindle also uses its connection to engage with the
critical second type of customer: developers. Amazon
has provided what I believe is the most crucial element
for all social machines: a development environment.
This allows third parties to add value and extend the
usefulness of the physical device over time and absolves
Amazon of having to come up with all the great ideas
themselves. Keep in mind, Steve Jobs did not invent the
game Angry Birds. The Kindle is not only useful for cus-
tomers, but it’s a platform for developers.

Let’s return to Bezos’s assertion that customers want
services and analyze what he means.
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A service is defined as a product you experience over
time, like a taxi ride or a movie. Amazon’s primary
product has always been a service: delivery. Amazon
has never written the books or recorded the music CDs,
but it has delivered them reliably and consistently.
Kindle services are a continuation of that basic product.
But unlike the physical delivery of real objects, digital
deliveries can imbue products with a special quality: the
ability to improve over time. That means the Kindle you
have today will be even more valuable tomorrow, and
the next day, because you will continue to download
new content. A library with a thousand books is more
valuable and useful than one with a hundred. As
Amazon continues to offer compelling new content for
delivery, Kindle customers will benefit. Their Kindles
will “improve.”

This basic equation underlies the explosion of in-
terest in finding ways to offer services to customers via
physical devices such as the Kindle. Today, you can se-
lect from a growing catalog of devices that partake of all
these content delivery services—smartphones, tablets,
laptops. They all seek to use services to improve their
value to customers.

In some respects, Amazon has it easy. We have all
been trained how to consume and work with digital con-
tent. We all know how social networking works. The
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Kindle, which is really just a handheld computer, capit-
alizes on this familiarity. So when the original Kindle
designers sat down to think about what they needed to
include in their innovative new e-book reader, the cus-
tomer usage model was fairly well defined and proven.

But what if your company is not Amazon? What if
your organization neither creates nor delivers digital
content? What if there is no well-established usage
model to piggyback on? If social machines are truly a
new way to envision product design, then shouldn’t it
apply to all products, not just the “easy” ones? The an-
swer is an emphatic “yes,” and I will attempt to show
you how it applies in the following sections, where we’ll
look at a wall-mounted weather station, a wheelchair, a
hand sanitizer dispenser, and a bicycle. I think you’d
agree that none of these appear easy!

Example 1—The
Weather Station

We’ve discussed that a social machine is much more
than just a device with a network connection. To
demonstrate what I’m talking about, I’ll use a simple
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product as an example: a wall-mounted weather station.
This familiar device is great for displaying, usually on an
LCD screen, the local weather conditions based on at-
mospheric sensors enclosed in the device or located
nearby, connected either wirelessly or via a cable of
some sort to the main unit. The weather station also
contains a low-power microcontroller (a simple com-
puter) to manage the process of organizing the sensor
data and presenting it properly on the graphical display.

As we discussed earlier in the section on abstraction,
for users to benefit from this disconnected computer,
they need to actually be within viewing distance of it. To
read the display, you have to be able to see it. So, unless
you have a remotely accessible webcam pointing at its
display screen, you need to be in the same room as the
weather station to use it as it was designed. Nothing
wrong with this approach, but if you believe Bezos, this
type of product is a dinosaur. It is DOA.

But let’s see what happens when you give the same
device the ability to communicate on a network, spe-
cifically the Internet. We won’t change anything else but
that (Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2 Network Interface Frees Information
from the Physical Device

The easiest way to grasp the benefits of this new cap-
ability is to envision a Web browser accessing the
device’s data and displaying it on a Web page. For the
sake of simplicity, we will skip the avatar interaction,
but you can see it in the illustration. We’ll come back to
it later. As I mentioned earlier, a network is good for ab-
stracting location. So a Web connection to the weather
station makes it possible to access the local sensor data
from anywhere on the planet—as long as you have ac-
cess to the Internet. The Web browser becomes the new
user interface displaying the data coming from the phys-
ical weather station. In essence, you could view this as
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the weather station providing a weather data service to
the browser that is accessing it.

But that’s just the beginning.
Once the data are freed from the confines of the phys-

ical device and made available on the Internet, you are
free to share that information with others on the net-
work. This is the basis of a social machine. Like the
Kindle’s ability to share your reading activities, the
weather station can now share its own data. As you
might expect, these data have a variety of interesting
uses above and beyond just being viewed remotely via a
Web browser. The data can be used as input for applica-
tions that run outside the device. This is an important
new capability. The weather station is built using a
simple microprocessor, which does not have the capa-
city to run complex applications itself. But you can ima-
gine lots of applications that could be written that would
make great use of the data being produced. The apps
would just have to run somewhere other than the weath-
er station, a trick we will discuss later. But for now let’s
just look at some example applications.
Dashboards

• Interactive graphs and charts showing weather
data trends over time

• Query and search of historical data

Notifications and Alarms
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• Applications that send e-mails and/or SMS mes-
sages when certain conditions are met or
thresholds exceeded

• Timers that periodically send updates to your
Facebook wall

• Twitter updates based on specific conditions

Analytics

• Applications that provide statistical information
based on the data provided, mashed up with other
relevant, Internet-based data, for example, traffic
data, air quality data, calendar data

Health and Wellness

• Remote monitoring of the interior conditions of
an apartment or house to determine whether any
health or wellness risks are being experienced by
the occupants, both humans and pets

Crowdsourced

• Submission of data from weather station users to
a collective pool to thereby create a real-time,
distributed, weather-sensing framework com-
posed of a highly granular set of individual
contributors

All of these options become available by viewing the
isolated weather station with a social machine lens. By
adding a network interface layer to the weather station,
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you elevate the product beyond mere gadget status. You
can add services to the product experience. You can con-
tinually upgrade them, improve them, and enrich them.
You can offer them for free, charge a fee, or both. You
can make the services available via a browser or dedic-
ated application. Finally, you can make it available via
desktop, mobile device/smartphone, or kiosk. Creating a
way for customers to interact with the product in new
and valuable ways helps you create a dynamic and ongo-
ing dialog with them. This not only helps you compete
but helps you build a better product.

Another important thing happens when you empower
the weather station with network communications cap-
abilities. As I mentioned earlier, a weather station’s mi-
crocontroller brain does not normally have enough com-
puting power to run applications on its own. However,
the network connection solves that problem by allowing
the application logic to run on a computer located else-
where while consuming the weather station’s data—its
weather data service—over that connection (see Figure
7.3).
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Figure 7.3 Network Interface Allows Application
to Get Written in the Cloud or on other net-con-
nected devices

There are two common approaches. The first ar-
rangement is sometimes called cloud computing be-
cause the actual computer running the application is
seen as running in the network cloud—that is, some-
where else on the Internet (the actual location is imma-
terial; remember, networks abstract location). With this
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architecture, the application can, whenever it’s required,
access the weather data service over the network as if
the sensors were local to it. As a product designer, this is
liberating because you can avoid the time and cost re-
quired to enable your device to run applications itself,
which would normally mean including a more complex
and expensive processor/CPU. By pushing that capabil-
ity into the cloud, you vastly simplify your product. And
better yet, you can include application functions and
capabilities that would have been impossible to offer
otherwise.

The second approach involves running the applica-
tion logic on an individual’s smartphone. Like the cloud
computing approach, the application accesses the
weather data service over a network as required. But un-
like the cloud solution, the smartphone doesn’t neces-
sarily have to use the Internet to connect to the weather
station. The network connection could just as easily be
established via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, both commonly
available options on most smartphones today. The effect
is the same, though. The design of the weather station is
simplified by excluding the need for a more capable
CPU.

This two-tiered computing approach has other ad-
vantages as well, especially if the goal is to maximize the
benefits of a social machine design. If you choose, you
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can make your application architecture available to oth-
ers, meaning you make it easy for third parties to access
the weather data service you’ve designed into the device.
The most popular way to do this is via a something
called an API, or application programming interface
(see Figure 7.4). This is a well-documented set of rules
or methods for interacting with the device over a net-
work connection. Amazon’s Kindle has a very well-
defined API, as do all of Apple’s products.

Figure 7.4 API Is a Digital Interface to the Phys-
ical Weather Station

On one hand, the idea of exposing your product’s
data to the public may feel like you’re inviting disaster,
but the benefits far outweigh the costs. Sharing data al-
lows third parties (aka software developers, see Figure
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7.5) to write applications that address diverse customer
needs and/or solve real business problems. By opening
up this capability, you leverage the power of worldwide
developer communities to explore new ideas and uses
for the device. Although this direction is by no means a
sure thing—just because you throw a party doesn’t mean
everyone (or anyone!) will come—it is another example
of the power of social machines.

Figure 7.5 Developers Use API to Build
Applications

The health and wellness example I introduced earlier
provides a good example. It would probably not be the
case that a weather station manufacturer would target
the health care market segment. But by designing it as a
social machine, the manufacturer can leverage the
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expertise and interest of someone (or some organiza-
tion) that does. Let’s say that there is a particular group
that helps parents with children who suffer from juven-
ile asthma. This is a small target market that would have
difficulty supporting the big investment necessary to
build a new, dedicated device. One could never achieve
the scale required to reach a consumer-friendly price
point. But an off-the-shelf social weather station with an
open, cloud-based development environment could
provide exactly what’s necessary. In this case, let’s say
there is a high correlation between high humidity and
the onset of certain asthmatic symptoms. An entrepren-
eur could offer a kit that sells the weather station and
access to her new cloud-based application that monitors
it for high and/or rapidly changing humidity levels and
alerts a preset group of individuals—parents, care
givers, friends, and so on. All the developer needed to do
was write the application; no need to raise investment
capital or build an expensive custom device.

This is a perfect example of the type of win-win-win
scenario social machines can achieve. The device maker
wins because a third party is adding new value and driv-
ing sales into a market segment they were not focused
on. The developer wins because she did not have to
make an investment in expensive hardware design, test-
ing, and production. And clearly, the customer (and the
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market in general) wins because it’s now possible to get
access to an innovative and useful new product that dir-
ectly addresses a need that most often is ignored en-
tirely because the economics of investing in it did not
work.

You can literally take this example and apply it to
hundreds, if not thousands, of products you currently
know and use. Every product can benefit from this type
of network connectivity in many of the same ways we’ve
discussed.

Example
2—Wheelchairs and

Hand Sanitizers
Let’s talk about wheelchairs and hand sanitizers. These
are probably not items that spring to mind when think-
ing about the possibilities of social products, but bear
with me. This real-world example is illustrative of how
unique problems get solved when you connect previ-
ously isolated devices to the Internet.
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Problem statement: Hospitals incur significant
costs via wheelchair “shrinkage.” That is, hospitals are
losing track of these expensive assets over time. And
when it comes to counting inventory at the end of each
month/quarter, they are discovering they don’t have as
many as they should. No one wants to say they’re getting
stolen . . . so . . . it’s called shrinkage.

Figure 7.6 Wheelchair and Sanitizer

Wheelchair designs are traditionally a purely mech-
anical affair, with the main goal being to provide a flex-
ible, safe, and reliable platform for transporting people
in a sitting or reclined position. As such, their basic
structure has not changed much over the past few dec-
ades. Of course, there are the more advanced motorized
versions of the wheelchair, but these are not the stand-
ard issue provided at hospitals due to cost, complexity,
maintenance, and so on. There is also very little incent-
ive to make them anything other than mechanical
devices due to the aforementioned shrinkage problem.
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There are lots of clever, high-tech ways to keep track
of objects as they travel around. It’s easy to assume that
the now ubiquitous GPS technologies would be the best
answer for the wheelchair. However, even though there
are many advantages to GPS, it would not be a good
solution here. The main issue would be that GPS signals
don’t work well indoors, because most GPS receivers are
not sensitive enough to pick up the very weak satellite
transmissions that GPS needs. But the more pernicious
issue is far simpler and presents an obstacle to just
about every technical solution that comes to mind:
power. Most of the approaches to tracking things re-
volve around radios of some sort, and they all require
power, sometimes lots of it, to operate properly. But we
just said in the prior paragraph that normal wheelchairs
are mechanical vehicles, and adding cost in the form of
high-tech electronics would be counter to prevailing
wisdom on wheelchair design. Installing batteries,
CPUs, and radios onto a standard wheelchair doesn’t
make sense.

Let’s switch now and talk about hand sanitizers—not
the normal plastic bottles you buy in the supermarket
nor the fancier wall-mounted versions you see every-
where these days. The ones I’m talking about are the
hospital grade dispensers that sit on a stand and get
heavy duty workouts every day—for good reason.
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Hospitals are becoming increasingly vigilant when it
comes to the spread of germs. As a result, they are in-
stalling automated hand sanitizer dispensers that are ac-
tivated by a hospital employee’s ID card. The goal is
twofold. First, it ensures hospital staff are keeping their
hands clean by visiting a dispenser a certain minimum
number of times each day. Second, it improves the
health of patients by introducing them to fewer germs
and other pathogens. Easily generated reports show who
is in compliance. Because the doctors, nurses, and other
medical staff need to use the dispensers frequently, they
are installed in many convenient locations, never more
than few steps away. Often, these devices are attached to
the hospital network so that information technology (IT)
staff can run hospital-wide reports with just a few clicks
of the mouse.

What do hand sanitizers have to do with tracking
wheelchairs? Let’s think about it from the standpoint of
social product design. A product is nothing but data. In
this case, the piece of data we’re most interested in is the
wheelchair’s location. Given the constraints that we
know of already—no expensive electronics al-
lowed—how can we determine the whereabouts of the
wheelchair? This is where the hand sanitizers come in.
As we saw in the preceding paragraph, a large number
of dispensers normally get installed throughout the
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hospital. Because these dispensers don’t usually move,
their location is known. The service these dispensers of-
fer is communication.

So if we could find a way to pair up wheelchairs with
whatever dispenser is closest to it, we would be able to
determine, roughly, where that wheelchair was. And as
the wheelchair moved through the hospital, you could
keep track of it. You could even watch its movement in
real time if you so desired. But what would we use to do
the pairing? Didn’t we already rule out the idea of any
technology that needs power? Yes, but it turns out there
is a way to do this in a way that requires no power-
hungry circuitry. It’s a technology called RFID (radio-
frequency identification), and it’s changing the way ob-
jects get tracked. In essence, it’s a special type of
product tag that contains very unique information about
the product to which it is attached. When the tag is blas-
ted with radio waves from a compatible transmitter,
special electrical components in the tag vibrate in re-
sponse. This uniquely identifiable vibration creates a re-
turn radio signal that can be detected and decoded by
the nearby base station or RFID reader.

If we put RFID tags on all the wheelchairs and equip
each dispenser with an RFID reader (another nice thing
about the dispensers is they are always near wall out-
lets), we’ve come very close to solving our problem. By
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using the built-in network connection on the dispensers,
we can access the RFID information and feed it to an ap-
plication running in the cloud. The dispensers become
very much like the weather stations in the prior ex-
ample—network nodes sensing local conditions and
sharing them with others. And similar to that example,
applications can get written in the cloud that continue to
add value to the solution. It can continue to evolve and
improve.

With this passive tracking system now in place, you
can use it to keep track of all kinds of things—basically
anything to which you can adhere a tag. The opportunit-
ies are fun to think about. And the more you do, the
more you recognize their real value.

How is it social? It’s not hard to envision using a sys-
tem like this to keep track of not only the wheelchairs
but the people in them. Hospitals could track not only
the wheelchairs’ location but their status: empty or oc-
cupied. Patients could be given incentives for returning
wheelchairs to specific locations—for example, using
Foursquare for check-ins. Tweets could be sent if a
wheelchair exited the building and systems updated
when certain waypoints were reached or thresholds ex-
ceeded. Patients could use the system to look after one
another. Information could be shared and new value
created. Many possibilities exist.
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Example 3—The
Social Bicycle

Assignment: You’ve been asked by a major global bi-
cycle manufacturer to design the bike of the future. This
kind of request either thrills or terrifies designers
(maybe a bit of both). It’s a chance to make an enduring
mark on an industry, but it is also an incredibly tall,
scary order. With bicycles it’s especially difficult because
their design has essentially remained unchanged much
of the past 150 years. Yes, materials have made huge ad-
vances, but in the end, it’s still two wheels, a seat, ped-
als, and handlebar. It’s a beautifully simple design
where adding to it actually diminishes it. But by viewing
the challenge from a radically different perspective,
you’ll see there is an enormous amount of innovation
still available.

The key to unlocking the possibilities is to consider
the three types of customers I introduced earlier and
think about the bike from the perspective of each. If we
break it down, it looks like this (see Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7 Three Customer Types

There is always the chance that all three types are the
same person—a passionate rider who develops and con-
sumes his or her own applications—but in general you
can consider them separate.

The primary customer will buy the bike for all the tra-
ditional reasons: low cost, fun and healthy transporta-
tion, great form of exercise, and so on. The developer,
on the other hand, cares about one thing: data. The de-
veloper will want to consume the services the bike offers
over a network connection. The best way to envision the
needs of the developer is to see the bike from the net-
work’s perspective. With that lens in place, the bike be-
comes nothing but a collection of data sets that, if de-
signed correctly, becomes available for others to use to
do cool things.
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To jump-start your imagination, here’s a listing of
some (not all) of the data sets one could obtain from a
network-connected social bicycle:
Static Data

• Physical dimensions—literally its size, weight,
proportions, etc.

• Bill of materials—what parts, from what manufac-
turer, have gone into making this specific bicycle

• Manufacturing data—who manufactured the bike,
when, and where

• Recycling info—what parts are available for recyc-
ling and how to do it

Dynamic Data

• Operating data—wheel RPMs, pedal RPM, pedal
orientation (right and left), pedal force (right and
left), gears in use, braking activity (front and
rear), frame orientation, vibration, acceleration,
tire pressure and temp (front and rear), riding
weight, front fork orientation, drivetrain configur-
ation, seat height, orientation and temp, handle-
bar height and orientation, date, time of day

• Environmental data—ambient temp, relative hu-
midity (RH), barometric pressure (BP), air qual-
ity, light level, wind speed/direction, UV level

• Geospatial data—compass heading, latitude/lon-
gitude, altitude, inclination, rate of climb/descent
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• Network data—connection type, signal strength,
account status, modem status, network ID

• Bike frame information—temperature, stress, flex
• Hub fastener tightness

Application-Level Data

• Security, identity, presence, status (see next
section)

• Battery status
• Version history
• Diagnostics—hardware, operating system,

software
• Maintenance information

If you let your imagination wander as you look at
these data sets, I think you will start to recognize the
types of applications that could get written. Keep in
mind that the apps may be useful not only for individual
riders but also for groups, organizations, manufacturers,
and so on. The point is, once a bike is abstracted into a
collection of data points, your design ideas are freed
from the constraints of the physical world. Better yet, as
the designer of a social machine, you are not responsible
for figuring out the killer app. Believe it or not, this
comes as a surprise to most designers because it’s natur-
al to try to figure out a great use case for all your design
handiwork. But the reality is, the best ideas almost al-
ways come from unexpected places.
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As I mentioned earlier, one of my favorite examples
of this is the fact that Steve Jobs did not invent Angry
Birds. That was the brainchild of some guys in Helsinki,
Finland. I’m relatively certain that when the iPhone was
being pitched to the Apple Board of Directors, there was
no mention of a game involving birds, pigs, and sling-
shots. But what Jobs did create was the most attractive
platform (both technically and economically) for luring
in the best and brightest game developers. As a result,
Angry Birds is probably responsible for driving a decent
volume of iPhone sales just by itself (which actually
doesn’t even matter since Apple takes 30 percent of all
Angry Bird application sales; another beautiful thing
about its model). As an aside, Apple has an interesting
track record in this regard. Back in the 1970s, the Apple
II was just another microcomputer competing for busi-
ness (and neither the largest nor most successful). That
was until a guy named Dan Bricklin decided to develop
Visicalc, the world’s first spreadsheet application on his
own Apple II. The success of this application, all by it-
self, drove Apple sales through the roof and helped posi-
tion Apple as a business tool and more than a mere hob-
byist’s gadget. It was the first software killer app, selling
more than 700,000 copies in six years—on 5.25-inch
floppy disks!
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The point of focusing on your product’s data attrib-
utes, in addition to its more traditional feature set, is
simply this: You never know when the next Dan Bricklin
will use your product as the basis for the next mega-
success.

Let’s consider some application ideas using the data
sets from the preceding list. Forget for the moment how
these data become available to a developer (we’ll cover
that in the next section). I think you’ll be pleasantly sur-
prised by all the possibilities.

Individual Rider
Fitness

• Combine operating, spatial, and environmental
data to provide a comprehensive view of not only
the performance of the bike and its rider but how
the environment is affecting that performance.
Pair this data with a personal health monitor
(heart rate, blood pressure, etc.), and you get a
complete picture of how riding a bike, and in what
capacity, helps optimize the rider’s fitness.

Maintenance

• Log operating and environmental data to build re-
ports on usage. Application could set thresholds
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and notifications to perform routine maintenance
based on normal wear-and-tear, but could also
alert the rider to potentially dangerous mechanic-
al conditions if a specific component is not re-
placed or action performed.

Safety

• Using the spatial data (location information), the
application could remotely keep track of a specific
bicycle, positioning its location on an interactive
map (à la Google Maps). This would be good for
parents trying to understand the whereabouts of
their children in the neighborhood.

• Logging operating, environmental, and spatial
data could provide the ultimate “black box” for
riders, insurance companies, police, physicians,
and so on, providing extensive details about the
state of the bike just prior to and/or during an
accident.

Efficiency/Green

• By logging and analyzing operating, spatial, and
environmental data over time, a report could be
generated that allowed riders to see when and
where they are riding most efficiently.

• Applications that access the manufacturing, bill of
materials (BOM), and recycling information
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stored in a bike could make it easier to do the
right thing when it comes time to get rid of a
bicycle.

Entertainment

• Bike performance data could easily be stored and
analyzed, providing a way to compare today’s per-
formance to prior records. It could also be used to
run comparisons with others on the network.
Game dynamics could be used to encourage riders
to push themselves to higher levels of perform-
ance and fitness. Others could comment, praise,
and insult their performance if it were posted
online.

Groups of Riders
Racing Clubs

• Bikes that publish their performance data in real
time would provide racing clubs with the basis for
all kinds of applications that could make tracking
racers easier and more fun. Riders and race view-
ers could access up-to-the-second race informa-
tion about individual riders or teams.

Gyms
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• Gyms and fitness centers could write applications
that help members keep track of past performance
and encourage new achievements. Members could
elect to share their data and set up competitions.
Gyms could use these apps and data as a compet-
itive weapon to attract new members.

Friends and Family

• In the same way that keeping track of an individu-
al biker could help parents’ stress levels, so too is
it useful to have the ability to track multiple bikes
simultaneously and in real time.

Organizations
Rentals

• Rental bike companies operate with small mar-
gins, so applications that help them keep their in-
ventory in use and good repair would be hugely
valuable. Applications that help track where riders
go could help companies optimize rental loca-
tions, offer targeted promotions, better under-
stand usage patterns, and so forth.

Repair Shops

• Bikes that publish their diagnostic information
could provide bicycle repair shops what
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automobile repair facilities have had for dec-
ades—a quick, reliable, and effective way to get to
the root of a problem quickly (with cars, huge
amounts of operational data are available via a
special port under the steering wheel, called an
OBD-II port). Operating history and usage logs
could also provide a wealth of useful data that
would make repairing a bicycle faster and more
effective.

Retailers

• A bike that works with applications would be a re-
tailer’s dream. Not only could it provide a compet-
itive advantage (aka higher margins) over retailers
offering only disconnected bikes, it could provide
a mechanism for the retailer to continue the dia-
log with customers over time in the form of ap-
plication updates, new apps that may be of in-
terest, new data sets that could be useful, or all of
these. Connecting the bicycle to the Internet
opens up entire new avenues for innovation for
retailers.

Physicians/Physical Therapists

• Riding a bike is a great form of physical exercise,
but most of us don’t do it properly. In many cases
the bike is not adjusted properly for how we ride.
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Or how we are riding is not efficient or, worse, is
doing us harm. Applications that keep track of not
just performance data but things such as seat and
handlebar adjustments, pedal configuration, and
force while pedaling would help doctors and phys-
ical therapists design and monitor programs that
help riders get the most out of every ride.

Journalists/Media

• Imagine a magazine review of new bike that in-
cluded not just commentary on the normal stuff
but the quality of its data! A bike’s rating would
begin to move inexorably toward connectedness
as a key value driver. Journalists and the media
could use this access to verify manufacturer’s
claims and, conversely, publish their own.

Health Insurance Companies

• Imagine an application that put dollars in your
bank account if you hit certain performance tar-
gets or that lowered your premium if you main-
tained a specific record of activity over time. It
would be a no-brainer win-win for both insurance
companies and riders.

International Associations

• Large associations such as the Olympics would
welcome a standardized way to access the
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performance data coming directly from a
network-connected bicycle. They could offer ap-
plications that viewers could download to watch
and analyze racers’ performance in real time and
match it to historical statistics.

Government
Traffic/Congestion Control

• Cities have a vested interest in decreasing the
volume of cars and trucks on their streets. By de-
veloping applications that make bike riding more
appealing, they can help achieve their goals. It’s
not hard to imagine cities offering tax incentives
for net-connected bicycles that could use the ap-
plications written by them and, in some cases,
help crowdsource useful, real-time information
about the city itself.

Green Initiatives and Incentives

• Bikes don’t pollute, and they help riders get
healthier/stay healthy. Both of these things help
cities reduce costs. Applications that help cities
achieve these ends would be extremely valuable.

Safety
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• Cities are dangerous places for bikers. Applica-
tions that help riders pinpoint where accidents
happen most frequently or demonstrate what con-
ditions are likely to increase the chance of an acci-
dent (maybe even in a certain area) would be a
welcome addition to most rider’s smartphones.
Connected bicycles would make obtaining this
data easy.

Manufacturers
Usage Data

• It’s not hard to imagine scenarios whereby a man-
ufacturer offers a discount to riders willing to
share usage and operational data with them. Ap-
plications that anonymize and package reports for
manufacturers’ use could be a great way to
achieve this. Manufacturers benefit by obtaining
the Holy Grail of data sets from their users—actu-
al information about the use of their product. Cus-
tomers benefit from lower prices.

Warranty Data

• A bike that can verify when it was manufactured,
verify what parts are original, and provide key op-
erational data could help manufacturers and
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authorized warranty repair shops to do a better
job of providing this important service.

This is not an exhaustive list. There are many addi-
tional applications that could be written, especially as
you start to consider specific use cases and vertical ap-
plications. I’m sure a bike rider in India would have
some amazing ideas that I would never dream up.

The other key aspect that bears repeating is, once a
bike becomes a network node, it breaks from the path of
guaranteed obsolescence. The customer experience of
the bicycle can now improve over time, its usefulness ex-
tended and enhanced in marvelous new ways. Com-
munities of bikers can group together and share data in
much the same way that Waze (waze.com) is doing for
automobiles and driving. New businesses can be built
that help improve the availability and safety of bicycles.
The list goes on.

What have we learned by examining these three very
different product types? Doing these types of exercises
helps develop a new way of thinking. It helps designers
realize and remember that they are now responsible for
satisfying the needs of a larger collection of customers.
You will most likely have the needs and requirements of
your primary customers in hand. You can use all the tra-
ditional tools in your tool chest to get smart(er) about
those. But what about that class of customer I’m calling
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developers? How do you gauge their needs, their in-
terests, and their requirements? How do you make sure
you provide the features and functions they will need to
satisfy their customers, the developer’s customers? Al-
though this is all new and unexplored, I think there are
some fundamental attributes that form the cornerstones
for all successful social machines.

• More is better. If you have the option of exposing/
sharing more or less of your product’s features on-
line, err on the side of more.

• Open beats closed. Offer open APIs and open
source libraries for connecting to your product.

• Documentation is as important as the applica-
tions. Nothing speaks louder to new developers
than clear, well-written documentation on how to
use the API. It adds immeasurably to the de-
veloper’s experience of the product.

• Provide incentives to share. Everyone benefits
when people share their data and/or applications.
So provide incentives to developers to share code
or data from their apps. Companies like GitHub
(github.com) do a great job of this with their pri-
cing. If you agree to keep your code out in the
open, you can store it there for free. If you want to
keep it private, you pay. You can also offer social
rewards such as posting badges or broadcasting
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tweets or dispensing with other social capital to
encourage sharing. Do this correctly, and the be-
nefits will flow not only to the developers but to
the developer’s customers, too.

• Never stand still. With a traditional product, you
design it, you build it, and you sell it. Done. This is
not true with a social machine. The sale of the
device is the beginning, not the end, of the dialog
with your customers (all three classes!). As such,
you will be judged by all three and praised/pillor-
ied publicly based on how well you manage those
dialogs. Social machine design is dynamic. Velo-
city is a strategic competitive weapon. If your cus-
tomers think you’re asleep at the wheel, not in-
novating fast enough, offering new value, or
listening to their needs, they will find a new
vendor that does. Get ready to respond!
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To understand the design “essence” of a social machine, you should un-
learn a couple of things you know about products and relearn one very
important skill (something you did naturally as a child). You need to re-
start seeing things as they are, not merely as they’re supposed to be. As
you’ll see in this part, in product design there are the features you act-
ively include, but there are also what I’ll call tacit features that come
along for the ride and, for the most part, are ignored: by you, the de-
signer, and the user/customer. You need to expand your design sense to
not only recognize these qualities but to actively seek and take advant-
age of them during your design phases. I consider these new qualities
the social feature set. Here’s one of my favorite stories that nicely illus-
trates the point:

When I was still developing our initial product for Bug Labs, I had the
opportunity to sit down with my then seven-year-old son and four of his
friends. I painted the following picture for them. “I just bought a dog-
house for my dog, Vader. It’s a nice doghouse, I think. But I’m not sure
he feels the same way. Obviously, I can’t just go ask him! So I’d like to
find a way to see how much he uses his new doghouse. The problem is,
it’s placed in the backyard in an area I can’t easily see it from the house.
I don’t want to sit out there and watch, because that may influence his
behavior. Nor do I want to set up a video camera that would record
hours of video, because then I’d need to sit there and review hours of
video! I want you all to be product designers and come up with a new
gizmo that will help me answer this simple question: How often is Max
using the doghouse? At this point I put a bunch of LEGO bricks on the
table, each one labeled with a different function:

• Motion detector
• Camera
• Air sniffer
• Wireless communicator
• Thermometer
• Light sensor

I then asked:

“If I could build a gadget to help me figure out how often Max was using
the doghouse, how could I use these different blocks to help?” After
some explanation of each brick they came up the following ideas:
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• “Max stinks, so the air sniffer would tell you when he was in the
doghouse and when he wasn’t!”

• “If Max was in the doghouse, the temperature inside would go up
and we could measure that! Then use the wireless communicator to
text you what it was!”

• “We could hook up the motion detector, the camera, and the wire-
less communicator so that it would take a picture whenever it
sensed motion and send you an e-mail!”

At no point were they ever concerned with how this would get built.
Every “service” was just a LEGO brick. They weren’t at all worried about
the fact that some sensors may be USB-based, while others might have a
standard serial interface. They were thinking purely functionally. They
were intuitively seeing the sensors as service providers, for example, the
motion detector “speaking up” if it saw any movement or the thermo-
meter broadcasting its readings.

From a social machines perspective the implications of this are interest-
ing. In this case, the different modules providing the “services” were all
from one company, but that does not have to be the case. In the future,
the services from all types of social products will be available for mixing
and matching, like LEGO bricks, and not just by seven year olds.
Developers will come to expect that social machines all have tacit fea-
tures available for exploration. Consumers will recognize and more
highly value products that support this type of thinking. The key point
is, product developers will need to anticipate this activity and account
for it in their designs. They will need to see their products from the
point of view of the network—what functions and services will they
provide? Social machines need to work well on their own, but more im-
portant, must play well with others.

1 http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericsavitz/2013/01/
14/ces-2013-the-break-out-year-for-the-internet-of-
things
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2 http://www.businessweek.com/articles/
2013-01-03/ces-2013-connected-devices-and-the-
internet-of-things
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Chapter 8

Avatars and the
Social Seven

Unique Characteristics of
Social Machines

When designing physical products, we concern
ourselves with all the familiar issues that define, restrict,
and organize our world. All physical objects have the
same basic properties. They have dimensions—length,
width, and height. They have weight and mass. They
have important other properties such as color, texture,
proportion, and even smell. We are intimately familiar
with all these qualities because they make up the world
we live in.



But what happens when you connect that product to
the Internet? If all it will do is download data from the
Web or some other Internet-connected server, then
none of the social concepts we’ve discussed thus far will
be of much use. On the other hand, if the goal is to truly
design a social machine, then how your product appears
on the network is important.

Figure 8.1 Network Interface Introduces New
Attributes

Your product’s network “appearance” is what we’ve
been referring to as an avatar. It is exactly similar to the
avatars we use in current networked environments of
humans. But instead of creating a digital representation
of a person, we’re creating one for a machine. As the de-
signer, how you do this will influence how well your
product performs its social functions.
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Referring back to our social bicycle example and con-
sidering both our primary customers and developers,
the diagram shown in Figure 8.2 can be drawn.

Figure 8.2 An Avatar Is the Developer’s View of
the Real Product

Similar to how people decide what “features” they
want to expose in their own online avatar, social product
designers also get to determine what product qualit-
ies—aka data—will get revealed on the network. In Fig-
ure 8.2 you can see that two pieces of information are
represented in the avatar: location and acceleration. The
other product data sets—dimensions and speed—are not
exposed. You’ll also notice that there are a couple of ad-
ditional features in the product avatar that are not part
of the physical bicycle: identity, presence, and status.
These are part of a collection of unique social machine
attributes that I call the social seven. Which you choose
to use or ignore is entirely up to you and is driven in
large part by the target customer/market.
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The Social
Seven—Overview

The whole point of connecting a device to a network is
because you want to facilitate communication. You want
the ability to exchange and share information with other
devices on that same network. But establishing a net-
work connection is just the beginning. To take full ad-
vantage of what a network connection can offer, social
machine product designers need to consider the key at-
tributes illustrated in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 The Social Seven

As Figure 8.4 illustrates, there are seven basic charac-
teristics that all social machines share.
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Figure 8.4 Social Seven Details

As foreign as these attributes may seem, they should
all be familiar to you. We use them every day with a
device that connects to one of the oldest network
around: the telephone (Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5 Normal Telephone Uses Social Seven

They are also the same attributes you assume when
presenting yourself on an online network. It’s probably
become so natural to you that you don’t give it a second
thought, but let’s examine what’s happening. When you
work with some of the Web’s most popular tools, you
are using the social seven. Take a look at Figure 8.6 and
you’ll see what I mean.

Figure 8.6 Social Seven Matrix
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The great Creator of the human race did not include
“Presence” or “Status” in the initial feature set. It was
unnecessary. You were “present” when you were, well,
present. But as soon as we started connecting ourselves
together online, we recognized that these new digital
characteristics, our avatar properties, became very valu-
able. In fact, in some cases (even legal cases), these
properties are as important as our physical characterist-
ics. For example, in October 2012, in the United King-
dom, a 20-year-old man was imprisoned for three
months for posting a Facebook status update that was
deemed “grossly offensive”!

A few of these characteristics may be new to you. But
they all represent rich areas for innovation and new
thinking. It’s no accident that we are concerned with the
same issues that affect human communication over a
network. After all, the whole point here is to bring ma-
chines into the mix. They will need to play by the rules,
too. As a social machine product designer, you will need
to be familiar with all the pros and cons of the social
seven.

EXERCISE—Write down the number of ways you interacted with your
friends, family, and colleagues before the days of the Internet. Now update
that list with the ways you interact now. What are the new ways you could
work with the objects in your life if you had similar access?
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The Social
Seven—Details

The following section will provide details on each of the
seven attributes and describe their use in social machine
design.

Identity
Figure 8.7 Identity

“The beginning of wisdom is to call things by their
right names.”

—Chinese proverb
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Overview
The foundation stone for all network communication is
identity. If you can’t uniquely identify each network
node, confusion reigns. This is not a new problem.
Uniquely identifying people and things in a group is a
challenge that’s existed since the beginning of human
history. We’ve come up with many systems to help out,
in addition to just our family and proper names. There
are social security numbers, driver’s license numbers,
passport numbers, employee IDs, credit card numbers,
and so on. The goal of all these approaches was and is to
associate the real, physical you with a totally unique, ab-
stract alphanumerical sequence that could always and
reliably be used to identify you, for whatever reason. It’s
something that we all take for granted but that becomes
surprisingly complex when you need to start thinking
about it from a design perspective. Why, I hear you ask-
ing, do I need to worry about identifying my product
outside of the bar code on the box?! It’s because your
product will now become available online, and it will
need a digital identity in addition to its physical one. In
a similar fashion, I may be Peter Semmelhack when you
meet me in person but PS20348 if we meet online.

Online identification poses interesting and occasion-
ally maddening new challenges for the designer. Any on-
line system that grants access to its platform requires
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some type of unique ID to participate (for example, a
log-in). The trouble is, there is no way of proving that
the unique ID reliably identifies anybody real. Sure,
your name may be Mary and you live in Boston, but you
could just as easily fill in the online registration form
saying your name is Petunia and you live in Anchorage.
Who’s to know? The creation of a virtual identity has
created all kinds of areas for innovation (and lots of op-
portunities for trouble as well). The game Second Life
was based entirely on the idea of creating not only a new
you, also called an avatar, but a whole new world in
which your new avatar could “live” with other avatars.
World of Warcraft has built an online gaming business
allowing you to shed your human skin entirely and be-
come an elf, an orc, or any of a number of other fantast-
ical creatures. On the Internet you can be anything or
anyone you want. In fact, you can have multiple
personalities.

The same thing applies to objects. Take our social bi-
cycle as an example. If you sell 10,000 bicycles, all of
them capable of communicating on a network and shar-
ing data, each one will need a unique ID to help sort out
what data are coming from which bike. Users will want
to log in to a website to view their own, and possibly
their groups’, riding stats. Physical products receive
serial numbers. Social machines require a digital
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counterpart, an online identity, on which to base all that
comes next. Bruce Sterling sums it up nicely.

“Why would “identity” ever become “more import-
ant” than a real, no-kidding physical object? How is
such a thing even possible? The answer is found in a
new means of focusing society’s attention and en-
abling joint effort.

Only a limited number of people can interact with
any particular physical object . . . The object’s virtu-
al representations, however, can have stakeholders.
For instance, it makes more sense to own shares of
a company than it does to own physical pieces of a
company. Like shares of stock, models of an object
can be shown and distributed to a wide public. The
models are more open than real objects. The models
can attract a huge amount of creative effort
worldwide.”

Implications for Product Design
Of all the seven attributes, identity is the most import-
ant. You can’t design a social machine without a way to
identify it on a network. Depending on the network
type—Wi-Fi, cellular, or Bluetooth—there are nuances to
how this is accomplished. Sound complicated? It doesn’t
have to be. In fact, it can be very straightforward if you
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consider what’s necessary early enough in the design
cycle. And, in the Resources section, I provide more in-
formation and links to helpful material.

Discoverability
Figure 8.8 Discoverability

Overview
How long did it take you to regret that on Facebook
everyone could find you instantly? Was it when all your
long-lost, high school semi-acquaintances suddenly dis-
covered you and wanted to relive all those awkward
teenage moments? Or when your old girlfriends or boy-
friends started looking you up? Or when forgotten
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business colleagues started commenting on your wall
with embarrassing anecdotes from a past you wished
would stay buried? All of the above?

If any of these examples ring true, then you under-
stand the importance of discoverability. Maybe the ori-
ginal Facebook designers didn’t really give it enough
thought. Or maybe they just didn’t appreciate its power.
Needless to say, it’s a feature that has incredible utility.
And with incredible utility comes incredible responsibil-
ity. Like the presence feature (see later discussion), in-
cluding ways to list or delist your product from whatever
network it’s connected to is vitally important, especially
if the data your product produces or consumes (or both)
are confidential, personal, or sensitive in any way. It
may be that the simple fact that that specific product is
on the network at all is enough data to make a differ-
ence to someone or something. The flip side: It may be
critical that as many other devices and/or people find
your product as quickly as possible for it to be a success.
You want visibility on the network and are not shy
about sharing what you have with whoever discovers
you.
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Implications for Product Design
With POTS (plain old telephone system) lines, we have
listed and unlisted numbers. Today, as a product de-
signer, you need to decide how you want to play that
game. Like many of the features listed here, a lot will de-
pend on the context in which your product operates and
what type of data it produces and/or consumes. But
don’t ever underestimate the importance of this key
quality, as it could easily make or break the popularity of
your design.

Presence
Figure 8.9 Presence
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Overview
Do you remember the first time you used instant mes-
saging? For many it was via America Online. If you were
an uber-geek, you may have used IRC, or Internet relay
chat. It was undeniably cool being able to have what
amounted to a text-based, walkie-talkie-like discussion
with anyone connected to the network, wherever he or
she was on the planet. But there was another aspect of
the instant messaging interface that became equally im-
portant and probably in ways the designers hadn’t fully
appreciated: this was the online presence indicator, the
visual cue in the interface that told people whether you
were online or not. It was an innocent, simple little fea-
ture, meant to be helpful to those looking to communic-
ate with you. But it quickly became more complicated.
Maybe I wanted to be “present” for some people and not
others. Maybe I wanted the ability to never be “present”
even while I was actively chatting with others. What
seemed like a simple feature became “fraught” with sub-
tlety and innuendo. “Is that person in my chat list really
offline, or is he just avoiding me?”

How does the concept of presence affect connected
social product design? As you might expect, it can be as
simple or as complex as you’d like to make it. Machines
don’t have emotions, so you don’t need to worry about
their feelings getting hurt if they get ignored by other
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people or machines. On the other hand, you may need to
consider how, when, where, or why users may want
their devices to be “present” for others to see and inter-
act with. Say, for example, you’re designing a medical
device. Some of the data it produces may be sensitive or
have different contextual meaning based on time of day,
user location, and so on. As a result, you may need to
give users the capacity to decide who gets to see when
they are online and ready to share information.

In some cases, the simple “present” data point is all
that’s needed from the device. The fact that it’s online
and doing its thing is the only indicator its user needs or
wants. Continuing the medical device example, the fact
that the machine is online may be all that’s required to
know that Grandma is taking her medicine. From a con-
nected product design standpoint, this is one of the
simplest engagement models, but powerful nonetheless.
One could easily imagine a cloud application that simply
needs a certain number of connected widgets to come
online before it executes. The presence indicator, in this
case, is all that’s needed.

Implications for Product Design
The importance of a presence feature in your product
will depend on who or what is monitoring that signal
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and how it is controlled. If both the monitor and con-
troller are machines, then the interaction model will be
straightforward. On the other hand, if they are human,
then you will need to worry about the subtlety and innu-
endo issues I brought up earlier. Do you give control of
network presence to users? Can they override the fea-
ture and be online but publish presence data that says
they aren’t? These are the issues a social product design-
er needs to evaluate when considering a presence
feature.

Activity
Figure 8.10 Activity
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Overview
This is similar to that little piece of information that
pops up in instant messaging applications like iChat or
gChat that mentions if the other party is “Typing . . .”
This feature seems innocuous enough, but we all know it
has a richer meaning as well. Just the mere fact that it
pops up quickly or doesn’t is an indicator of something
potentially important in the dialog. Maybe the other
person is intentionally not responding quickly! What
does that imply?

The activity indicator is pointless if machines are
speaking with one another. Network protocols have lots
of ways to manage this already. Where the activity indic-
ator becomes important is when a social machine is in-
teracting with a human. There’s a reason many laptops
have a little LED light that goes on when the hard drive
is “working.” Without it, it can seem like the computer
has gone into slow motion with no warning.

Implications for Product Design
Activity alerts are very important for managing user ex-
pectations, which is critical for a good customer experi-
ence. Therefore, if a social machine is busy doing a com-
plex task that’s invisible to the user and will take some
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time, implementing a “Thinking . . .” or “I’m working on
it . . .” activity notification may make sense.

Status
Figure 8.11 Status

Overview
My understanding, appreciation, and horror of today’s
socially networked world took a quantum leap forward
the day one of my colleagues got broken up with via a
Facebook status update. There was no tragic face-to-face
meeting, no teary, stuttering phone call (“It’s not you;
it’s me!”). There was only the single, simple, devastating
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change of a word from “Attached” to “Single” on the sig-
nificant other’s Facebook page. I was blown away.

Machines don’t have any emotions, so there is no
trauma associated with status changes. But the power of
the status indicator is still important with social ma-
chines—both when they are communicating with one
another and when they are communicating with people.
Obviously the meaning of the status indicator is of
primary importance; for example, “Available” and “Do
Not Disturb” are pretty self-explanatory. In addition, the
time between status changes could be meaningful, or the
sequence of status updates could indicate something
important.

Implications for Product Design
Status indicators are good for organizing and coordinat-
ing actions between machines and between machines
and people. For example, if a group of online devices all
need to reach a certain point, say, a location, before ex-
ecuting their next action, status indicators are a very
easy way to organize that. They are also very effective for
feedback loops, providing real-time responses to users
and helping them interact more effectively.
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Access

Overview
So your product is discoverable, identifiable, online, and
active. Do you want just anyone to have complete access
to all its features? At any time of day or night? For
hours, days, or weeks at a time? To control all this you
need access controls of some sort. The most common
method of dealing with these issues is by installing a
front door on the device—a log-in that requires authen-
tication of some kind. Based on the log-in, you can then
grant access to the device in whatever manner is appro-
priate. The log-in process is an important part of any se-
curity functions your social machine must support. And
like the log-ins you use every day, they come in a variety
of forms based on the level of security required and the
computing capabilities of your product.
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Figure 8.12 Access

Implications for Product Design
If guarding access to your social machine on a network
is important, then this characteristic may be the most
critical of all. Various levels of access control can be
used to create the right security profile for your device.
For example, you can require log-ins at the network, ap-
plication, and device levels. You can restrict access from
the cloud or at the device itself (assuming it has the
power to run applications on its own). Detailing all the
possible security options is beyond the scope of this
book (there are many), but suffice it to say, getting it
right is important. I’ve included more information in the
Resources section of this book.
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Privileges
Figure 8.13 Privileges

Overview
This is related to access in the sense that it controls who
can do what once they are connected to your product.
Maybe you want to have different levels of service
provided based on a specific package the customer pur-
chased. Or maybe you want to have a promotion that is
timed to end at a certain point. These types of controls
are called privileges and they can be created, modified,
and deleted at any time with the appropriate . . . priv-
ileges! Access provides the keys to the building. Priv-
ileges control which floors the elevator will take you to.
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Implications for Product Design
Like access, privileges are important when security and
privacy are important. And similar to access, you can
implement controls at the network, application, and/or
device levels. Privileges make sense when more than one
type of user will be accessing the same device. For ex-
ample, there may be users who can only view certain
types of data, while others have full access 24 hours a
day.
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Chapter 9

Spheres of Use, or
Why Your New

Product Should Do
Things You Never

Envisioned

Abstracting your physical product into a series of ser-
vices available on a network opens the door to further
innovation by others. I hope I’ve convinced you of that
by now. And to the extent it helps further engage your
imagination, I think it helps to recognize that the way
your product will be used may diverge somewhat, or en-
tirely, from what you anticipated—which is a wonderful



thing. Knowing that, the decisions you make at every
level of product development may change. You might re-
cognize that product features and functions that impede
its free and open use should be scrutinized and reevalu-
ated. Everything from licensing to documentation to ap-
plication programming interface (API)/avatar design
should be examined with an eye toward removing
friction.

I mentioned in Part I that the metrics for product
success should evolve to include more than just unit
sales. Products should be graded, in part, by their
foundation value. That is, how many others have used
them to build upon and launch their own successes?
What better way for social machines to contribute to so-
ciety than to serve as cornerstones for its advancement?
Figure 9.1 is a good illustration of the potential. You
can’t possibly imagine every conceivable use of your
product design (for example, my friend’s young son uses
his iPhone as a hammer!), and that shouldn’t bother you
too much. What you should concentrate on is making
sure you remove as many barriers as possible to others’
imagination, or even better, add a feature that entices it.
One of my favorite examples of this is the Roomba, a
little, autonomous robotic vacuum cleaner made by iRo-
bot (www.irobot.com). Introduced in 2002, they have
sold millions of units. But most important for this
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discussion, in 2005 the Roomba designers decided to in-
clude an electronic and software interface that, in es-
sence, became a portal for third-party innovation. The
designers installed this “door,” opened it, and let the
imaginations of the user community run wild. The res-
ults have been impressive. In fact, there’s a website de-
voted to doing it—www.hackingroomba.com! The point
is, good social machine design should include features
that may not be immediately useful to primary custom-
ers but fire up the creative imaginations of developers.
You never know what they will dream up and build.

Figure 9.1 Social Machines Will Be Used in Un-
expected Ways
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Part III

The Business of
Social Machines

Know the rules well, so you can break them
effectively.

—Dalai Lama XIV



Chapter 10

Introduction

The business of social is the business of sharing. Re-
search the business model for any social networking
company, and you will see that its goal is to sell services
to others based on the social sharing of its users. Face-
book has Likes, Twitter has tweets, and Pinterest has
pins. They are all a form of sharing—an activity the sites
monetize in the form of advertising, promotions, and
marketing services. But there are other services that can
be built on top of sharing. I will review two in this
chapter. Neither has to do with people sharing ideas,
opinions, wants, or needs. They have to do with people
sharing things and things sharing data. And they point
the way for how to build businesses based on social ma-
chines, a topic we delve into in Chapter 11.



People Sharing
Things

As I write this, a new crop of start-ups are getting fun-
ded that focus on enabling what sounds like a fancy new
collective behavior called collaborative consumption. In
reality, it’s just an easier way of allowing people and or-
ganizations to rent, lend, swap, and/or barter things
they already own. It is billed as a way for owners to max-
imize their return on investment of an asset by expand-
ing usage beyond just their own. It could be a house, a
boat, a car, a tool, or even your skills or schedule. For
customers it’s a way to gain access to things/assets they
don’t own and pay for only what they use. Of course, this
idea is not new in any real sense. People have been do-
ing this sort of thing for ages . What makes it different
now is the marketing and distribution mechanism
powered by the Web and mobile apps. Today, you can
instantly broadcast, worldwide, the availability and
price of just about anything you own. Likewise, you can
search the world over for things you’d like to rent, swap,
and so on. Companies are building businesses that use
the power of the Web to connect these new buyers and
sellers in compelling and potentially lucrative new ways.
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And just like eBay and Craigslist discovered years ago,
there’s actually an active, vibrant market for it all. Turns
out people are interested in sharing just about
everything.

Accommodation
Services—Airbnb

Perhaps the best known example of this new trend is the
San Francisco–based company Airbnb (airbnb.com), a
website that helps you easily rent out your house, apart-
ment, or other accommodation (even just a room in
your garage!) to others. Here’s the blurb from its
website:

Airbnb is a trusted community marketplace for
people to list, discover, and book unique accom-
modations around the world—online or from a mo-
bile phone. Whether an apartment for a night, a
castle for a week, or a villa for a month, Airbnb con-
nects people to unique travel experiences, at any
price point, in more than 26,000 cities and 192
countries.

This is a business built on helping you monetize what
is usually one of your biggest investments: your
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dwelling. It’s a radically simple, attractive
concept—make good money in a safe, repeatable, new
way while incurring very little cost. What’s not to love
about it? From our discussion’s point of view, what’s im-
portant is that Airbnb is not selling the asset itself. To
participate in Airbnb you don’t have to sell your apart-
ment. You’re selling only access. In fact, you’re selling a
service. Airbnb helps you sell accommodation services
to others. As a seller, you list your property (your ser-
vice) on its website and describe its features (location,
attributes, etc.), the various conditions/constraints that
help define the offering, and finally the price. It’s a
simple marketplace made possible by the power of the
Internet and social networking. This idea has proved so
popular that the high-flying Airbnb is, as of this writing,
providing its service in 26,000 cities in 192 countries
worldwide. Clearly, the idea of maximizing the value of
one’s assets is hugely attractive.

But listing your accommodation service is only one
side of the equation. Let’s look at the other, equally im-
portant transaction component: the customers. Why are
they flocking to Airbnb and handing over their hard-
earned money to rent accommodations in new places
from complete strangers? What unmet need has Airbnb
discovered and satisfied? In a word, choice. And to con-
sumers, choice rules. Airbnb has an enormous inventory
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of rentable properties that no hotel can match. They are
the international supermarket in a world of corner del-
icatessens. You want a tiny little bungalow on the beach
in Cancun? Check. A penthouse apartment on New
York’s Central Park? Check. An entire island in the Ba-
hamas? No problem. The Airbnb platform provides cus-
tomers with a staggering catalog of possibilities, which
provides them a significant, difficult-to-duplicate com-
petitive advantage.

But that’s only part of the answer. The last piece is
pricing, which can be tricky since customers are buying
a service (not a thing) and paying for actual usage only.
Airbnb uses an exchange mechanism to unlock the in-
herent, latent value that exists in the unused or underu-
tilized assets that we own. It provides liquidity in a pre-
viously illiquid market—all accessible via a standard
Web interface and rentable using an easily understood
transaction model. Airbnb’s success is not based on an
innovative new business idea. It’s based on the power of
networks to connect people in new ways. Airbnb’s
strengths revolve around market transparency—who’s
selling and buying what right now—and removing mar-
ket friction by introducing easy-to-use and easy-to-un-
derstand technologies to match up buyers and sellers.
Since it doesn’t actually own any of the properties listed,
it resembles a brokerage and receives brokerage-like
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fees. But because its brokering tools are accessed via
connected online computers, Airbnb can offer the latest
availability, pricing, and ecosystem data to anyone, not
just professionals. Buyers and sellers of all stripes get
the same attention. This dynamic creates an incredibly
valuable, virtuous cycle. Sellers list their properties on
Airbnb because that’s where all the buyers are. Con-
versely, buyers visit the site and search for accommoda-
tions because that where all the sellers are—and that’s
where they’ll find the most choice. Suffice to say, com-
panies that find themselves in this fortunate position
gain many advantages. The key is to uncover market
areas that could benefit from the same technical and
economic approach. Social machines, by definition,
should be obvious candidates for markets like these. As
we’ve already discussed, social machines are all about
data and therefore easily shared. The opportunities are
easily addressed with available technology.

Transportation
Services—Zipcar

In 2000, Antje Danielson and Robin Chase cofounded a
car-sharing company called Zipcar (zipcar.com). It was
based on successful German and Swiss car-sharing
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models and has become a huge hit here in the United
States. Unlike traditional car rental companies, Zipcar
has no central garages and no rental offices where you
stand in line to sign an agreement, get your keys, say no
to the fuel option, and drive off. Zipcar doesn’t require
any of that expensive overhead. Instead, it is based on a
membership model. Members pay an annual fee and re-
ceive a special card that identifies them and their pay-
ment information. The card also includes a special elec-
tronic RFID tag (radio-frequency identification tag) that
uniquely identifies the card and, therefore (ideally!), its
user. The cars themselves are equipped with special
computers that keep track their whereabouts, operation-
al statistics, and log travel and user information. The
computer also serves another critical function: It un-
locks the doors. Zipcar members don’t behave like nor-
mal car renters. Instead of a central garage, members
looking to use a car go to designated parking lots or
streets where other members have left them prior. To
use the car, the member produces his or her RFID-
tagged card and waves it in front of a special area on the
windshield. The computer identifies the user as a legit-
imate member and unlocks the doors. Ideally, there is a
full tank of gas waiting for you (members are encour-
aged to tank up when they’re finished—the cost is in-
cluded in the rental and it’s just a polite thing to do),
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you start up, and take off. When you’re done, you return
the car to either where you got it or some other desig-
nated spot in the neighborhood. Again, the computer
keeps track of it and lets other members know where to
find it. I’m a New Yorker, and when I first heard that the
model was based on what amounts to a good Samaritan
approach to sharing expensive things like cars, I was
skeptical. But, happily, I was dead wrong. People enjoy
the flexibility, freedom, and choice the model provides
and, in the vast majority of the cases, are happy to play
by the rules to maintain the privilege. As a telling ex-
ample, the Zipcars available in my area are not shoddy
old Fords and Chevys. They are new BMWs, Mini Coop-
ers, and other fun, useful vehicles. Again, not at all what
I would have expected.

Like Airbnb, Zipcar capitalizes on the idea that some-
times things are better viewed as services. It helps
everyone maximize value. If you go read Robin Chases’s
blog (which I highly recommend) at robinchase.org,
you’ll find that one of her main goals at Zipcar, and at
most of the things she has pursued since, is to “find and
make use of excess capacity.” She continues: “The op-
portunity here is boundless, really. And at every level of
the economy. We all want to get more out of what we
own or have already invested in, or, conversely, to pay
only for what we use.” Notice how she nicely
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summarizes the benefits to both buyer and seller. She
also paints a picture that I will reiterate myself: The
business opportunities for this type of thinking are
enormous. She has already started up her new venture
in France called Buzzcar, a “service that brings together
owners and drivers in a car sharing marketplace,” which
continues to expand the possibilities of what Craig New-
mark of Craigslist fame defines as “people using the In-
ternet to work together in the service of one another.”

Her work has inspired many others. Already just in
the automobile space alone there are a wealth of innov-
ative approaches. Zimride (zimride.com) in the United
States helps you find rides to wherever you want to go.
It is, almost literally, the latest form of hitchhiking, in-
spired and enabled by the Internet. Want to get from
San Francisco to San Diego? There’s a car leaving to-
morrow at 2 pm and there’s one seat left for $55! Zim-
ride allows you to maximize the value of the empty seats
in your car, which for many people go empty a majority
of the time. ParkatmyHouse (parkatmyhouse.com) actu-
ally lets you rent out your driveway! I think you get the
point.

There are other examples, too. You can share bikes,
tools, textbooks, art pieces, fashion items, electronics,
movies, and, yes, sewing machines. You can rent out
your time (taskrabbit.com), your money (prosper.com),
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and your skills (skillshare.com). There is even a site
dedicated to the movement—collaborative-consump-
tion.com, which lists all the possibilities. As I mentioned
earlier, none of this is exactly new. Nothing has stopped
you from doing any of this before. The difference now is
the real-time visibility of market participants. Buyers
and sellers can now easily participate in exchanges that
encourage and reward sharing. The other crucial differ-
ence is the social element. By using the power of social
networks to disseminate messages, there is a geometric
increase in the velocity of information flows—a huge be-
nefit to the efficiency of any exchange.

Things Sharing
Data

We just reviewed how organizations can find new value
selling services based on sharing things, and how social
machines (as things themselves) are perfectly suited for
being shared as well. This next section is how we can
create things, social machines, that share data.
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Financial
Services—Progressive

Insurance
A great example of this concept revolves around a pri-
cing model called “pay as you go.” As the name implies,
its primary attraction is the idea that you, as a customer,
don’t pay a fixed price for a product. You pay for your
actual usage of it “as you go.” You can now rent books
from Amazon and pay your town a trash fee based on
the actual weight of your garbage. This, by itself, isn’t a
new concept, of course. But when it’s applied to certain
products, very interesting possibilities arise—for ex-
ample, insurance.

When you combine the pay-as-you-go model with
auto insurance you get something called a pay-as-you-
drive policy, and Progressive Insurance is at the fore-
front of this new product category. Progressive sells a
type of usage-based insurance with rates based on both
the quality and the quantity of your driving. That is, you
pay less if you drive well and drive less.

To participate in this program, you need to plug a
little black box full of electronics, called the Snapshot,
into your car’s diagnostic port (officially, the OBD-II
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port), normally located in the wheel well just under the
steering wheel. Once installed, the Snapshot monitors
and logs information about your driving and transmits it
to Progressive for analysis and reporting. For example,
the device will detect sudden acceleration and decelera-
tion via its built-in accelerometer. It will record vehicle
speed and time information as well as when the device is
connected and disconnected from the car by monitoring
information coming from the diagnostic port (from
which it also gets its power). It does not track location
via GPS, although Progressive mentions in its terms and
conditions that it could probably determine your ap-
proximate whereabouts, with your permission (!) by tri-
angulating your position via the cell phone towers the
Snapshot communicates with.

On the surface, we would all like to believe that we’re
safe drivers and deserve a break on our insurance, and
in most cases, we’d probably be correct. Today, insur-
ance companies have no choice but to use complicated
actuarial models for their pricing. They have little idea
what financial risk you personally pose to them as an in-
stitution. But by agreeing to get tracked, you receive the
opportunity to prove it. Progressive’s approach has been
successful enough that other insurance companies are
beginning to offer similar plans. It’s an obvious win-win
for both parties.
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There is another, less obvious, secondary benefit to
this approach as well. Certainly, you should get a break
on your premiums if you drive more safely than the next
guy. But shouldn’t you also get a break if you drive less?
Yes, you should. In fact, the statistics back that up. The
more you drive, the more likely it is that you’ll get into
an accident. Check out the chart in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1 Yearly Accident Claims by Annual
Mileage
Source: Hamilton Project, July 2008

The graph makes it clear that insurance companies
would prefer if you drove less because it would equal
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fewer accidents. In fact, the variable insurance premium
starts to resemble a tax. And like a tax, it serves as a
powerful disincentive to drive. So insurance companies
can now play a role in the greening of the planet by cre-
ating financial incentives for creating less pollution.
This clever trick is an example of something called beha-
vioral economics, which we’ll come back to in the next
example.

Whether Progressive realizes it or not, the Snapshot
is much more than just a simple, wireless monitoring
device. It’s a platform-enabler with far-reaching impact
because it can share data, the basis for social value cre-
ation. It opens the door to creating a truly social interac-
tion. What other products could Progressive build on
this platform? More important, what products could
others build if given the chance? It’s not hard to imagine
a world where this platform gives Progressive the oppor-
tunity to offer entirely new categories of product, from
location-based promotions to performance-based deals
on goods and services of interest to specific drivers.
After all, Progressive knows quite a bit about you and
your car.

Progressive is much more than an automobile insur-
ance company. According to its website, the company
also insures homes, health, life, pets, and classic cars. It
would be easy to envision the pay-as-you-go model
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working with most, if not all, of their other product
lines.

Take health, for example. It would make perfect sense
for an active, nonsmoking, healthy-eating, and con-
scientious customer to pay less for health insurance
than someone who is not all those things. Taking the
Snapshot example one step further, it’s not hard to ima-
gine a scenario where someone trades the ability to
track his or her daily habits in return for lower premi-
ums. The social machine construct provides a good way
to envision how this could work. Health device makers
could easily provide secure interfaces to their products
that allow remote access to authorized users. The
devices themselves could post relevant information to
insurance company databases or social networks. Third-
party developers could offer applications that simultan-
eously help users live healthier, more active lives and
provide insurance companies with the data they need to
keep rates low.

You could even imagine pay-as-you-go insurance for
pets with connected collars, health monitors, trackers,
and so on, providing the required data to owners and in-
surance companies alike.
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Health Services—Vitality,
Inc.

Another interesting thing happens when you connect
devices into our social fabric. Companies are finding
business opportunities helping us do the “right
thing”—driving more safely, staying healthy, protecting
the environment. By using a collection of principles
from the field of behavioral economics, companies are
using data from connected devices to create compelling
win-win scenarios for both their customers and
themselves.

A good example of a company using these principles
is Vitality, Inc. (vitality.net). This company develops and
markets a product called GlowCaps, an innovative, wire-
lessly connected pill bottle cap that broadcasts to your
social network whether you’ve been taking your medi-
cine (or not!).

Here’s what a Wall Street Journal article said about
them:

Vitality Inc., a Cambridge, Mass., start-up, wants to
apply behavioral economics to prompt people to
take prescriptions. Vitality’s GlowCaps use lights
and sounds as reminders. The caps also contain a
radio transmitter that sends e-mail to doctors,
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relatives, and others about how often the cap is
opened.

Mr. Ariely says people are more likely to take medi-
cines as prescribed if they believe others are watch-
ing—an idea not addressed in typical economic the-
ory. “Why should you care about what other people
do? It’s irrelevant,” to a classical economist, Mr.
Ariely says. But not to a behavioral economist.

Vitality President Josh Wachman hopes to market
the GlowCaps to drug makers, pharmacies, insurers,
and patients, arguing they will improve compliance
and save money by preventing more costly health
problems.

Like the auto insurance example, this product pro-
duces a win-win situation based purely on the data flow-
ing from the connected device. And similarly, because
the GlowCaps have the ability to share data, there are
significant opportunities for further innovation by Vital-
ity itself and, more important, third-party innovators as
well.

There are other good examples as well. As I men-
tioned in Chapter 1, companies like Nike and Adidas are
building fitness products and online portals designed to
share the performance metrics of their users. Auto-
mobile manufacturers like Ford, GM, Audi, and BMW
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have announced products that are Internet-connected
and capable of sharing operating information. Soon
there won’t be a product you will consider that is not
somehow connected and capable of being woven into
your social network.
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Chapter 11

How to Build a
Business Using

Social Machines

Retrofit Model
Many companies, such as those discussed in Chapter 10,
are creating a new service layer on top of an existing
class of assets just by connecting them to the Inter-
net—Progressive via a black box attached to your car
and GlowCaps via a cap on a standard medicine bottle.
They are driving new revenue streams from existing
things. I call it the retrofit model. This business ap-
proach has the advantage of an existing target mar-
ket—for example, there are hundreds of millions of cars



in the United States. This is great if, for example, you
want to start a new, socially connected car-sharing ser-
vice in your area. Because all U.S. cars share a standard
OBD-II port (the same one that Progressive uses), you
can build one “black box” that connects customer cars to
the Internet and enables the sharing of data. What it
shares specifically is up to you (recall the discussion in
Part II). But the point is that a single product invest-
ment allows you to retrofit a large, existing market.

Let’s use the same thinking with the Airbnb example
from Chapter 10.

For Airbnb to work, it needs a large inventory of
houses, apartments, and other forms of accommodation.
To accomplish that, the company needs to convince you
that your house is worth putting on its system because it
will generate interest and therefore income for you. But
for most of us, our houses are not rent-ready. As a po-
tential Airbnb customer, you start to think about how
you’ll need to retrofit your home. I can tell you from
personal experience that the notion of strangers staying
in your home causes you to think about things in en-
tirely new ways. You’ll want to look around and make
sure you have a good way to secure valuables, remove or
hide your special things (such as photos), set up insur-
ance coverage, fix things you’ve always put off repairing,
and so on. In effect, you start to look at your house like a
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product developer keen on satisfying a customer. You
want the service you’re providing to be good. You want
it to represent your brand properly. In the end, you
want to charge as much as possible for it! So it has to be
great. The best Airbnb sellers are motivated retrofitters.

To help you with this process, it’s not hard to imagine
Airbnb working with device makers to develop a line of
Airbnb-certified products that, if used in your house,
apartment, and so on, gave you some pricing edge on
their system. Sellers can retrofit their properties with
special devices to make them more social and therefore
more attractive and popular. Conversely, homes
equipped with such devices could provide quality assur-
ances of various kinds to the buyers. What kinds of
devices would make sense? Think about these for a
minute:

• Access systems: Like Zipcar, properties equipped
with Airbnb-certified access systems would allow
the holders of special cards to gain easy access to
their rentals. All parties would benefit. Sellers
would have an easy-to-manage way to control ac-
cess to their property and could view reports on
usage. Buyers would also receive a trusted, easy-
to-use access method. Device makers could take
advantage of a budding new market. And Airbnb
would strengthen its ties to its customers and
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suppliers while simultaneously improving the
“stickiness” of its offerings, hence improving its
competitiveness.

Why is this social? Access systems could tie
into the Airbnb website, offering usage dash-
boards for property owners. Systems could
also post usage on social networks or enter-
prise systems in real time. Accessing particip-
ating properties could equate to check-ins that
earn reward points and other benefits.

• Security systems: These are similar to access sys-
tems. In fact, they could work together. Suppliers
who install Airbnb-certified security systems
could receive lower fees, greater search visibility,
and/or promotional opportunities. Buyers could
feel better renting a property with these systems
installed. Airbnb could derive a savings in insur-
ance costs from their suppliers.

Why is this social? Communities could monit-
or themselves. Security breaches could in-
stantly post messages, send tweets, make
phone calls, and so forth.

• HVAC systems: Makers of social heaters, air con-
ditioners, dehumidifiers, and so on, would all be-
nefit from the Airbnb certification program. Using
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the real-time dashboards that could be made
available on the Airbnb site, both buyers and
sellers could understand their energy use. Sellers
could set up models where they charge buyers for
usage. Customers would benefit because there
would be no billing surprises. Manufacturers
could benefit by receiving usage reports back from
Airbnb along with diagnostic data that could help
them improve their product development. In ad-
dition, Airbnb could offer low-cost maintenance
services to certified sellers because they would
have a very clear view of the status of the ma-
chines on a monthly basis. Airbnb, like the other
examples, benefits by offering up valuable new
ways to engage with buyers and sellers.

Why is this social? Energy usage could be
shared and reported to utilities in return for
discounts on energy bills. Usage triggers could
be set to tweet or SMS if specific thresholds
are exceeded.

We examined only two markets in these examples,
but I hope it shows how the retrofit model is a great way
to explore a market with the social machine lens. It al-
lows you to take an existing asset, add connectivity and
smarts, and start benefiting from sharing the data.
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Built-in Model
The retrofit model makes sense in the short term, but
the more enduring, and I argue, more fundamental ap-
proach is to design devices to be social from the begin-
ning. I call this approach the built-in model, and it is
already beginning to happen. Companies are actively re-
designing their products with network connectivity in
mind. For example, most of the major automakers are
already responding to the car-sharing boom by publicly
talking about designing cars that are built for sharing.
That’s a huge step forward and a key milestone in social
product design.

To discuss how the built-in model works, I’ll use a hy-
pothetical HVAC company called HighlyCool AC, which
is, hypothetically, looking to build a new air conditioner.
I’ll walk through the necessary questions and steps to
begin designing and developing a social AC unit. The
key point to remember here is what we learned in the
earlier chapters: A product is nothing more than data.
Keep that in mind while we go through the example.
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Scenario
HighlyCool AC, Inc. is a manufacturer of high-quality
residential and commercial air-conditioning units.

Its mission: to find new ways to drive energy effi-
ciency and “green” features to increase profit margins
and improve competitive positioning while improving
the customer experience.

The traditional approach to tackling the stated mis-
sion would be to focus inward on the product itself, its
components and physical design. We would look for im-
proved performance from our suppliers on both product
specs and cost. We would place enormous importance
on end users as we tried to understand, predict, and ad-
dress their needs. We do this because once we’ve made
the final decisions on new features and functions, they
are, in fact, final. Once the new product is manufactured
and distributed, you can’t go back and say, “Oops, I
really wanted to include x.” So hitting the customer re-
quirements mark is essential. Most likely, we’d be look-
ing to create a new version of the current successful
model. But inevitably, we would be looking at a 12--
month minimum new product introduction cycle.
Maybe we could do better than that, but on average,
that’s the reality of it. And this makes it even more chal-
lenging, because what we’re trying to do is not just
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understand our customers’ needs today but to figure out
what those needs will be a year in the future. Given the
pace of change and soaring demands of customers, this
entire process is becoming untenable.

There’s a different way to handle this challenge as
well (no surprise—isn’t that the whole point of this
book?). I’m tempted to say it’s a better approach, but it’s
not always. The traditional method of improving
products has a long history and its precepts and results
are well known. The social method of approaching this
product development challenge is to turn our focus in-
side out. We will pay less attention to improving what’s
inside the box and more on how we can radically im-
prove the ways that box interacts with things and people
who are outside of it.

Remember, a social product is all about data. The
goal is to identify, package, and present these data in a
way that benefits everyone. Step 1 is to focus inward and
see what data might be available from within the air
conditioner itself.
Potential Data from the AC Unit

• Physical dimensions
• Manufacturing date and location
• Bill of materials
• Power status—full, energy saver, sleep, off, etc.
• Temp settings—from just a fan to full arctic blast
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• Filter status—clear, getting dirty, completely
clogged

• Timer settings

There are more, but let’s limit it to this list for now.
Step 2 is to focus outward. This is the fun part. Ask

yourself (and anyone else who has an opinion), these
three questions:

1. How would having access to this air-condition-
ing data help others? Put a list together of who
they might be, for example, end users, installers,
maintainers/repairers, manufacturers, contract-
ors, caregivers, and anyone who could possibly in-
teract either with it or the environment in which it
operates.

2. What external sources of data could make it
easier, more efficient, more convenient, and/or
more fun to own, use, and experience this air
conditioner?

3. How can you make the data sources, both in-
ternal and external, easily available for third
parties to use so that they can add value to your
product on their own? How do you package it up
and make it irresistible to other innovative minds?
These questions revolve around the concept we in-
troduced earlier. Remember, with a social ma-
chine there are three sets of customers—the
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primary customer, the developer, and the de-
veloper’s customers.

Let’s now answer these questions and see where it
takes us.

1. I don’t know about you, but I can immediately
think of a lot of reasons why tons of people would
benefit from having access to the product and op-
erational data produced by an air conditioner. I
will list a few.

Customer: This is the low-hanging fruit. By
connecting the air conditioner to a network,
you allow remote access to it. I think it’s fairly
obvious why, for example, an iPhone app that
gave you the ability to view the air condition-
er’s operational data would be handy. I think
it is completely obvious why giving you con-
trol over your air conditioner remotely via
your smartphone would be super valuable.
You could adjust its setting from across the
room or across the yard. You could set up
timers and other thresholds using apps run-
ning on your smartphone. You could run re-
ports showing usage patterns over time. There
are many things you could do with this ap-
proach to improve the user’s experience.
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2. It turns out that running your air conditioner
can easily become the largest component of your
monthly electric bill (percentage-wise). So any-
thing you can do to reduce that amount would
most likely be desirable. How could the air condi-
tioner’s operating data plus some external sources
of data help you do that? If you look at it from the
social machines, point of view, the answer, unsur-
prisingly, revolves around sharing. What if your
utility company could monitor your usage in real
time? What would that access enable it to do, and
why should the customer care?

This is a great example of how sharing creates
a strong win-win situation. The utility com-
pany wins because it has a vested interest in
understanding, as precisely as possible, who is
using what energy and where. The company is
incentivized to drive efficiencies. If customers
would share their real-time usage data with
the utility company, it could react in ways that
would help the customers load balance much
more effectively. The utility company could
identify longer-term trends that would allow
customers to take proactive, curative steps.
For example, it could send customized e-mails
to users suggesting things like cleaning filters
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or adjusting settings. It could even utilize
game dynamics to motivate customers by of-
fering free service in return for efficient air
conditioner usage. From the customers’ per-
spective it’s a win because they pay less for the
same level of service.

Combining individual air conditioner operat-
ing data with the usage statistics of the larger
community is a great example of the power of
social machines.

3. The best way to think of this is to imagine you’re
an application developer. Try on different hats and
see what you come up with. Let’s say we work for
an HVAC maintenance company that services the
equipment in apartment buildings in the local
neighborhood. Let’s further imagine we recognize
that the more we know about our customers and
their usage of the equipment we service, the easier
it will be for us to be responsive and, therefore,
more competitive. We notice that HighlyCool is
selling an easy-to-use social machine interface on
its latest AC units and write a Web application that
can monitor the data from these machines in real
time. Next, we offer this Web application as a
dashboard to HighlyCool users and offer discoun-
ted pricing on maintenance for anyone who signs
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up. As a result, both the dashboard and lower pri-
cing allow our company to offer a more valuable
customer experience and compete more aggress-
ively in what is normally a commodity service
business. From here there are several interesting
possibilities:

• Sell access to more premium features of the
dashboard

• Develop additional applications for sale to
customers

• Sell application IP to HighlyCool for a lot of
money

How does all this equate to business models? The an-
swers are intriguing.

Let’s apply the concept that Airbnb and Zipcar use to
the air conditioner. Is there a service layer that could get
applied to that existing asset a basis for pricing valuable,
innovative new functions? Here’s a list of some
possibilities:

• Charge fee for actual usage—pay-as-you-go model
• Access to data within a community—behavioral

economics says people will compete to lower
usage

• Access to usage data for manufacturers—data for
improving the user experience (change the filter!)
and improving product development
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• Access to usage data for a utility—helps it manage
capacity

• Access to operating data for a health pro-
vider—improves conditions for occupants who
may be sensitive to temperature and humidity
changes

• Access to data for a repair provider/maintain-
er—receive preventive maintenance, not emer-
gency service, bills and get discounts on upgrades

What’s great about these new approaches is they are
separate from the asset itself. They are digitally based
and can therefore continue to improve over time, en-
hancing customer value and increasing the product’s life
span. Social machines fit into this paradigm perfectly, as
they are meant to be built on.
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Chapter 12

My Customer’s
Customer Is My

Customer

The Beauty of a Social
Value Chain

The HighlyCool example in Chapter 11 demonstrates
one of the most interesting and compelling business
ideas that is enabled by social machines. As we dis-
cussed in Part II, a correctly designed social machine
not only satisfies the needs of its intended Primary Cus-
tomers but forms the foundation for third-party de-
velopers to build their own customer base using the data



produced by that machine. This two-tiered model has
interesting business ramifications.

Let’s say HighlyCool releases their new social air con-
ditioner, targeting owners of collaborative consumption
business models like Airbnb, with a well-documented
application programming interface (API) and sample
applications for third-party developers to get their feet
wet. Now imagine an entrepreneurial person or organiz-
ation decides to write an application that lets owners of
the new HighlyCool AC unit charge for its use (say, by
the minute). It’s a simple mobile application that keeps
track of each machine’s usage (it can do this because of
Social Seven properties we discussed in Part II) and pro-
duces itemized bills on-demand for the user. Payment
could be handled by a mobile payment system such as
Square (square.com).

This application could also allow HighlyCool’s cus-
tomers to pay only for “cooling services,” meaning they
could receive the AC unit itself for no charge but would
be required to pay periodic usage charges. This is a
model that has been popular in the office equipment
business for years. You don’t pay for the copier itself.
You pay for the copies it produces—that is, you are pay-
ing for the service of copying.

HighlyCool benefits from the three customer types.
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• Primary customers—traditional buyers of AC
units

• Developers—third-party developers who bring
new value to the customer experience

• Developers’ customers—new buyers for the AC
unit that are attracted to the pay-as-you-go model

If you compare this model with that of today’s current
air conditioner manufacturers I think it’s safe to say the
thought process for this product development approach
is quite different. It puts as much value on the product’s
social potential as it does on the normally required air
conditioner features and functions. HighlyCool is bet-
ting that the social value of its products will not only
provide an immediate and sustainable competitive edge,
it will help position the company advantageously with
the most important and influential community of all
developers.

This is a great example of the types of business op-
portunities that can quickly arise once you add social
characteristics to a product. The sharing of data in-
stantly opens up new ways of devising business models,
interacting with customers, and expanding your market.
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Chapter 13

The Art of Social
Pricing

Traditionally, when you make a thing, your goal is to sell
that thing on the market. You figure out your cost of
goods, determine what you want for margins, look at the
competition, and set your price. It’s pretty straightfor-
ward. But if you are a social machine developer and your
device can share valuable data that could be useful to
others on the network, then the revenue-generating op-
portunities expand. You can start to develop pricing
models that take into account that users may buy addi-
tional services from you. I’ll return to the Amazon
Kindle as a good example. The price of the device is so
attractively low not because Amazon has figured out
how to significantly lower its manufacturing costs. It’s
because Amazon anticipates that you will load up your



Kindle with content from the Amazon catalog, which, of
course, it makes money on via each download. Amazon
even covers the cost of 3G wireless airtime in this fash-
ion, cutting the carrier into the revenue streams coming
from these downloads.

Social machine designers have the same opportunit-
ies to price their products creatively. In the HighlyCool
example from earlier, access to the product’s application
programming interface (API) was free, but that doesn’t
have to be the case. You could charge a licensing fee. Or
you could make it available for no charge but limit the
access to only a subset of the machine’s available data.
More comprehensive data sets could be accessed for an
additional fee. You could also make everything available
for free to developers and charge only their customers
for access. This is yet another example of why it’s im-
portant to understand the three customer types. The de-
veloper’s customers open up whole new ways to think
about pricing. Especially when you consider that the
model allows your developer customer to potential add a
new source of revenue to their business. As we saw in
Chapter 12 with the HighlyCool example, there’s noth-
ing stopping their developer customers from charging
for the product data streams they may have enhanced
(e.g., via visualizations or analytics) with their
applications.
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In Part VI, you will read more about the creative ways
social machines are helping businesses create new
sources of revenue and engaging new users in mutually
profitable relationships.
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Part IV

Getting Started

When we change the way we communicate, we change
society.

—Clay Shirky, author of Here Comes Everybody: The
Power of Organizing Without Organizations



Chapter 14

Design
Requirements

What Does It Take to
Actually Design and Build

a Social Machine?

In all of the examples discussed so far in this book, I
glossed over the mechanics of actually designing and
building a social machine. What does it really take to
make it happen? What are the issues you need to con-
cern yourself with to take a product and make it social?
There are plenty of good books that discuss every aspect
of electronic product development (see the Resources



section for a list of some of my favorites), but I will lay
out what basic requirements, issues, and challenges you
will face as you embark on your social design. If you are
an experienced electronic hardware designer, most of
the lessons and suggestions I make will be familiar, with
the exception perhaps of how they apply to a design fo-
cused on a social feature set. I’ve tried to highlight those
points to make it easier to find them. Another thing to
keep in mind is that many of the obstacles we face today
will fade as Moore’s law continues to work its magic,
bringing costs down and making it easier to include
computing power and network communications in more
and more designs.

But First, a Quick
Story . . .

I include this story here because I think it’s instruction-
al. I want you to learn from my mistakes, because I’ve
made quite a few. I boil the issues down into three les-
sons. These are the things I wish someone had drilled
into my head before I started. Hence, I am presenting
them to you in the hopes that you can use them to your
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advantage. This story is meant primarily for those read-
ers who are entrepreneurs, business leaders, product
developers, and/or designers who have never built elec-
tronic hardware before.

I started Bug Labs in 2006 with the idea of bringing
to the world of electronic hardware what had been so
successful with software—the concept of open source IP.
There were others just getting started then, too, the
most famous of which is Arduino. There was Open-
moko, a Taiwanese company hoping to make an open
source cell phone; Chumby, which was an open source
desktop media player wrapped in a cuddly ball; and us.
That was pretty much it in 2006. Google search “open
source hardware” today and you get a different result.
But all of us held, as a core belief, that if you could
democratize the process by which hardware got de-
signed and brought to market, you could materially in-
crease the pace and lower the costs of innovation. In-
stead of praying to St. Jobs to build you the gadget of
your dreams, you could just go do it yourself—DIY. The
analogy was solid. Just like the world witnessed with
open source software, great things happen when you
democratize the innovation process. But first we needed
to build it.

Although my entire career had been spent in the soft-
ware business, I grew up building Heathkits with my
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father. If you’re not familiar with them (which means
you were born after 1975), they were very well designed
and documented electronics kits for building things like
radios, televisions, stereos, and other types of geekery.
In fact, if you search eBay for them, you will find many
even today. They just worked (and still do). I was good
with a soldering iron, etching fluid, and wire strippers.
So in 2005 I had a modern notion of software IP but a
1970s conception of hardware. When I began thinking
about starting Bug Labs, I assumed that the hardware
world must have changed and advanced like the soft-
ware industry. Imagine my astonishment when I dis-
covered that nothing, in fact, had really changed. There
had obviously been huge leaps forward in chip design
regarding both of power and miniaturization over the
prior 30 years, but for an individual hardware hacker
trying to build something innovative and new, it felt like
the Heathkits days. You still needed a soldering iron,
etching fluid, and wire strippers.

So I managed to convince Union Square Ventures
(more about them in the Resources section) to fund my
dream and off we went to change the world. We had big
plans and endless optimism. New York City was hum-
ming with new start-ups. It was around this time that I
heard this quote from the famous German general
Helmuth von Moltke:
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No battle plan survives contact with the enemy.

It’s a great quote because it’s so true and not just on
the battlefield. Bug Labs had big plans and ambitious
launch dates . . . but fate had other ideas.

I could spend many pages going through all the diffi-
cult lessons a software guy learns in the land of hard-
ware development, but I will instead distill it down into
a sentence you hear all the time in this environment.
Hardware is hard. That’s not meant to be a warning or
a threat. It’s meant only as a helpful hint. It’s so import-
ant that I will make point of calling it out again.

Lesson 1—Hardware Is
Hard

Such an easy three words to say! But how is it hard?
The basic, immutable issue that underlies all hard-

ware development, and distinguishes it from software
development, is simple economics. With hardware
you’re dealing with atoms. With software, you’re work-
ing with bits. And because you’re dealing with physical
things and not digital ephemera, you are subject to the
same forces that drive all markets—scarcity. When
building your next killer iPhone app, you will never need
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to worry about a shortage of bits. There will never be a
six-month wait for IF . . . THEN statements. On the oth-
er hand, it is very likely that you will encounter short-
ages of integrated circuits, resistors, diodes, and/or con-
nectors. You will find that scheduling time at the facility
that produces your hardware is not on-demand. You will
develop newfound respect for distributors and other
brokers who will continue to support the chip you’ve in-
cluded in the design but just went EOL (end of life). You
will realize how easy you had it in a world without all
this physical and temporal friction. And most likely, you
will achieve all this enlightenment while you are trying
desperately to hit a deadline. If you sense some tension
in my writing it’s because just thinking about it again is
making me anxious! But you can learn from this. Bot-
tom line: The world of hardware has many points of fric-
tion that impact everything you do. As a result, your
scheduling needs to accommodate this.

I was reminded of all these issues when I recently
read this blog post headline:

Would You Rather Have 10 Angry Investors
or 68,000?

Here’s a segment from the article:

It came out last week that star Kickstarter? project
Pebble—the highest raiser on the site—had failed to
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ship their 85,000 e-paper watches on time to their
donors/customers, without any explanation or new
expected ship date.

This prompted a little party in the “Comments” sec-
tion, now at over 8,000 remarks . . .

The Pebble, as you may have surmised from this
blurb, is an electronic watch. It has a cool e-paper dis-
play and communicates with your iPhone or Android
phone via Bluetooth. If you go and peruse their blog,
you will see that building it has been problematic. It was
supposed to ship September 2012. As I write this in
December, there is still no ship date announced. I have
been in this exact same position and it is torture. My
best guess for when they’ll ship, just based on my own
experiences, is spring 2013—a six- to seven-month
delay. My hats off to their whole team for working
through it all. Hardware is hard.
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Lesson 2—Any Disruption
in the Development of

Your Product Will Have 3
× Greater Impact on Your

Schedule Than You
Anticipate

There isn’t an electronics company on Earth that has not
suffered from this problem. It’s hard to build a schedule
when you are trying to account for something that could
radically rearrange it. But what this lesson is meant to
emphasize is the following. When you sense trouble (no-
tice I didn’t say “if”), react decisively. React aggressively.
Because in absence of bold action, your planning will
suffer even further. Everything in hardware takes time,
usually much more than you want. So acting quickly, at
the very least, salvages the time you would likely waste
wringing your hands or hoping for the best. I know this
from firsthand experience.
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Lesson 3—Don’t
Underestimate the

Scheduling Impact of
Certifications, Especially

If You Need the Carriers to
Support Your Product

The last piece of advice I will give represents a few of the
deeper scars on my back. It has to do with certifications.
This is yet another area that confounded my software in-
dustry–trained mind. Hardware products that contain
certain components need to get certified by the Federal
Communications Commission, or FCC, before they can
be sold. If you want to sell your gadget in Europe, you’ll
need to get it CE certified. For the rest of the world,
there are other certifications necessary. The point is, it’s
another obstacle. And it’s a black box—a terrifying pro-
spect for any planner with a tight schedule. You go in
but you might not come out (certified, that is). This is
what happened to us. Our designers assured us that our
product would sail through the FCC certification pro-
cess. It didn’t. Granted, our design was a very
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complicated and compact piece of technology but that
failure—although we did try to have a backup plan just
in case—threw our entire schedule down the toilet. In-
stead of immediately biting the bullet and finding a
comprehensive solution, we tried to save time by apply-
ing design Band-Aids. It was not successful. See Lesson
2.

There is another set of certifications, too, if you’re
building a wireless product that you hope to have work
on any of the public cellular wireless carriers’ networks.
These tests are meant to protect the network and its
users from radios that transmit in ways that disrupt oth-
er users on the network, resulting in dropped calls, cor-
ruption of data, and other quality-of-service issues. Like
the FCC certifications, these tests are a black box: You
either pass, or your don’t. But unlike the FCC, which
tests for emissions from fairly well-understood
sources—oscillators, diodes, and so on—wireless certi-
fications test explicitly for radio emissions, which, so it
seems, no one understands! “It’s a black art!” is a line
you will assuredly hear if you attempt to pass PTCRB
and carrier network testing. I’m being overly dramatic,
of course, but it is amazing how much effort needs to go
into the design to make sure these tests are accounted
for and passed. There is a good reason why many times,
when you open up a cell phone, or anything else with a
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radio in it, you see the circuit board completely covered
with a shiny, thin sheet of metal. It’s called a shield, and
it’s an inelegant, blunt, but quick way to deal with radio
emissions. Just bury them! Which is fine. You just need
to account for that approach in your design and leave
room for it in the assembly. We used this approach suc-
cessfully at Bug Labs—but not before we failed several
times over!

These are the main lessons I seek to impart upon you.
There are many more, but these are the ones that stand
out as the most relevant and practical. The design of a
social machine implies the use of electronics and, in
many cases, radios—Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, ANT, 2G,
3G, 4G, LTE—to accomplish the network connection. As
a result, you will need to contend with these issues. As I
mentioned, even the biggest, most successful electronics
companies (yes, even Apple) stumble over these exact
obstacles. So don’t feel like these lessons apply only to
the naive and/or underfunded. But my hope is that by
printing large versions of these and hanging them on
your wall or tattooing them on your chest, you won’t for-
get to at least consider them as you start and make your
way through the design and production steps for your
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product. Social machines are awesome. Hardware is
hard. See Lesson 1. )

How Do I Make My
Product Social?

As we saw in the earlier examples of weather stations
versus wheelchairs, some products are easier than oth-
ers to conceptualize as social machines. Sometimes the
reasons are technical: It’s simpler imagining a product
that already has some sort of electronics in it as a con-
nected node on a network. For example, imagining a re-
frigerator on the Internet is easier than imagining, say, a
skateboard. But both can benefit from the connection.
Other times, it feels like whole categories of products,
market verticals, are more likely candidates for connec-
tedness. For instance, it’s fairly obvious why connecting
health and medical devices to the Internet would
provide enormous benefits. It’s less clear why connect-
ing living room furniture to social networks would be
valuable. But just because one category seems less nat-
ural than another does not mean it should be discarded.
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Following are some common product categories for
social machines (but everything can be social!):

• Autos, trucks, and so on—basically anything with
wheels

• Health/wellness—includes mHealth, athletic
devices, disease management, drug compliance

• Safety/security—personal and premise safety,
alarm systems

• Home—sometimes called smart home or home
automation

• Financial—pay-as-you-go models
• Retail—social vending, digital signage, point of

sale
• Energy—smart meters, solar

One way to help unlock the discussion for products
that don’t seem like natural candidates for connected-
ness is to stop looking at the situation from the per-
spective of the product. View it, instead, from the point
of view of the network. Take the skateboard as an ex-
ample. As a product designer, it would be easy to get
stuck asking the question, “What sort of benefit would
the skateboard get from being connected to the Inter-
net?” The better question is, “What sort of benefit
would the network get from being connected to the
skateboard?” The first approach is product-centered.
The latter one is centered on the community—a social
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entity. With that lens in place, the discussion shifts. The
skateboard is not an isolated piece of fiberglass with
wheels; it’s a network node contributing data to a com-
munity. It’s a social peer. All of the things we’ve dis-
cussed in this section could become relevant on the net-
work both to the skateboard’s actual owner and to oth-
ers in the entire skateboarder community—local and
global. It’s a remarkably energizing perspective for
designers.

Once you’ve convinced yourself of your new product’s
social value, you need to move from what and why to
the practical and actionable how. Following are some of
the key considerations you’ll need to keep in mind as
you think about the best ways to participate.

Many design decisions need to be made based on one
of the business approaches I introduced in Chapter
11—retrofit versus built-in. Each approach drives a
slightly different process of discovery and planning. But
before I discuss the design considerations that each ap-
proach requires, I will present an overview of the main
design points that affect all social machine design.

A “clean sheet of paper” approach to designing a so-
cial machine would need to take into account the three
components, or aspects, of the design illustrated in Fig-
ure 14.1—the physical device itself, its avatar’s charac-
teristics, and the services that will be offered, which can
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sometimes define the user interaction model as well. In
addition, each of the three components needs evaluation
in light of the three distinct customer types: primary
customer, developer, and developer’s customer.

Figure 14.1 The Three Components of Social
Machine Design

I will go through each component separately to
provide more detail on the major issues you need to
consider. This is by no means an exhaustive guide. My
goal is to make you aware of the most critical moving
pieces included in each component so that you can feel
educated about the choices you need to make in the
areas in which you need to acquaint yourself more thor-
oughly. To that end, the Resources section at the back of
this book provides more useful information to help you
continue your exploration.

The Physical Design
To a product developer today, this is obviously the most
familiar component of social machine design, so I will
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focus only on the unique social machine elements that
are important to consider when embarking on any
project.

Where’s the Brain?
There’s a serious debate right now concerning where the
“smarts” for connected devices should reside. By
smarts, I mean the computational resources—the com-
puter or CPU—necessary to run application code. We
touched on this issue in Part II when we were discussing
the weather station design. Because social machines re-
quire application code running somewhere, this is an
important topic. There are pros and cons for each ap-
proach, so it’s important to understand each one. Let’s
break the options down:

• Option 1: The CPU could be included in the
device itself. Using this approach, the product
should have, all in one place, everything necessary
to operate successfully alone and on a network. It
is, in essence, a product with a computer at its
core. This approach gives the designer the most
control over the user experience, but it may intro-
duce unacceptable cost and complexity increases.
It also means additional power requirements.
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• Option 2: We could leverage the “smarts” that
already exist in the smartphone users carry (and
have paid for). With this approach, the only thing
the product designer needs to do is build in
enough computing capability to connect to the
phone via either a cable, Bluetooth, or similar
short range radio. There is no need to include a
full-fledged CPU in the design. With this ap-
proach, the connected device is a peripheral to the
smartphone because the application runs on the
phone’s computer and not on the connected
device. This helps keep the cost and complexity of
the design low, but it requires a smartphone con-
nection to execute its social functions. Today, only
about half of the mobile customers in the United
States have smartphones (although that number
is growing quickly), so this requirement may be
unacceptable for your target market.

• Option 3: We could use the power of cloud com-
puting. In this model, the computational re-
sources necessary for running the application
reside on a server on the Internet, aka “the cloud.”
For example, you could use Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud, or EC2, for this function. The
connected device can, like in Option 2, be seen as
a peripheral connected to the server via a network
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connection of some type. And like in Option 2, the
connected device needs no CPU but only enough
horsepower to open, manage, and close a network
connection. This is a great approach if you know
that you will always have a reliable network con-
nection, and—if the use case requires wireless
connectivity—adequate power to keep the connec-
tion up and running properly.

What’s the right approach? Like everything else in
life, it depends. At the end of the day, it’s about finding
the right balance between cost, function, form factor,
and customer requirements. Is the use case mobile or
stationary? How long does the device need to continue
working on one battery charge? Does it require real-
time streaming data from the device back to some cent-
ralized management center, or is it more like one update
a minute? Are security and privacy of paramount im-
portance? These are some of the crucial questions you
need to ask when considering where to put the smarts
for your social machine.

Network Connection
The next foundation stone for any social machine is its
network connection, or how it will communicate on a
network. There’s no social in social machines without
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this capability. For networking options you have two
choices: wired and wireless. They each have their
strengths and weaknesses. Neither is better than the
other. It truly depends on the design goals and the needs
of the customer.

Currently, wireless is the trendier option. Who wants
to deal with cables? But wireless introduces variables in-
to the mix that may conflict with the product require-
ments. For example, if the device is meant to support
health-related activities in, say, a hospital, the only op-
tion may be a wired connection because of the environ-
ment’s twin sensitivities: data privacy and radio emis-
sions. A wired solution may also be required when high
speed and absolute reliability are required. The point
isn’t the technology per se. The point is to get the device
on the network, to make it social.

If you choose a wired approach, the options are fairly
straightforward, the most common approach being the
standard RJ-45 (sometimes called an Ethernet) jack and
cable. There are other, more esoteric choices, such as
Ethernet-over-USB, but my recommendation is to stick
with the standards. Otherwise, you will rack up serious
expenses both creating and then supporting your cus-
tom approach (think about the new Apple iPhone5
Lightning connector as an example). The one issue with
RJ-45 is it’s a big connector, which requires some
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additional support circuitry to run properly. So design-
ers going for the slimmest, sveltest design may resist
this option. But if a wired connection provides the re-
quired features, then RJ-45 is the way to go.

Now, let’s talk about the wireless options. If you’ve
decided to endow your product with a wireless connec-
tion (or connections), then there are many things to
consider. It’s a complex field and sometimes difficult to
know what the best option is. This is one area of product
design where I feel all three lessons I listed earlier apply
in spades. How you approach the selection of radios,
how they are designed into the product, and how they
will be used by the applications all have tremendous
bearing on the success of your product. This is one reas-
on there are firms that specialize in nothing but wireless
product design (see the Resource section for more in-
formation). In fact, this may be a good solution for some
organizations. But how it gets implemented doesn’t ab-
solve you from the responsibility of choosing the right
approach to begin with. To avoid lots of words and po-
tentially opaque descriptions, I’ve decided to construct a
summary level listing of the various options, their
strengths and weaknesses, and when and when not to
include them in a design (Figure 14.2). This approach
isn’t perfect, but it should give you enough information
to be dangerous.
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Figure 14.2 Wireless Connection Types
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Power
The other major question revolves around power—not
only how much is required, but what its source will be.
Besides the normal line and battery alternatives, is there
the opportunity to use solar, wind, or some other source
(nuclear perhaps)? Will the device be mobile or station-
ary? Mobility is a wonderful thing, and lots of target
markets require it. But it comes at a cost, literally, at
both the design and production levels.

The primary issue for mobile devices at the design
phase is battery life: For how long must the device be
able to perform its main functions on a single charge?
The answer to this will drive all kinds of other decisions:
battery size, material (lithium ion, alkaline, carbon-zinc,
lead acid), and cost, as well as whether to use something
off the shelf or build a custom solution. The second crit-
ical question is how the batteries will get replaced or
charged. It’s much easier to design a product with re-
placeable batteries, but there are trade-offs. Generally,
lithium ion batteries (the kind that come built into most
devices that you charge) hold a charge for much longer.
The issue, though, is you’ll need to build charging cir-
cuitry into your product. This isn’t necessarily complic-
ated. It just adds cost. But replaceable batteries intro-
duce environmental costs because batteries are rarely
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disposed of properly. It’s important to understand the
technologies and how they affect your design and its
use.

If you remember our wheelchair example, you could
design a social machine with RFID tags that did not in-
clude a power source at all. But this would be only half
the equation—half a social machine. You would still
need a “dispenser” to complete the solution, a way to
connect to the network. If you’re planning on selling
your product into an environment that could provide
this type of connectivity, you’re in luck. Your design
could remain far simpler.

Input/Ouput, or I/O
The input/output (I/O) features of a product are, in
many ways, what makes the product a product at all. It’s
all the stuff we physically interact with on the product it-
self: the display screen, buttons, knobs, sliders, and
switches. It’s the speakers, microphones, and keyboards.
But it’s also the things we might not interact with but
that greatly influence the user experience: acceleromet-
ers (rotates the display on your smartphone from por-
trait to landscape), GPS (location finding device), ther-
mometers, gyroscopes, proximity sensors, and many
others. What’s most important about I/O from the
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standpoint of social machine design is that, in most
cases, the majority of the services that will get consumed
via the network connection are based on these features.
If you remember the weather station example, the tem-
perature, barometric pressure, and humidity sensors,
the unit’s physical I/O, became, via the network, tem-
perature, barometric pressure, and humidity data ser-
vices that could be consumed from anywhere.

It’s not hard to imagine a scenario in which you
might include an I/O function that has no material value
to the primary customer but has plenty of it for the de-
veloper and the developer’s customer. This idea is not as
nutty as it may sound. Your mobile phone has features
on it that are invisible to you but are important to the
carrier and other third parties that manage the provi-
sioning, authentication, and remote monitoring of your
phone on a network. Thinking about what the possibilit-
ies are in the design phase is important.

The ideal social machine should present all of its I/O
features on the network so that other applications can
access them to build new value. So as you chart out the
features you think your product should have for your
primary customers, seriously consider what additional
features and functions could be added that would appeal
to the other two types.
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Avatar Design
Everything we’ve discussed so far has to do with the
physical side of the equation. In that respect, we haven’t
broken too much new ground. Now let’s explore the op-
posite side, which, frankly is more important for this
discussion because it’s what bequeaths everything I’ve
introduced as social on the product. This is the layer
that defines, controls, and supports the characteristics I
call the social seven. Choosing the right tools and frame-
works for supporting the product features and functions
you intend to include is critical. There are plenty of
choices, and which ones you choose depends on many
variables. I’ve included more details on each in the Re-
sources section at the back of this book. Keep in mind
that the activity in this space is high and growing
quickly. New tools and applications that focus on ad-
dressing the unique challenges of social products are
emerging all the time.

I recognize that this component probably holds the
most mystery for product designers and developers, so I
will spend some time explaining why I introduced it and
why it’s a necessary ingredient in any social machine
design. You will see that it’s not as complicated as it may
appear.
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Whether you know it our not, you already have an
avatar you use every day. It’s your phone number. If you
have more than one, then you have multiple avatars. As
we discussed in Chapter 8, your phone number is an ab-
solutely unique way of identifying yourself on a network.
Actually, to be precise, it’s a way of uniquely identifying
your phone on the network (someone other than you
could always answer it!). So when I pick up my phone
and dial your number, my goal is to talk to you. But
here’s what actually occurs to make that happen
(simplified):

• My phone requests the attention of the network
(dial tone).

• My phone relays your unique identifier to the net-
work management system packaged up with
mine.

• If the phone number is valid (and you’ve paid
your bill), the system sends your phone a signal
that causes it to ring.

• You hear it and accept the call. This causes the
system to connect your phone to mine over the
network—basically connecting our unique
IDs—our avatars.

• Our call commences.

Seems straightforward. We all know this is how it
works. But let me point out something that usually just
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goes by without any notice. I didn’t call your phone. I
called a central hub controlled by the carrier that then
called your phone. Or put another way, my avatar called
your avatar over the network. The central management
hub did all the routing. The phones then converted that
avatar activity into a real, physical interaction. That’s a
critical step in understanding how avatars work with so-
cial machines—the physical device presents its avatar on
a network so that it can interact with other avatars. How
that avatar is designed is up to you.

But why is an avatar necessary? Why can’t I just con-
nect to my social machine over the network with my
browser? You can, but we need to unbundle that sen-
tence to figure what it takes to do it technically.

On the World Wide Web, when you point your
browser to a specific URL, a central facility running a
service called DNS (Domain Name System) performs
what’s called a lookup that translates what you typed in
characters—for example, www.yahoo.com—into a bunch
of numbers called an IP address. This is the unique
identifier for the Web server hosting the information
your URL points to. It’s the equivalent of looking up
someone’s name in a phone book and using the tele-
phone number to reach him or her. Once the lookup is
complete, the system connects your browser to the tar-
geted Web server and creates what’s called a session, the
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equivalent of two phones connecting on a call. This is
your own communication channel with the Web server,
and it will respond to your inputs accordingly—mouse
clicks, form submissions, and so on. The key point is
there is a central facility that does all the routing
between your browser and the Web servers.

So far so good. A Web server’s IP address is its phone
number on the Internet. Where does it get that number?
From the same central facility that does all the routing
(it’s actually a little more convoluted than that, but
that’s not important for this discussion). But obtaining
an IP address is not as straightforward as it may seem,
especially if what you’re trying to put on the Internet is
not a Web server. It gets more complicated still if you
want to use a Wi-Fi and/or cellular network for your
network. It can get confusing, so I’ll try to lay it out as
simply as possible.

The main problem, and cause for much of the com-
plexity, is there are no more IP addresses available. I
know it sounds impossible, but when the original de-
signers of the Internet developed the current addressing
scheme, called IPv4, they didn’t envision the World
Wide Web and its explosion of servers and associated
network connections (IPv4 only has about 4.3 billion
unique IP addresses available). As a result, the pool of
unique IP addresses created under this scheme has been
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exhausted. That’s the bad news. The good news is a
whole new addressing scheme, called IPv6, is rapidly
coming online and should be the standard method of IP
addressing in a couple years. This new scheme would al-
low for 4.8 × 1028 IP addresses per person! I think we’ll
be in good shape. But until then, we have to deal with
the limitations of IPv4.

Here’s an example of the complexity in action. Say I
have a desktop computer at home that I’d like to con-
nect to directly over the Internet. My home has a Wi-Fi
router connected to a cable modem, which, in turn, con-
nects to my cable company, which provides Internet ac-
cess to my house. If I can set up my computer with an IP
address, this shouldn’t be a problem, right? Given
everything I’ve said so far, it makes sense to think that,
but it’s not that straightforward. In reality, the actual IP
address resides with my Wi-Fi router, which then splits
up its use among all the devices in my home that con-
nect to it. There are good reasons to do this—security
being the primary one. The Wi-Fi router acts as a type of
firewall prohibiting other unknown computers from at-
taching directly to your computer and potentially steal-
ing or destroying data, spreading viruses, or damaging it
in some way. The downside is you can’t access your
computer directly from outside this firewall.
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This problem has created major business opportunit-
ies for companies able to solve it. There are many that
provide solutions, but one of the most successful has
been LogMeIn (logmein.com), which essentially allows
you to access your desktop computer from anywhere on
the Web, even if it’s behind a Wi-Fi firewall. How do
they do it? LogMeIn has developed a software applica-
tion that you download to the computer you want to ac-
cess. When you run this application, it connects to a
special LogMeIn server in the cloud that then acts as
your computer’s proxy outside of your Wi-Fi router/fire-
wall. When using LogMeIn, you’re not actually accessing
your computer directly. You’re accessing LogMeIn’s ser-
vice, which is, in turn, communicating with your com-
puter. The LogMeIn server creates an avatar of your
real computer by communicating with it over the special
connection established from the software on your
computer.

The same problem exists with mobile phone net-
works. The lack of available IP addresses means that our
phones do not come with one. Instead your phone is
identified on its network using network-proprietary
codes. You can request an IP address, but they are very
expensive. And like the Wi-Fi example, for security’s
sake, it is sometimes better to not be directly on the In-
ternet. But for use cases that require establishing a
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direct IP connection with a mobile phone, the options
are limited. Mobile carriers are jealous of their limited
bandwidth and monitor its usage carefully. As a result,
there are no companies like LogMeIn for cell phones.
However, there are many mobile application companies
that use similar techniques to enable applications that
share data—some of the most popular being game de-
velopers who create games like Words with Friends
(www.wordswithfriends.com), a game that supports
multiple users playing a Scrabble puzzle-like game in
real time with one another. Avatars are the key to these
applications working as well.

These networking issues are becoming more and
more pressing as the excitement being generated by the
Internet of Things threatens to flood the Internet with
millions, if not billions, of new devices all in need of IP
connectivity. For social machines, the connection model
requires a setup much like LogMeIn’s.

When thinking about your social machine on a net-
work, you have choices to make. Will you expose every
I/O element or only a couple? Will you let anyone access
the device indiscriminately, or do you want to restrict it
in some way? And if you allow access, does everyone
have the same level of privilege? Do you want users to
have the ability to give their devices network names?
How will you manage users that have more than one of
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your device? What tools will you provide to help them
administer them? All of the social seven characteristics
require careful consideration because if you’re success-
ful users will expect the same from them as they do
everyone/everything else in their social network. Your
answers to how you want to present your social machine
and how you want to control the interaction with it
defines your avatar.

The avatar is also the foundation for the application
programming interface (API). Recall that the API is the
documented collection of services that developers use to
access the data on your social machine. All of the social
seven characteristics that you expose via the avatar
should be documented in the API. There are platforms
available today that make it easier to define, organize,
and administrate device avatars and APIs. I provide de-
tails on a number of them in the Resources section.

Designing your avatar and API interface correctly is
as important as the physical attributes, features, and
functions that demand so much attention.

Applications
The last component of the social machine design equa-
tion is the piece that interacts with the outside world.
This is the application layer. Without an application
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accessing it, a social machine is just a network-connec-
ted device waiting to share itself with the community.
Applications can come from the builder of the social ma-
chine or from an external source. Given that two of the
three customer types refer to third-party application de-
velopment, designing the device to attract these groups
is imperative to realizing its full potential.

Referring back to our discussion on where to locate
the “smarts” for running the application, we encounter
the next logical question: What programming languages
and environments should be used to write these applica-
tions? As usual, it depends on the use case, customer re-
quirements, and chosen runtime environment.

If you recall, there are three ways for social machines
to utilize applications:

• Option 1—Run it on the device itself.
• Option 2—Run it on a smartphone or similar com-

puting device connected locally.
• Option 3—Run it in the cloud.

Let’s look at each in more detail.

• Option 1: Running an application on the device
implies that a CPU and associated support re-
sources (for example, RAM) have been included in
the design. What programming language you use
to write applications depends in large part on the
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speed and processing power of the CPU. The C
and C++ languages are popular because they are
fast, flexible, and compact. They are also tricky to
write and debug. Higher-level languages such as
Java, Python, and C# are good choices if the
device can support running them. All of these lan-
guages have well-designed and documented tools
(many of which are free) to make it easier to code.
One important issue that designers need to ad-
dress with devices that run their own applications
is how the code is updated on the device over
time. Critical software updates as well as general
upgrades need to be easily applied and installed,
ideally with little to no user interaction.

• Option 2: This approach is similar to Option 1 in
that it is constrained in large measure by the
power and capacity of the smartphone to which
the social machine is connected. Applications
must include new sections of code for establish-
ing, maintaining, and managing this connection
and gracefully handling disconnects, reconnects,
and other related problems. The programming
language selection is identical to that in Option 1,
with the added condition that certain smartphone
makers restrict certain development options. For
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example, Apple iPhones run only applications
written in Objective C.

• Option 3: Running your application in the cloud
offers the most choices for application develop-
ment. Amazon’s EC2 platform allows you to run
applications in just about any language you
choose. A cloud-based application model has an-
other important advantage: You can run Web ap-
plications written in languages such as node.js,
PHP, Ruby, and others. The main benefit of this is
it opens up the world of social machine applica-
tion development to a much larger audience of de-
velopers. More sophisticated languages such as
Java and C# require well-honed programming
skills, whereas Web-centric development environ-
ments are easier and more forgiving. As a result,
the population of Web developers dwarfs that of
the others. However, to deploy this option, you
need a specialized, always-connected operating
environment.

There are two more important design issues to con-
sider. They revolve around the business models I intro-
duced in the prior section—retrofit and built-in. Each
approach presents its own design advantages and disad-
vantages. But both require thinking through all the steps
presented in this chapter.
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Retrofit Model
In Chapter 11, I introduced two business model types:
Retrofit and Built-in. Both are valid approaches to
building a social machine-based business. Of the two,
the retrofit approach is usually the faster and cheaper
route because you can potentially take advantage of re-
sources that already exist in the product being retrofit-
ted. The disadvantage is you are modifying an existing
product, which can introduce a variety of limitations.
Following are some design considerations that should
be kept in mind when designing a retrofit social ma-
chine. For clarity, I will call the product being retrofitted
the target and the device being designed to attach to it
the black box.
Technical Considerations

Resources

Does the target have useable/accessible resources
that your black box could capitalize on?

For example:

Power: Is there an existing power source in
the target? What are its specifications? How
would it be accessed? Does accessing it com-
promise the main functions of the target
machine?
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I/O: Are there existing sensors and/or other
I/O sources in the target that can be tapped
into? How would they be accessed?

Data: Are there existing data streams that can
be monitored and captured? For example, if
the device sends information to a printer,
could you tap into that easily and use it for
some other purpose? Or could data about the
target be easily detected and used? How would
they be accessed?

Enclosures: Are there areas or voids within the
target that could be used to enclose the black
box and hold/protect it?

Mechanical/industrial design

If the target does not offer any enclosure possibil-
ities, how will the black box be securely installed
or attached?

Is user access required? If so, how will it be
facilitated?

Does the black box add user interface components
to the target? If so, how can this be accomplished
in as unobtrusive way as possible?

Will the black box be visible to end users? If so,
what are visual/aesthetic design requirements and
objectives?
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Electrical design

How secure must the installation be? What elec-
trical design precautions are necessary to ensure
that data are protected, specifically as it pertains
to the installation of the black box in the target.
There are many ways to handle hardware-based
security, from computers that boot up securely to
tamper-proof encryption key stores (more than I
can delve into here). Make sure you have a clear
understanding of what’s required and choose the
appropriate approach.

Special Note: There is something imporant that we
have noticed in the years we’ve been designing and
building solutions for our customers. There are indus-
tries that have developed special standard electrical in-
terfaces that span manufacturers in that industry. For
example, the auto industry has adopted an interface
called OBD (stands for “On Board Diagnostics”). The in-
terface includes a standardized physical connector that’s
installed in virtually every car made today (and has been
since 1996). The interface also includes a standard elec-
trical signaling protocol. As a result OBD represents a
great starting point for anyone considering the retro-fit
model in the automotive vertical. Similarly, many vend-
ing machines since 1995 have incorporated an interface
called MDB (for Multidrop Bus) that, like OBD,
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incorporated a physical and electrical standard. The
point is, an interface that you can use to span manufac-
turers’ product lines within a given industy are great ret-
rofit candidates.

Built-in Model
The other approach we referred to earlier was the built-
in model. This approach is simpler from the standpoint
that the designer has full control of the outcome.
However, because there are no resources to leverage, as
in the retrofit model, the design needs to provide for all
aspects of what’s necessary.
Technical Considerations

The brain (called the CPU—basically a computer or
microprocessor): Where will it live? As we discussed in
Chapter 14, there are several options, each with its own
pros and cons.

Networking: Wired or wireless? What does the
user experience require? Remember wireless
seems to always sing the siren song for designers
but there are plenty of good reasons not to go in
that direction—from power to spotty coverage to
speed.
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Power: Wall power or battery? Both? Obviously
mobility will require certain design decisions, un-
less it’s a vehicle where you could potentially tap
into the power sources available coming from the
main battery or engine.

Input/output (I/O): Represents everything that
interacts with the real world—sensors, touch
screens, speakers, buttons, and so on.

Manufacturing Considerations
Are you developing a consumer device? If so, the
type of manufacturer you choose is critical and
needs to have substantial experience successfully
delivering into that market. Apple has spoiled us
all with flawless execution. Of course, manufactur-
ing quality and attention to detail is just as im-
portant with other types of devices (e.g., industri-
al) but consumer devices require a level of fit and
finish that is unique (and challenging).

Are you targeting the mass market or the DIY (do
it yourself) community? This will affect how you
plan for certifications. In many cases, products de-
signed specifically for the DIY, prototyping, and
hacker communities may not require FCC
certification.

Designing social machines is, in many ways, similar
to designing other network-connected electronic
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devices. But there are key differences that need atten-
tion if the device is to truly achieve its social potential,
mainly associated with computation and communica-
tion features/functions. I’ve covered the main points in
this chapter and have included more information on the
relevant tools and software platforms available to help
with the process in the Resources section.

? Kickstarter is a very popular new way for innovative
new projects, products, and ideas to get funding. It’s
based on a crowdsourcing model and is who funded
Pebble. Their project was so successful it attracted
more than 68,000 “investors” who contributed, ba-
sically, the cost of the watch, approximately $150.
Yes, they’ve raised more than $10 million! I provide
more detail on Kickstarter in the Resource section.
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Chapter 15

Getting There from
Here

I argued in the beginning of Part II that social machines
are an inevitable result of our innate desire and need for
abstraction. Put another way, they will simply be anoth-
er rung in the ladder of our continual process of know-
ing. Our minds are bottomless pits of curiosity. Every
tool we have ever built is in service of this basic motiva-
tion—“What if . . . ?” In a way, realizing that we are now
at the cusp of designing and deploying machines with
the computational and physical capacities to mimic so
many human qualities, one can’t help but draw an ana-
logy to Adam—“So God created man in his own image.”
Is that the point of all this? I don’t think I’m qualified to
answer.



The point is we will get there. In fact, we’ve almost ar-
rived already. The technical foundation stones have
been laid. It’s now up to us to make the best use of them.
Social machines are an evolution of what exists today.
The social aspect of product design is merely the recog-
nition that our things need to take on new responsibilit-
ies—to us, to one another, and finally, to the environ-
ment. Marketers throw around the term smart a lot
these days—so much so that it has lost most of its mean-
ing. But a true social machine must be smart in the
strictest sense. It must communicate and interact. It
must insinuate itself and gain our trust. It must, because
it can, speak in the voice of its designer. As such, an au-
thentic social machine design must embody values. In
the book Human-Built World, author Thomas Hughes
says, “We can use technology to consciously and pur-
posefully shape our ecotechnological world according to
our wishes, if we realize that technology is complexly
value laden and that we can embody our values in its
creations.”

Social machines will be considered smart not because
of their hardware and software capabilities. They will be
considered smart because they coexist and interact with
us and our world in profoundly new, dare I say, intelli-
gent ways.
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The Earth is not getting any larger. But we are. The
resources available to us on the planet are not expand-
ing. But we are. The good news is we, as a global popula-
tion, are getting more connected. This has allowed us to
share information about our communities, our cultures,
our countries, and ourselves with others in real time.
This has resulted in an increasing worldwide awareness
of the issues we face over the coming century. Like the
explorers and Pilgrims of 300 years ago, we are starting
to entertain the escapist fantasies of colonizing foreign
“lands,” although in this case we’re talking distant plan-
ets, such as the moon, Mars, and maybe even a Jovian
satellite, and they are far less inviting. And frankly, as a
die-hard technologist, I am confident we will do those
things. But that doesn’t solve anything for all the folks
left back here on the original mother ship.

Connectedness, I have tried to show, leads to good
things real, tangible benefits for us and our world. In the
same way that human connectedness has improved the
human condition, social machine connectedness will
likewise improve it further. Why? Because the variety
and depth of information the machines in our lives can
provide will help us make better decisions. Not only will
we be more connected to one another, but we will be
bound more closely to our environment, both local and
remote. We will feel more empowered and capable of
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informed action. A social network composed of both hu-
man and machine intelligence will help us lead healthier
lives, design the best products, and be more resourceful
and efficient.

We are all connected in some fashion, even if just via
our basic humanity. But we are also connected to the
things we make. We and our tools are of a piece, yin and
yang. Like everything we create, they are our responsib-
ility. We share the Earth with one another and all our
stuff. We remove resources from the ground, water, and
air to build things and return them, unfortunately in the
vast majority of the cases, back to Earth in a completely
unreusable form. To quote Bruce Sterling “Shaping Th-
ings” again:

“The production methods currently used are not
sustainable. They are large in scale, have long his-
tories, and have been extensively researched and
developed, but they can’t go on in their present
form. The status quo uses archaic forms of energy
and materials that are finite and toxic. They wreck
the climate, poison the populace and foment re-
source wars. They have no future.”

The social machine concept represents a wide-open
new field for innovation. The idea represents a step
function in how we build, use, and share our tools to ex-
perience and manipulate the world. Like all other types
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of tools, there will be good ones and poor ones. The
users will sort it all out. But if ever there was a time to
join the fray and experiment, prototype, deploy, suc-
ceed, and fail with something new, now is that time. The
world of connected humans but disconnected objects is
quickly fading. As Buckminster Fuller eludes to in his
quote, we need the designers to help show us the way.
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Part V

Scenarios

Included in this section are a variety of use cases and
scenarios that I think demonstrate not only what has
happened and is happening in the world of social ma-
chines but also what’s possible and promising in each of
the selected vertical market segments. These examples
highlight both the opportunities and challenges design-
ers and organizations face when exploring this new dir-
ection, and they serve as great starting points for further
thinking on the benefits of combining social attributes
with physical objects.



Chapter 16

Smart Home

Let me start this scenario by playing the cynic. I have
been in high-tech businesses my entire career, and there
have been, for that entire time, two technologies that
were always “about to be huge”: artificial intelligence
(AI) and home automation. These are technologies that,
on the surface, make enormous sense. They promised all
kinds of benefits, advantages, and conveniences. Your
AI-enabled computer would become like HAL (from the
movie 2001: A Space Odyssey) and interact with you
like a human. Your AI-fortified house would recognize
patterns, predict situations, and provide bulletproof se-
curity. Home automation has been working on its own
core concepts for decades. Wouldn’t it be great if your
alarm clock could talk to your coffeemaker so it would
start to brew a fresh pot as soon as you got out of bed?!
Or wouldn’t life be easier if your lights all responded to



you locking the front door? There have been many inter-
esting ideas proposed and prototyped, but none have
gone mainstream. Today you’d be hard-pressed to find
much of anything home automation related at your local
hardware store (though Lowe’s did just introduce a
product called “Iris,” but as of this writing it’s unclear if
it will be a success).

Delving into the hows and whys of this situation is
not the point of this scenario, but I will argue that when
it comes to technologies focused on making homes more
comfortable, safe, and efficient, adding a social layer to
the mix will help significantly. Home automation solu-
tions have long suffered from an addiction to propriet-
ary, vertically integrated technology architectures that
produce rigid, monolithic systems that are difficult to
change and adapt to our very personalized living situ-
ations. As a result, they typically have either a lowest-
common-denominator feel or an everything-but-the-
kitchen-sink design (and cost).

A social machine approach to the challenges of home
automation would open up the interfaces of the devices
in the home and make them available for innovative
new approaches and solutions to well-known problems.
A set of open social interfaces would allow appliances to
share data with energy management devices. As we saw
in our social air conditioner example, once you start to
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recognize the benefits of sharing, it’s difficult to accept
any other approach.

As a good example of the promising work being done
in this field, I will focus on a new West Coast–based
start-up called Nest. Founded by Tony Fadell and Matt
Rogers (both of Apple iPod and iPhone fame), Nest is at-
tempting to bring new design thinking to the world of
thermostats (yes, those normally clunky, ugly things
that hang on your wall and control the interior temper-
ature of your home). The mere fact that talented design-
ers and engineers like Fadell and Rogers would find the
market space attractive after spearheading the launch of
some of the most famous electronic devices of all time
should tell you something. Certainly, there is plenty of
room for improvement when it comes to thermostat
design. But I think it should be equally clear that that’s
not the end game for Nest. Their company’s name actu-
ally says it all. They are interested in your home—the
whole thing, not just its temperature. And their com-
pany is causing heartburn and hand wringing at every
major home and building automation company in the
world.

Their first product is what they call a learning ther-
mostat. Unlike traditional thermostats that require you
to program them using quirky, cumbersome, and VCR-
like programming methods, the Nest device pays
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attention to how you set it, how you change it, and
when. It records and stores this usage information so
that it can start to make predictions on its own.

I am turned down to 50 degrees every night at 11
pm.

Every Saturday I trigger the air-conditioning unit to
come on until the temperature reaches 68 degrees.

There are two good reasons for this approach. Obvi-
ously, eliminating the need to program the device is
paramount, as this is usually a cumbersome, user-hos-
tile activity. Give the Nest device time, and it will figure
out how you want to run your house and comply. The
second reason is to save money. A thermostat that has
learned your patterns and “understands” what to do and
when means you won’t leave the house for the weekend
with the heat still pegged at 75 degrees. You won’t inad-
vertently keep the air-conditioning pumping all night
long. Nest claims that using their device can save you up
to 20 percent on your energy bill. That’s not bad.

I can hear you thinking that all this is great but none
of it is terribly social. But here’s where that storyline be-
gins. Soon after the release of its product, Nest launched
the Nest Mobile app that allows you to control your new
thermostat from anywhere. This assumes that you have
Wi-Fi in your home and have successfully connected
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your device to it. So they’ve taken the important step of
developing the interface needed to adapt their poten-
tially lonely, isolated device into a more social gadget.

They’ve also done some advanced planning when you
examine the innards of the thermostat itself. Soon after
the device was made available to the public, a group of
hackers (some professional, some not) decided to open
it up and tear it down. The results were interesting and,
I’m sure, cause for further anxiety from Nest’s competit-
ors. Embedded in each thermostat are a couple of things
that are not touted on the website: a powerful ARM-
based CPU capable of running applications and a low-
speed (compared with Wi-Fi) ZigBee radio. We can as-
sume the CPU is used to run the learning algorithms
and other associated applications, but it’s capable of ex-
ecuting far more complicated apps, too. The ZigBee ra-
dio has no documented use at the moment. But a quick
review of the market segments where ZigBee has been
popular will reveal—yes, you guessed it—home automa-
tion. With this combination of powerful CPU and ZigBee
radio embedded in every Nest thermostat, it is not hard
to imagine the product trajectory Fadell and team prob-
ably have in mind. Start with a successful thermostat
that captures the hearts and imaginations of customers
and developers everywhere. Get it installed in as many
homes as possible as quickly as possible. Then open the
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system’s application programming interfaces (APIs) to
the third-party developers of the world and watch them
flock to the platform and add all kinds of new value. If
this approach sounds familiar, it should. It’s exactly
what Apple did with its iPhone.

If you recall, the iPhone had no developer program
available at its debut. This caused a huge uproar, as
everyone wanted the opportunity to write applications
for it. But whether by intention or not, Apple waited. It
managed to sell millions of iPhones before the official
developer platform was launched. Coincidentally, and
fortunately for Apple, this created what every developer
craves—a large, captive market for their wares. It was
now an easy calculation to fame and fortune: Sell your
new $0.99 application to 3 million iPhone customers
and retire early! I suspect Fadell and company have sim-
ilar intentions.

But here is where the questions start, for me at least.
Nest needs to make a decision.

Given their successful history at Apple, a company
that has championed the concept of a totally closed and
proprietary approach to development, will Fadell and
Rogers follow that same path? Will they pursue the
identical route every other home automation supplier
has taken over the past 30 years and demand that cus-
tomers buy everything from them or nothing at all? Will
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they insist that homes be “Nest homes” before custom-
ers and developers alike can truly benefit? Or will they
let their devices become true social machines by allow-
ing them to participate in the open community? If they
do, then I think they have a much better chance of
avoiding the fate that has befallen every other would-be
home automation leader.
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Chapter 17

Retail

There is now a whole new, emerging category of retail-
ing called social retail. It includes a number of different
areas, but in essence, you can summarize its arrival as a
way for brick-and-mortar retailers to compete with
Amazon. If you are a retailer of any kind, it’s virtually
impossible not to feel the competitive pressures posed
by the online giant and those like it. I think most of us
are already guilty of a behavior so prevalent it’s received
its own buzzword: showrooming. This is the name of the
activity you engage in when you go into a brick-and-
mortar retailer to check out in person a product you’re
interested in but then actually buy it online—while
you’re still in the store! Talk about a retail nightmare.
You get all the cost but none of the revenue. It sort of
sounds like it should be illegal.



The whole point of social retail is to take advantage of
something no online retailer can touch: your physical
presence. There isn’t anything new about that. Retailers
have always understood the importance of this fact. The
whole science and practice of merchandising is based on
this simple idea: Take advantage of the fact the custom-
er is in the store—right now! What is new about social
retail is the online component. Social networking and
social media have given retailers the ability to reach cus-
tomers in new ways. More important, though, these
same tools have given customers the ability to spread
the word of great retail experiences instantly. This abil-
ity, in theory, drives additional interest in the retailer as
customers’ social graphs get activated, inspiring new
visits and business for the retailer. Online social net-
working sites such as Yelp, Foursquare, and OpenTable
are helping drive this wave of interest with various de-
grees of success.

One often-overlooked component of this trend is the
piece of connected hardware that is essential to its suc-
cess—the smartphone you carry in your pocket or purse.
Without this advanced piece of networked electronics,
none of this would be possible. In many instances, its
primary purpose is to serve as a GPS homing beacon for
sites the user visits. In this way, online buying guides
and portals can offer highly personalized and localized
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suggestions and promotions. In other cases, the smart-
phone is just a mobile Web browser giving users real-
time access to relevant retail information. Most recently,
the smartphone camera has catalyzed substantial excite-
ment around the newfangled square bar code variant
called the QR code. With a special application on your
phone, you can easily scan a QR code, which, in turn,
opens a Web browser that navigates to a specific URL
(that’s been encoded in the QR code). It’s a neat trick
because it capitalizes on the fact that you are in a specif-
ic location—standing in front of the QR code stick-
er!—while simultaneously connecting you to relevant
online information or buying opportunities. This is the
reason you see them popping up everywhere.

There are other innovative new opportunities being
pursued as well. The first chapter of this book intro-
duced you to the social vending machine—a connected
device that combines the power of your retail presence
with the marketing benefits of social networks. The ma-
chine itself represents the nexus of two worlds: one
physical and the other virtual. It is at this point that you
can trade your social capital for real capital—a Facebook
Like for a tangible physical good.

Other interesting efforts are being pursued as well in
the space. In April 2012 at the National Automatic Mer-
chandising Association’s One Show in Chicago, Pepsi
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announced the launch of its Social Vending System, a
“state-of-the-art networked unit that features full touch-
screen interactive vending technology, enabling con-
sumers to better connect with PepsiCo brands right at
the point of purchase.”

This Social Vending System uses a different type of
social currency than the Facebook Like. This machine
allows users to gift a free beverage to any friend with a
mobile phone. By simply entering the friend’s name,
mobile number, and short personalized message, users
can send the free beverage gift, redeemable at any other
Pepsi Social Vending machine. Users also have the op-
tion of recording a short video using the machine’s
built-in video camera. Recipients redeem their gift by
entering a special code and, upon receiving their gift,
can either thank the original sender by returning a gift
of their own or pay it forward and send a beverage gift to
another friend. Pepsi also included the innovative Ran-
dom Acts of Refreshment feature, which lets users buy/
gift drinks for complete strangers via any Social Vending
System.

Not to be outdone, Coca-Cola developed the a mobile
app Open Happiness (based on their latest marketing
campaign of the same name) that works with vending
machines in four cities in three separate coun-
tries—Buenos Aires, Cape Town, New York, and
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Mountain View. Using the application, Coca-Cola fans
could send free Coke to anyone in any of the cities. In
return, they get to watch a video of the recipients as they
receive their free beverage and, hopefully, share in the
joy of the gift.

Here’s another one: BOS Ice Tea of South Africa de-
veloped the world’s first Twitter-activated vending ma-
chine. In this case, free samples are dispensed from the
machine in return for a user tweeting about the ma-
chine. Like the first example, users are trading social for
physical capital.
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Company Profile

I had the chance to sit and speak with Peter Corbett, the cofounder and
chief executive officer (CEO) of DC-based iStrategyLabs
(istrategylabs.com). His firm does many things but has made social ma-
chine design, development, and deployment a core service offering, with
an impressive collection of successes already under the team’s belt.
Here are a couple of great examples of their work.

The GE Social Fridge

Built using a Vintage 1939 model refrigerator, iStrategyLabs designed a
social machine interface that pops the fridge open once 10 people have
checked into it via Foursquare. Making its debut at the South by South-
west (SXSW) 2012 conference in GE Garages (ge.com/garages/) pavil-
ion, the Social Fridge was a big success.

The Foursquare Social Cooler

Like the GE Social Fridge, the Foursquare Social Cooler unlocks when
the magic number of people check in on Foursquare. The prize? Cold
beer!

What is great about both these examples is they adhere to a vision that
is core to the success of social machines. These are connected devices
that are not concerned with saving money for their owners/operators.
The return on investment analysis, if anyone would ever decide to put
one together, would not be based on achieving specific levels of opera-
tional efficiency. Rather the whole investment thesis for these machines
hinges on returns based on things such as revenue generation, user in-
teraction, and market awareness. The potential owners and operators of
these social machines are less concerned with stocking levels. They are
far more interested in the social engagement that the machines provide
to users and their brand.

These innovative social machines are also great examples of how con-
nected devices can participate seamlessly in a social network and inter-
act in ways that users love. They require no new behaviors of their
users. In this case, if you knew how to use Foursquare, you knew how to
use this social machine. Checking in, which is a user behavior that
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defines Foursquare, was a simple and intuitive affair. But unlike a nor-
mal Foursquare check-in, which provides only digital feedback on the
screen of your mobile phone, checking in to, say, the GE Social Fridge
could actually unlock it, giving you a beverage. Your actions in digital
space can now affect objects in your physical space, right where you’re
standing. Right now. It’s a fascinating new interaction model that is en-
tirely novel to most users. As a result, the impact is very high and the
viral effect strong. The nice thing about this concept is it can be used in
all kinds of scenarios. And the results don’t have to be trivial. You could
easily imagine an application where remote caregivers are capable of in-
teracting with home-based electronics to ensure things were kept in or-
der and not on all the time.

According to Corbett there is lots more where this came from. He men-
tioned himself, and his website confirms, that there are many, many op-
portunities out there for the social machines approach. Right now
iStrategyLabs is working on a significant social vending machine project
with Campbell. How cool would it be if you could take some of your
Facebook “capital” and trade it for real capital—maybe not hard cur-
rency, but goods and services. I’m not sure what the details are, but I
would guarantee that the vending machine will serve as the interface
between new Campbell products and all the users of the machine.
Campbell’s intent is not to find a way to save money here. It is to im-
prove the value of its brand with customers new and old, those folks
who are looking for good reasons to try something new. Properly de-
veloped and deployed social machines are not like your grandfather’s
M2M. They are not remote assets in need of tracking. They are new-
fangled smart brand ambassadors that can engage users and deliver
messages in entirely new ways. They can change on a dime to respond
personally to specific users and specific situations. Most important, they
can engage and interact. The social aspect of the interactions creates a
whole new set of opportunities for everyone in the value chain to innov-
ate on top of—from the vending machine manufacturers to the operat-
ors and service/maintenance to the systems integrators and individual
entrepreneurs. The social abstraction layer creates a green field oppor-
tunity for those brave enough to jump in.

These three examples are focused on a specific type of
social machine—vending. But the same opportunities
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are available with other types of retail-related machines
as well. For example, digital signs that interact with
users offer many interesting possibilities. Equipped with
cameras, facial recognition software, and other types of
sensors, these devices provide platforms for many types
of innovation.

Point-of-sale systems and kiosks are also great ex-
amples of machines capable of capitalizing on a custom-
er’s physical presence. Like vending machines, they of-
fer intriguing possibilities to engage not just with users
locally but with users anywhere in the community.
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Chapter 18

Transportation

In my experience, the best examples of machines acting
socially come from the least expected places. It rein-
forces a deeply held belief that I have about the origins
of a real disruptive change. It’s not always true. There
are plenty of examples otherwise. But my bias is that the
real new, new things rarely come from big companies.
They come from determined individuals or small groups
passionately pursuing a new idea in the cleared-out
mythical Silicon Valley garage.

Occasionally, large companies get it right and form
small entrepreneurial offshoots that are given the intel-
lectual and financial freedom to pursue their vision. The
original IBM Personal Computer, model 5150—the fam-
ous IBM PC—is a great case in point. Based in Boca
Raton, Florida, the design team broke all the rules and



developed an IBM product in one year, not the usual
four. The rest is history.

Another way large companies try to act smaller and
more nimble is to provide tools to independent groups
in the hopes of benefitting from their innovation and
out-of-the-box thinking. This scenario is a good example
of exactly that.

Weather forecasting is a tricky business. It’s also an
expensive business. Today, forecasters rely on a combin-
ation of advanced geostationary satellites, a nationwide
system of NEXRAD weather radars, and specialized
Doppler radars installed at 41 of the major U.S. airports.
In addition, they use weather balloons, airplanes, and
dedicated weather data collection sites located in stra-
tegic areas around the country. Frustratingly, even with
all this technology, no one can tell you with any cer-
tainty whether it’s pouring rain on the piece of highway
you are about to travel on. The nation’s weather tracking
and forecasting systems are fantastic tools for general-
ized reporting. They are less reliable for specifics. To an-
swer the question about the rain situation on a highway,
there’s one obvious reliable source—the cars actually
traveling on it.

Once you’ve convinced yourself that the cars driving
on a road would be a great source of highly localized,
real-time weather data, you now must figure out how to
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gather and share that information. To my knowledge,
there are no cars cruising around today with built-in
weather stations just ready for exploitation. We’ll need
to find another way. Luckily, some creative thinkers
came up with a solution.

In 2012 Ford released the first version of a technology
platform called OpenXC (www.openxcplatform.com), a
set of open source hardware and software tools for al-
lowing developers to write applications and build hard-
ware for a variety of Ford vehicles. It was a tool kit for
inspiring others to do cool things with their Ford cars
and trucks, and it caught the attention of the folks at
Weather Underground, an innovative company that
publishes a weather-related Web portal
(wunderground.com). They had a question. Could you,
via the OpenXC platform, remotely access operating in-
formation about the windshield wipers? Could you de-
termine whether they were on or not and at what speed
they were moving? If the answer was yes, couldn’t you
logically deduce the presence of rain at that car’s loca-
tion? Furthermore, they reasoned, the quality of that
data would be high because it would be validated by the
driver. For example, if the car had an automatic rain
sensor that activated the windshield wipers and the
driver did not override it and turn them off, you could
be fairly certain it was raining enough to matter.
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Conversely, if the car did not have an automatic system
and the windshield wipers were on it, would be because
the driver activated them—another good indication of
the rain conditions where the car was located. Bottom
line: Windshield wiper activity would provide high-
quality, driver-corroborated data about localized weath-
er conditions. Weather Underground could then take
that data, mash it up with other sources of information,
and present a map or other visualizations to users that
offered a whole new level of granular forecasting.

However, recognizing that the data would be a great
resource is different from actually getting your hands on
it. This is particularly true when the car is moving, po-
tentially at high speed, down a road. To help explore the
possibilities, Ford has turned to innovative communities
of tinkerers, makers, and students for inspiration and
answers, working with US-based groups and universit-
ies as well as international organizations like the presti-
gious Indian Institute of Technology in Bangalore. It is
an on-going project, but to-date the results have been
extraordinarily encouraging.

Briefly, the OpenXC platform is a way to safely tap in-
to the operational information of a Ford vehicle by con-
necting to what’s called the OBD-II port. This is a stand-
ard interface that just about every vehicle has had in-
stalled since 1996. It is normally used by car
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manufacturers, dealers, and service stations to access
the operational status and metrics of your car. You pull
into the garage, and someone wheels over the dia-
gnostics computer, plugs into the OBD-II port, and gets
an instant readout on the health of your vehicle. As it
turns out, one of the signals that can be routed over this
interface is windshield wiper activity. And OpenXC
makes it easy for developers to get access to that
information.

OpenXC also includes an interface to add USB peri-
pheral devices to the system as a way to enhance the
functions of the car—in essence, extending its hardware
feature set. In this case, the addition of a USB-based 3G
wireless modem (sometimes called a dongle) would
solve the problem of transmitting the windshield wiper
data to an outside database so that it could be used. A
USB-based Bluetooth interface could also be used to
pair the OBD-II connector to the driver’s phone, which
would have then served as the conduit to the outside
world.

OpenXC is a terrific example of a social machine’s po-
tential. It utilizes all the concepts introduced in this
book and demonstrates how powerful the inclusion of
machine-originated data can be. In this case the wind-
shield wiper information is not only useful but could
help save lives. The sharing of simple operational data
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produces positive results and measurable benefits for
the entire community. The task of weather data collec-
tion becomes crowdsourced. Combining this informa-
tion with the more advanced, but more generalized,
weather data coming from the satellites, radars, and bal-
loons could present forecasters and end users with a
considerably more accurate and predictable picture of
the weather—courtesy of social machines!

For another example of a company taking advantage
of the standard OBD-II ports available on vehicles, you
can check out Mavizon (mavizon.com). Mavizon has
built a platform similar to OpenXC that includes a hard-
ware interface that connects to your car and, in turn,
communicates with your smartphone. Its power is in its
simplicity, and its goal is to allow third-party developers
to write applications to improve every aspect of owning
and operating a car.
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Chapter 19

Finance

I have to admit that when thinking about all the poten-
tial benefits social machines could bring to the world,
finance and finance-related products did not immedi-
ately occur to me. I think the reason is because I was
hung up on the idea that a product is a physical, tangible
thing, which of course it isn’t. But when you’re thinking
about machines, your mind tends to think atoms. I was
straightened out when I saw this quote on a subway
poster for Progressive Insurance:

Over $70 million already saved with Snapshot! You
could save up to 30% EXTRA for YOUR good
driving!

We’ve already spent time in Chapter 10 going through
the whole Progressive Insurance story so I won’t repeat
it here. But the poster headline listed above caught my
attention less because I’m looking for a good deal on



auto insurance and more because I recognized that you
could pretty easily swap out “good driving” with other
equally compelling words. Usage-based insurance would
seem to make sense for lots of people and businesses
since it sharpens the tools used to price insurance
premiums and makes insurance fairer.

Take health insurance for example and replace “good
driving” with “healthy living.”

Wouldn’t it make sense to pay less for health insur-
ance if you lived a healthy lifestyle? It would seem to fall
right in line with what Progressive has done with auto-
mobile coverage. Turns out there is a ton of interest and
debate about the topic—everything from what are the
best models to is it even legal. There are models that pay
you for taking your prescription drugs1 and others that
reward you for staying healthy and submitting to bio-
metric tests and stress counseling.2 Plenty of insurance
companies offer incentives to stay healthy because it’s a
win-win proposition.

Given the interest, it’s not hard to understand why a
company like United Healthcare launched its $60,000
Open Innovation Challenge at the 2013 Consumer Elec-
tronics show. Here the description from their press
release:
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“[The] open innovation initiative . . . invites people
around the world to submit new solutions that will
enhance the health system and help people lead
healthier lives.”

It’s equally understandable that they launched this
initiative at one of the world’s largest electronics trade
shows—there is incredible interest in using smart, con-
nected devices to help individuals, doctors, care givers,
and health-related organizations to better monitor
health, provide real-time feedback, and promote health-
ier living. In fact, there were many new health and fit-
ness tracking products on display. But we are only
scratching the surface of what’s possible. Creating truly
social health, medical, and wellness devices will bring a
whole new level of innovation to this field and help in-
crease both the quantity and quality of shared data
needed to radically affect positive change. Social devices
will empower communities to better take care of them-
selves, relying less on large, often cumbersome central
providers and improve the collective health of all their
members.

Health device makers could easily provide secure in-
terfaces to their products that allow remote access to au-
thorized users. The devices themselves could post relev-
ant information to insurance company databases or so-
cial networks. Third-party developers could offer
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applications that simultaneously help users live healthi-
er, more active lives and provide insurance companies
with the data they need to keep rates low.

You could even imagine pay-as-you-go insurance for
pets with connected collars, health monitors, trackers,
and so on, providing the required data to owners and in-
surance companies alike.

The point here, like in every scenario in this section,
is to demonstrate how social machines are not only cre-
ating an environment for an improved standard of living
but creating solid business opportunities as well. Expect
to see many more examples of this in the future as we
more and more come to rely on social machines to
provide the necessary supporting data.

1 http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/14/health/
14meds.html?_r=0

2 http://www.seattlemag.com/article/health-
rewarding-work
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Chapter 20

Health and
Wellness

I mentioned in Part I that I have personally spent time
focusing on how health issues can be addressed in new
ways, not so much with technology, but with a com-
munity approach to care and support. I’ve come to call it
“people taking care of people,” or finding ways and
methods to help us take better care of one another. My
belief is that big health-related companies—insurance,
pharma, hospitals—will continue to play a vital role. But
in the same way that sites such as PatientsLikeMe (pa-
tientslikeme.com) are finding ways to use the Internet
to connect people with similar conditions so that they
can share knowledge and experiences, there is a moun-
tain of innovation waiting to happen by sharing other
types of information as well.

http://patientslikeme.com
http://patientslikeme.com


This scenario is based on work we did a couple years
ago that revolved around helping companies that focus
on elder care provide a higher standard of attention and
quality of service. The solution was based on connected
devices of various sorts, which I describe next, and a
back-end server that kept track of it all, providing re-
ports, analyses, and other relevant content useful for
managing and operating an elder care facility. What was
not explored at the time was the power of social net-
working in helping improve care. I will add how it could
have dramatically altered, for the better, various aspects
of the project and improved the outcome.

Elder care facilities have many configurations, but
the one we worked on was composed of modest apart-
ments that afforded a fairly independent living style for
the people living there. They could come and go as they
pleased (unless there was a medical reason they
couldn’t). They could also tap into the support services
offered by the facility to the degree that they needed
them. As a care-related facility, the staff wanted to
provide high-quality service on a very individualized
basis, ensuring that their customers received the most
useful and effective assistance when and if they needed
it, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

One interesting challenge with the apartment ap-
proach is everyone is different. Apartment A may be
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home to a person with a congestive heart condition.
Apartment B may be home to a woman with Alzheimer’s
disease, and apartment C to a diabetic. And to make
matters worse, there is normally (unfortunately) a high
degree of turnover, so apartment A may have its specific
setup for that occupant in place for only a couple of
months. Last, the medical systems that would get in-
stalled in each apartment to help monitor and assist
both the person living there and his or her caregivers
were all completely proprietary, closed, and highly ver-
tically integrated so that they worked great within their
sphere of use—for example, a glucometer testing the
sugar level in a patient’s blood—but did not “play nice”
with the other devices in the apartment. This closed ap-
proach affects many things, which we will discuss later.
But perhaps the most obvious is that proprietary health
systems that focus on highly specific conditions can be
terrific at addressing the needs of people with those con-
ditions, but for everyone else who touches those sys-
tems, the costs are high. Perhaps the best example was
provided by talking to the nurses who worked in the fa-
cility. It turns out that because each apartment usually
housed a person with a different situation than that of
their neighbors, the systems installed to monitor them
varied from apartment to apartment. And because pri-
vacy issues are of paramount importance, sometimes
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operating these devices and machines would require a
log-in or hardware access key. The nurses therefore
ended up running around with a catalog of log-ins and
used whatever combination was necessary in each
apartment. Naturally, this was an administrative night-
mare that the facility hoped to improve.

As a result, the facility’s management had a hard time
putting a complete health picture together for each indi-
vidual because the data from the various devices used in
each apartment to track the important health and med-
ical metrics were hard to correlate and summarize in
meaningful ways.

The goal was to create a modular hardware system,
based on the Bug Labs platform, that would allow the fa-
cility to install exactly what was needed—sensors, mon-
itors, and so on—in each apartment. It could also
quickly change the installation to accommodate either a
new condition or situation to be monitored. Best of all,
the information coming from these newly installed
devices would be based on a standard format, so it
would be easy to compare apples to apples across apart-
ments and even across disease types. The information
produced by the devices would be collected at a central
server and used to produce helpful Web-based dash-
boards for everyone—the occupant, the caregivers, and
management.
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But how do you make it social?
According to a June 2012 Forrester report on “Digital

Seniors,” 60 percent of U.S. seniors are online, which
amounts to approximately 20 million people. And of
those, close to 50 percent have Facebook accounts.
Those are big numbers. These seniors are using social
media to share their lives and connect with communit-
ies. If you combine this type of social networking activity
with the open, modular information sharing solution de-
scribed earlier, you get the perfect environment for so-
cial machine innovation. As I discussed in my Hacking
Health example (in Part I), by integrating health- and
wellness-related data with online communities that in-
clude family members, friends, doctors, nurses, care-
givers, companions, and other relevant people, you cre-
ate a virtuous dynamic—people taking care of one an-
other—looking out for those they love and care about. It
would not take much for the makers of all the health
monitors used in these facilities to create social ma-
chines out of their existing product offerings—in fact, go
review the retrofit model we discuss in Part IV! This ap-
proach would also help unleash the creativity and en-
ergy of the global developer community, bringing to the
world of health and wellness a level of interest and activ-
ity that it is currently sorely lacking. Although we fo-
cused on elder care facilities in this example, there isn’t
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a corner of the health world that the social machines
movement will not touch.
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Part VI

Resources

Resource Specialty URL
Contract Manufacturers
Circuitco Elec-
tronics, LLC

Complex builds,
TI processors,
Low to medium
volume

http://circuitco.com/wordpress/

Edmond
Marks

High mix, Low
volume, Quality
build cycle

http://www.edmondmarks.com/

Solutions
Manufacturing

Medium to large
volume, In
house part sup-
pliers, Test rigs

http://www.solutionsmfg.com/

Surya
Electronics

Prototypes, Low
volume, Off
shore high
volume

http://www.suryaelectronics.com/

http://circuitco.com/wordpress/
http://www.edmondmarks.com/
http://www.solutionsmfg.com/
http://www.suryaelectronics.com/


Resource Specialty URL
Innovative
Global
Solutions

Local represent-
atives, Overseas
manufacturing,
High volume,
Full production

http://www.innovativeglobalsolutions.com/

Design Firms
Mistral
Solutions

Hardware, Soft-
ware design
engineering

http://www.mistralsolutions.com/

ECCO Product design http://www.eccoid.com/
IDEO Product Design http://www.ideo.com/
BERG Team Networks of

physical things
berglondon.com

Bug Labs, Inc. Product devel-
opment: Hard-
ware, Software
engineering,
Cloud platform/
tools

http://www.buglabs.net

Y Studios Design
consultancy

http://www.ystudios.com/

iStrategyLabs Strategists, de-
signers,
Developers

http://istrategylabs.com/

Housings
Copesetic Inc. Fast prototype

housings,
http://copeseticinc.com/
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Resource Specialty URL
Urethane, SLA,
SLS, CNC

Solid Con-
cepts, Inc.

3D prints, Rap-
id prototyping,
Low volume,
High volume
overseas
production

https://www.solidconcepts.com/

Spectrum
Plastics Group

High quality,
Quick turn
tooling

http://www.spectrumplasticsgroup.com/

Parts Distributors
DigiKey Parts supplier,

Kits
www.digikey.com

Mouser Parts supplier,
Kits

www.mouser.com

Arrow High volume
parts supplier,
Kits

www.arrow.com

Spark Fun DIY kits and
gadgets, Com-
munity help

http://www.sparkfun.com/

Seeed Studios Open hardware
facilitator—from
kits to overseas
production

http://www.seeedstudio.com/depot/

Adafruit DIY compon-
ents, Kits and

http://adafruit.com/
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Resource Specialty URL
gadgets, Com-
munity leader-
ship, Help

PCB Manufacturers
Sunstone Quick turn, Low

volume, CAD
design SW

http://www.sunstone.com/

Advanced
Circuits

Quick turn,
High volume,
Assembly
options

http://www.4pcb.com/

Hallmark
Circuits

Quality, Speed http://hallmarkcircuits.com/

Electrotek Quality, High
volume, Low
cost, Design
review

http://boards4u.com/

Cables
C&M
Corporation

Cable assem-
blies, Coil cord
assemblies

http://www.cmcorporation.com/

CSI
Electronics

Custom hand
built, Low
volume, Fast
service

http://csielectronics.com/

ICT Custom large
volume

http://www.intcomptech.com/

Communities
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Resource Specialty URL
IOT Research and

forecasting of
what the world
will become

http://www.theinternetofthings.eu/

Web of Things
Community

Community
tinkerers

http://www.webofthings.org/

Tech Shop Tools, SW,
Space to build
anything

http://www.techshop.ws/

NYC Resistor Hacker com-
munity in NYC

http://www.nycresistor.com/

Social Machine Cloud Platforms
Systems for coordinating the messaging between connected devices. Sup-
port for the Social Seven and Avatar interaction.
Bug Labs
Swarm

Turns any con-
nected device
into a collection
of web APIs

http://developer.bugswarm.net/index.html

Cosm Connect devices
and apps, Ex-
change data and
ideas

https://cosm.com/

Digi Any app, any-
thing, anywhere

http://www.idigi.com/

Evrything Managed ap-
plications to
help make
products smart

http://www.evrythng.com/
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Resource Specialty URL
Logica—Now
CGI

Innovation,
Flexibility, Se-
curity,
Performance

http://www.cgi.com/en/cloud

Integrated Development Environments
ThingWorx M2M/IoT ap-

plication devel-
opment
platform

http://www.thingworx.com/

Axeda Cloud-based
service and soft-
ware for man-
aging devices

http://www.axeda.com/

ILS
Technology

Simply and se-
curely enables
M2M services

http://www.ilstechnology.com/

Wireless System Design
Delta Mobile Wireless design

and
manufacture

http://www.deltamobile.com/index.html

Connected
Development

Wireless M2M
design

http://www.connecteddev.com/

Certification Labs
7 Layers FCC, PTCRB http://www.7layers.com/#!/certification
SGS Complete test-

ing services
http://www.sgsgroup.us.com/en/Service-
by-Type-Path/Certification.aspx

Nemko EMC, R&TTE http://www.nemko.com/
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Resource Specialty URL
MET Labs EMC, EMI,

Wireless and RF
testing

http://www.metlabs.com/

Compliance
Testing

FCC, IC, CE,
EMC, EMI, RF

http://www.compliancetesting.com

Cetecom PTCRB, BT,
LTE

http://www.cetecom.com

Books
Smart Things: Ubiquitous Com-
puting User
Experience Design

Author: Mike
Kuniavsky

Designing Interactions Author: Bill
Moggridge

The Design Of Design: Essays
From A
Computer Scientist

Author: Freder-
ick P.
Brooks
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Index
A

Abstraction
interface with computers and
location as

Abstraction, history of
binary code and digital computers
computer networks
language and books
social abstraction and information turned to
knowledge
telegraph communication

Access, as social machine attribute
Airbnb and
implications for product design
overview
Zipcar and

Accommodation services, Airbnb and
Activity, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview



Adafruit
Advanced Circuits
Airbnb

access as social machine attribute and
retrofit business model

Amazon
delivery as primary product of
Elastic Compute Cloud
Kindle

Andreessen, Marc
ANT networks
Apple Computer

Apple II
developer platform and
interfaces and
iPhone and

Application programming interfaces (APIs)
avatar design issues and
benefits of open
HVAC example
Nest and
weather station applications

Applications, as social machine design component
Arduino
ARPANET
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Arrow
Asimov, Isaac
Automobiles. See also Transportation services

anthropomorphizing of
computers in
gathering weather data from
ODB ports and
sharing services and
social machine possibilities for

Avatars. See also Social seven attributes
as digital presence of product
interfaces with computers and
as social machine design component

Axeda

B

Battery life, design issues and
Behavioral economics
BERG Team
Bezos, Jeff
Bicycle, social machine possibilities of

data sets available from
government’s benefits
groups of riders’ benefits
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individual riders’ benefits
manufacturers’ benefits
organizations’ benefits
for three kinds of customers

Binary code, history of abstraction and
Bluetooth networks
BOS Ice Tea
Braungart, Michael
Bricklin, Dan
Bug Labs, Inc.

diabetes monitoring and
production scheduling challenges and

Bug Labs swarm
Built-in model, of social machine business

HVAC example
machine design issues

Business value
built-in model and
people sharing things and
retrofit models and
social pricing and
social value chain and

BusinessWeek

C
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C and C++
C#
C&M Corporation
C2C (cradle-to-cradle) design
Cables, resources for
Carrier networking testing
Cars. See Automobiles
CE certification
Certification labs, resources
Certifications, production scheduling challenges and
Cetecom
CGI
Change Function, The (Coburn)
Chase, Robin
Choice, Airbnb and
Chumby
Circuitco Electronics, LLC
Clark, Andy
Cloud computing

design issues and applications
design issues and CPU connection
weather station applications
wheelchairs and hand sanitizer example

Coburn, Pip
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Coca-Cola
Cognitive Surplus (Shirky)
Collaborative consumption (people sharing things)

accommodation services, Airbnb
transportation services, Zipcar

Communities, resources
Compliance Testing
Computers, interfaces of and love/hate relationships
with
Connected Development
Contract manufacturers, resources
Copesetic Inc.
Corbett, Peter
Cosm
CPUs, machine design and location of

built-in model and
Cradle-to-cradle (C2C) design
Craigslist
Crowdsourcing

Pebble and
weather station applications

CSI Electronics

D
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Dalai Lama
Danielson, Antje
Data, as the new steel
Data, things sharing

financial services, Progressive Insurance
health services, Vitality, Inc.

Delivery, as Amazon’s primary product
Delta Mobile
Design. See Social machines, design requirements
Design firms, resources
Developers

benefits of social bicycle
social value chain and

Developers’ customers
benefits of social bicycle
social pricing and
social value chain and

Development disruption, production scheduling chal-
lenges and
Devices, CPU included on
Diabetes, device to monitor heart rates and blood sugar
levels
Digi
DigiKey
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Digital computers, history of abstraction and
Discoverability, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview

DNS (domain name system), avatar design issues and
Documentation, importance of

E

ECCO
Economic issues, of production
Economist
Edmond Marks
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), of Amazon
Elderly persons

social machines and “hugs”
social machines and independent living

Electronic watch project (Pebble)
Electrotek
E-mail, as not social
Energy management, in houses
Equity trading, and proximity to exchanges
Ethernet jack and cable
Ethernet-over-USB
Evrything
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F

Facebook
discoverability and
example of use of
news reporting and
number of users
status changes and

Fadell, Tony
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), certifica-
tions and production scheduling
Feedback loops, social machines and
Ford Motors
Foursquare

Social Cooler of
Friction

production scheduling challenges
removing from use of social machines

Fuller, R. Buckminster

G

gChat
GE, social refrigerator of
GitHub
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G/LTE networks
GlowCaps
Goetz, Thomas
Google
Gutenberg, Johannes

H

“Hacking Health” article
Hallmark Circuits
Hand sanitizers, social machine possibilities and
Hardware, production scheduling challenges and
Health information

social machine applications
weather station applications

Heathkit
Houses

Airbnb and sharing services
social machine possibilities for

Housings, resources for
Hughes, Thomas
Human-Built World (Hughes)
HVAC systems

built-in model and
retrofit business model
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social pricing and
social value chain and

I

iChat
ICT
Identity, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview

IDEO
Igoe, Tom
ILS Technology
Innovative Global Solutions
Input/output (I/O) design features
Instant messaging, presence and
Insurance, usage-based
Integrated development environments, resources
Internet, history of abstraction and
“Internet of Things”
IOT
IP addresses, avatar design issues and
iPhone. See also Smartphones

developer platform and
interface
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Lightening connector
Objective C and
Siri and voice recognition

IPv4
IPv6
Iris, at Lowe’s
iRobot
iStrategyLabs

J

Java
Jobs, Steve

K

“Kanny”
Kelly, Kevin
Kickstarter
Kindle

L

Language, history of abstraction and
“Line of No Return”, in technosocieties
LinkedIn
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Lithium ion batteries
Location, as abstraction
Logica
Log-ins, access and
LogMeIn
Lowe’s

M

Machine-to-computer (M2C) industry
Make magazine
Making Things Talk (Igoe)
Mavizon
MBD (Multidrop Bus), in vending machines
McDonough, William
MET Labs
Mistral Solutions
Moore’s law
Mosaic web browser
Mouser
M2C (machine-to-computer) industry

N

Nass, Clifford
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Natural Born Cyborgs (Clark)
Nemko
Nest
Network connection design issues

wired
wireless

Networks, history of abstraction and
Newmark, Craig
Nike
NYC Resistor

O

OBD-II ports, in automobiles
car sharing and
insurance and
weather information and

Open Happiness application, of Coca-Cola
Open source hardware
Openmoko
OpenTable
OpenXC, of Ford

P

ParkatmyHouse
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Parts distributors, resources
PatientsLikeMe
PCB manufacturers, resources
Pebble project
People sharing things (collaborative consumption)

accommodation services, Airbnb
transportation services, Zipcar

Pepsi, social vending machines and
Photocopiers, as “smart” machines
Physical design

CPU location and
input/output (I/O) features
network connections and
power and

Pinterest
Power, design issues
Presence, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview

Pricing
Airbnb and
social pricing

Primary customers
benefits of social bicycle
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social value chain and
Privacy issues, network connection design issues
Privilege, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview

Proctor & Gamble, use of social machines
Product design. See Social product design
Production scheduling challenges

certifications and
development disruption and
hardware and

Progressive Insurance
PTCRB testing
Python

Q

QR codes

R

Radio emissions
network connection design issues
testing and certification issues

Refrigerator, GE’s social model
Resources
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cables
certification labs
communities
contract manufacturers
design firms
housings
integrated development environments
parts distributors
PCB manufacturers
wireless system design

Retailers, social machine possibilities for
Retrofit model, of social machine business

machine design issues
RFID (radio-frequency identification)

wheelchairs and hand sanitizer example
Zipcar and

RJ-45 jack and cable
Rogers, Matt
Roomba

S

Scarcity, production issues and
Scheduling challenges. See Production scheduling
challenges
Second Life (game)
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Security systems, retrofit business model
Seeed Studios
7 Layers
SGS
Shaping Things (Sterling)
Sharing, incentives for
Shirky, Clay
Siri, for iPhone
Skateboards, conceived as social machines
Smartphones

design issues and applications
design issues and CPU connection to
social retail and

Snapshot, of Progressive Insurance
Snow Crash (Stephenson)
Social abstraction, information turned to knowledge and
Social graph

defined
machines as peers in

Social Machine Cloud Platforms
Social machines

business value and
current technology and
data as new steel concept and
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evolution of technology of
feature set
future possibilities
interconnected data and 3D printing
opening to innovation by others
P&G’s use of, at Walmart
physical and digital states of
used to monitor diabetes
used to provide “hugs” for lonely elderly

Social machines, design requirements. See also Social
product design

application components
avatar components
built-in model and
common product categories
physical components of
production scheduling challenges
retrofit model

Social Network, The (film)
Social networks, evolution of

abstractions and
access barriers to information lowered
avatars and
“smartness” and
speed and computer power and
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Social product design. See also Social machines, design
requirements

abstraction and product designers
benefits of
connected distinguished from social
customer types for social machines
fundamental attributes of all successful machines
future of connected products
social bicycle example
weather station example
wheelchairs and hand sanitizer example

Social seven attributes
access
activity
discoverability
identity
overview
presence
privilege
status

Social value chain
Solid Concepts, Inc.
Solutions Manufacturing
Spark Fun
Spectrum Plastics Group
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Standage, Tom
Status, as social machine attribute

implications for product design
overview

Stephenson, Neal
Sterling, Bruce
Sunstone
Surya Electronics

T

Tech Shop
Teddy bears, as social machine for elderly
Telephones

history of abstraction and
telephone number as avatar
use of social seven

Thermostats, Nest and learning features
Things sharing data

financial services, Progressive Insurance
health services, Vitality, Inc.

ThingWorx
Third-party innovation, encouraging
“Three Law of Robotics”, of Asimov
3D printing, interconnected data and
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3G cellular networks
Too Big to Know (Weinberger)
Transportation services

things sharing data and
Zipcar

Turing, Alan
Twitter

news reporting and
social vending machines and

2G cellular networks

U

Union Square Ventures
United Healthcare
URLs, avatar design issues and

V

Vending machines
MDB interface
Social Vending System
Twitter and

Victorian Internet, The (Standage)
Virtual identity. See Identity, as social machine attribute
Visicalc
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Vitality, Inc.
Voice recognition, Siri and
Von Moltke, Helmuth

W

Wachman, Josh
Wag.com
Wall Street Journal
Walmart, social machines at
Waze
Weather data, gathering from automobiles
Weather station, social machine possibilities of

example applications
Weather Underground
Web of Things Community
WebMD
Weinberger, David
What Technology Wants (Kelly)
Wheelchairs, social machine possibilities and
Wi-Fi networks
Wi-Fi routers, avatar design issues and
Wired magazine
Wired network connections, design issues and
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Wireless network connections, design issues and
Wireless system design, resources
Words with Friends
“World in 2013, The” (Economist)
World of Warcraft
World Wide Web, avatar design issues and

Y

Y Studios
Yelp

Z

ZigBee
Zimride
Zipcar
Zuckerberg, Mark
Zynga
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